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1. Introduction 
 
 
 

This thesis is a report on a designer's Ph.D. project, called proefontwerp in Dutch. The Ph.D. 
project was performed at CERN, the European laboratory for Particle Physics, with joint funding 
from the Eindhoven University of Technology, CERN, and University of the West of England. 
 
The goal of a designer's Ph.D. is to design an artefact that satisfies the needs and criteria of a user 
community [24]. Because of this goal, a designer's Ph.D. project differs from a normal Ph.D. 
project. Within a normal Ph.D. project the goal is to do research that adds to the existing collection 
of scientific knowledge. In a designer's Ph.D. project, creation of (scientific) knowledge is driven 
by the needs of the environment, not by scientific curiosity. However, both work on the boundaries 
of what is scientifically well understood, and demonstrate the ability of the Ph.D. candidate to do 
autonomous work on a scientific level.  As such, a designer's Ph.D. bridges the gap between pure 
scientific research and the application of research within society. Within this designer’s Ph.D. 
thesis this goal is reflected in analysing the use of XML (eXtended Markup Language) and graphs 
for interoperability and integration issues within CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid). Both XML and 
graphs are not new technologies or concepts (see chapter 5 and [107]).  XML is used within this 
thesis as an enabling “technology”, while graphs are used as the underlying structure independent 
of XML. 
 
The different approach of a designer’s Ph.D. compared to the approach taken in a normal Ph.D. 
implies certain differences within the methodology used, and in the structure of the resulting thesis 
of a designer's Ph.D. project. 
 
The title of this thesis contains the sentence:  “A CMS perspective”. This Ph.D. project was carried 
out within the CMS project at CERN.  On a high level the CMS experiment deals with the 
construction, and calibration of a complex machine and implies that much of what is written in this 
thesis is also applicable at other organizations dealing with construction and calibration of 
machines, such as the other LHC (Large Hadron Collider) experiments: ATLAS (A Toriodal LHC 
ApparatuS)[6], ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [4], and LHCb (LHC beauty) [105]. 

1.1. Problem statement 
Within CMS there are multiple heterogeneous data sources that exchange or integrate data. The 
initial problem statement of the designer’s PhD was formulated as follows:  
 
In the CMS experiment many different data repositories are used. To ensure that these data 
repositories can inter-operate and can provide convenient modes of access for physicists, it is 
necessary to develop suitable underlying data models, which are sufficiently flexible to address the 
needs of physicists. The inter-operation of, and data exchange between, multiple data repositories 
can be facilitated by the use of some common repository description. Typically, the movement of 
information from one repository (e.g. detector construction) to another (e.g. calibration) for use by 
physicists would be significantly eased if it were possible to access the respective repositories 
through a descriptive detector database (or meta-model). This sharing of information is also 
required between the construction database and large physics simulation programmes (e.g. 
GEANT4 [67]) for accurate detector simulation. A common meta-model used in an HEP (High 
Energy Physics) experiment would act as a road-atlas to the underlying data model and would 
allow the provision of query facilities to enable cooperation and collaboration between, otherwise 
distinct, ‘islands of information’ in the experiment.  
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During the course of this Ph.D. project it was not clear what sources were available and what the 
relation was between these sources.  As a result the above statement was revised and rewritten as 
follows: 
 
As a result, during the time of writing this thesis, within CMS, physicists spend less time on the 
modeling issues and more time on computer science and management issues of finding out where 
data resides, and how to combine it. This process would be simplified if there were a framework 
that supported the creation of views, transformations and integration of data, and the management 
of meta-data. Such a framework would allow physicists to focus more on the modeling issues and 
promote reuse of models and transformation and integration applications. 
 
The newly revised problem statement does not mention a common HEP meta-model, since it is 
difficult to agree on a common model. However, it is possible to identify certain meta-model 
structures within several databases of CMS (see section 4.6). 
 
Both problem statements are very general. Solving the problem described by these statements 
within the time given for a designer’s Ph.D. is not possible. Within this thesis the general problem 
is examined and analysed (chapter 4). However, implementation work has been done in only one 
domain within CMS (chapter 7, chapter 8, chapter 9, and chapter 10). Within this domain, experts 
are available who helped with the description of integration and transformation models. 
Furthermore, a small domain allows us to look at the problem in detail. A consequence of the 
problem statements was to look at the possibilities of using XML for integration and 
interoperability. XML is becoming the de facto standard for data exchange (see chapter 5). 

1.2. Data integration and interoperability  
This designer’s Ph.D. thesis discusses data integration and interoperability within the CMS 
environment. Within this thesis integration and interoperability relate to: 
 
• Extracting data from different sources and merging these data into a new source. 
• Describing relations between data in different sources.  
• Exchanging and transforming data between different sources. 
• Keeping track of how derived data are created. 
 
Data integration is done frequently within CMS and ranges from manually typing in numbers in a 
file, to dedicated applications that perform automatic transformation and integration. This thesis 
analyses the approaches within CMS and CERN that are used at the time of writing this thesis, and 
discusses techniques and methods that can make data integration more transparent and manageable. 
Based on this analysis we discuss a data integration implementation for the detector description 
domain within CMS and a generalization of the detector description for more generic integration. 
Throughout this document the term data sources refers to databases or flat files unless mentioned 
otherwise. 

 
It should be noted that every software application deals with transformation and integration of data 
(see section 3.5). 

1.3. Requirements 
At the start of the designer Ph.D. there were no clear requirements. There was only an identification 
of the problem. During the analysis phase several high level requirements were formulated: 
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• Use of emerging technologies and standards. The LHC has a life span of 20 years; therefore it 

is important to use technology and standards that are supported by a large group. One of these 
standards that have been examined is XML (eXtendible Markup Language) [162]. XML is 
discussed in chapter 5. 

• The data sources and users can reside anywhere within CMS and which implies that a 
framework should support distributed behaviour and discovery. Chapter 9 discusses such a 
framework. 

• Data (sources) change, thus the system should be able to cope with changes of the sources. 
Chapter 10 discusses a meta-model that can cope with change. 

• The autonomous way of working at CMS implies that such a framework should not have a 
large impact on the data sources that would plug into the system in terms of data source type 
and schema. In other words: the system should not impose constraints on the data sources. 
Autonomy is discussed in chapters 9.  

• At the time of writing this thesis data are shared between domains by data being replicated 
from one domain to another. Replication also needs to be performed in the future for 
performance reasons. Users want to have data locally accessible for fast access, for example 
when doing physics analysis. Within physics analysis numerous events are analysed and 
compared with data about the status of the detector. It is not desirable to retrieve this status 
data every time via a mediator (a piece of software for integrating data (see section 3.3.3)). A 
local copy would be more time efficient. Thus any proposed data interchange framework needs 
derived data management and the ability to create and manage “data marts” (see section 3.3.1).  

• Different users will want to access common data in many different ways. Therefore there has 
to be a form of model management. Chapters 7 and 9 describe mode management. 

 
These requirements are discussed and described in chapter 2 and chapter 4. This thesis analysed the 
general problem statement, but focused on one domain within CMS which led to more specific 
requirements for this specific domain which are discussed in chapter 7  chapter 9 and chapter 10.  

1.4. Design methodology  
The CMS environment is research-oriented and dynamic in nature. As such pinning down 
requirements and design specifications are difficult early in the project. Instead having several 
iteration cycles in which the problem is analysed and knowledge is gathered about the complexity 
of the project is more favourable. This designers Ph.D. consists of five cycles: 
 
• Familiarity with the CMS environment and the problem area of data integration and 

interoperability which was summarized in [111]. 
• Implementation of a small prototype and exploring XML [112], [113]. 
• Design and implementation of the detector description prototype and identification of a 

common interoperability model (see [106], [109], [110] and chapter 7). 
• Migration of the XML detector description data to a relational model (chapter 8). 
• Generalization of the model used in chapter 7 (see chapter 9 and chapter 10). 

1.5. Contributions of the Designers Ph.D. Project 
This designers Ph.D. gives an overview of the different integration and interoperability projects at 
CERN (section 4.1 and 4.2). Furthermore, this thesis discusses several XML projects being 
executed at CERN at the time of writing this thesis (section 5.6). Within this thesis the conclusion 
is that XML is becoming a de-facto standard for integration and data exchange between the 
autonomous groups that manage data. This document is one of the first that gives an overview and 
compares different integration, interoperability and XML projects at CERN.  
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The designers Ph.D. discusses a generic structure that can be identified in many CMS and CERN 
sources (section 4.3). This generic structure is exploited in the detector description prototype 
discussed in chapter 7. This generic structure has been first identified within CMS in [69] however 
was only applied to the construction domain. This thesis concludes that more domains can use this 
generic structure. Within this thesis the generic structure is also used in a design for generic 
mediators and data integration (see chapter 9). Chapter 6 gives an introduction on graphs and shows 
how different directed acyclic graphs identified with different detector descriptions can be related 
to each other using order preserving transformations. 

 
Several different prototypes have been implemented during the different iteration cycles. Each 
prototype explored a different aspect related to XML, graphs, integration and interoperability. The 
data migration prototype discussed in chapter 8 was initialised because instead of XML, users 
wanted a faster and more manageable repository for detector description data. The mediator 
prototype discussed in chapter 9 is based on requirements from users who would like to integrate 
the detector description data source with other data within CMS while maintaining the autonomy of 
the different data sources. The warehouse prototype of chapter 10 uses a centralized approach for 
incorporating other CMS data sources. 

 
The detector description prototype discussed in chapter 7 was based on user requirements of the 
CMS community and resulted in an XML model for storing detector description data. Furthermore, 
non-XML sources with legacy data were transformed into this XML model. The goal was to 
examine XML as a modeling language for detector description and define a data warehouse as 
integration strategy. This project delivered several software artefacts. A detector description XML-
schema has been developed. Based on this detector description XML-schema, data from several 
geometry sources where transformed into XML files that can be validated by the detector 
description XML-schema. A XML parser transformed the XML data into C++ objects based on a 
directed acyclic multi-graph. Another layer allowed navigation on this multi-graph. The navigation 
is a generalization of the Xpath navigation within XML files. The detector description team 
consisted of 3 core developers, who were responsible for implementation, documentation and 
testing. The manpower effort needed for the mediator prototype discussed in chapter 9 turned out to 
be higher than expected because software had to be built from scratch and little documentation was 
available about the data sources. 

 
A user requirement for the detector description was the use of XML to model and describe the 
detector (see section 7.2).  The detector description is stored in a collection of XML files. Querying 
XML files for (small amounts) of data required considerable time. Furthermore, XML files are 
difficult to manage without additional software. Because of query and management inefficiency for 
XML files, a prototype has been developed to migrate XML data to a relational data model (chapter 
8).  

 
Based on the experiences of the migration prototype, the mediator prototype was developed for 
interoperability between different data sources (chapter 9). The mediator prototype exploits the 
generic structure of acyclic graphs and mappings between acyclic graphs. The mediator prototype 
studies the possibilities of integrating detector description data over multiple sources. Different 
drivers were developed to access different autonomous detector description sources. 

 
This thesis did not focus on performance of data integration because the prototypes were based on 
XML related software. In the field of XML, and data retrieval using XML, much research is being 
conducted. Part of this research is already focused on performance.  It is therefore wiser to focus on 
integration in general and to apply the results about performance into later prototypes.  This 
strategy is compliant with the goal of a designers Ph.D. project: application of scientific 
knowledge. 
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1.6. Structure of this thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the environment of the project: CERN and CMS, and serves as an introduction 
for readers not familiar with the CERN and CMS environment. Chapter 3 is a general introduction 
into data integration, followed by chapter 4 which examines data integration and interoperability 
within a CERN and CMS environment. Chapter 5 introduces XML and relates XML to data 
integration, exchange and interoperability issues. Chapter 6 gives a formal introduction on graphs. 
XML is used within the CMS detector description prototype which is described in chapter 7 and 
chapter 8. Chapter 9 and 10 are   generalizations based on the detector description prototype. 
Finally chapter 11 discusses the design process and evaluates the designers’ PhD. project.  
 

1
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Figure 1. Dependencies between different chapters 
 
Figure 1 gives an overview of the different dependencies between the chapters. Three different 
structures can be identified within this thesis. Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 11 give a high level overview of 
CMS, CERN, data integration/interoperability and what has been accomplished within this 
designers Ph.D. Chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10 discuss integration and interoperability in more detail. 
Chapters 3, 5, and 6 give a literature overview of integration, XML and graphs. Chapter 3 binds 
together the high level view on integration within CMS and the technical and implementation level.  
The partial order of the directed acyclic graph structure of the dependencies between the chapters 
does not conflict with the natural ordering of the chapters. 
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2. The CMS environment 
 
 
 

This designer's Ph.D. project is concerned with data integration within CMS. CMS is a high-energy 
physics experiment at CERN. This chapter places the designers’ PhD. project in the context of the 
CMS environment, and discusses CERN and the CMS experiment from a non-technical point of 
view.  

2.1. CERN 
At CERN, the fundamental structure of matter is studied using particle accelerators. The study of 
matter with accelerators is part of the field of high-energy physics (HEP). Until recently CERN had 
the LEP (large electron positron) accelerator [98], which was a ring with a circumference of 26.7 
km. The successor of LEP is called the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) [104]. The LHC will be built 
in the same underground tunnel as LEP. Just as LEP, LHC will be the largest particle accelerator in 
the world but a factor 1000 more powerful than its predecessor with respect to energies of the 
particles inside the accelerator.  LHC will have two general-purpose detectors: ATLAS (A Toroidal 
Lhc ApparatuS) [6], and CMS (the Compact Muon Solenoid) [40]. Furthermore, there are two 
special-purpose detectors being built: ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [4] and LHCb 
(LHC beauty) [105]. The construction of the LHC and its detectors is scheduled to be completed in 
2007. Figure 2 shows the layout of the LHC complex and its detectors. 

 
CMS

ATLAS

LHCb

ALICE

 
 

Figure 2. LHC layout 
 

2.2. CMS 
The CMS detector shown in Figure 3 is one of the two general-purpose detectors of the LHC 
accelerator that is being designed and built at the time of writing this thesis. The LHC accelerator 
will be used, by a world-wide collaboration, which consists of some 2,200 people in roughly 145 
institutes, from 30 different countries.  These institutes contribute funds and manpower to CMS, 
and will also be the users of the detector when the data taking starts. CERN, as well as hosting the 
experiment, is one of the participating institutes in the CMS collaboration. Most of these institutes 
and groups will generate considerable amounts of data for design, construction, testing and 
calibration of the detector using their own internal format and storage medium. These different 
storage mediums for data create a heterogeneous environment for data exchange. 
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Figure 3. CMS detector 
 

As shown in Figure 3 the CMS detector consists of several "sub detectors" layered around the 
collision point in the middle. The sub detectors all use different detection technologies. The three 
inner sub detectors (called trackers) specialise in measuring the exact path (tracks) of the particles 
as they emanate from the collision point. The three outer sub detectors (called calorimeters) 
specialise in measuring the energies (momenta) that these particles possess. Moving outward, these 
sub detectors specialise in increasingly penetrating particles, with larger energies. The next 
paragraphs discuss several parts of the CMS detector in more detail and show the engineering 
complexity of the CMS project. 
 
The CMS magnet system (Figure 4) consists of a super conducting coil, the magnet yoke (barrel 
and end cap), a vacuum tank and ancillaries such as cryogenics, power supplies and process 
controls. The magnetic field bends the tracks of the charged particles as they emanate from the 
collision point, making them easier to identify. The momentum measurements of charged particles 
are based on the bending of their trajectories. For a similar bending power the overall size of the 
solenoidal system (CMS) is smaller than that of a toroid (ATLAS). The CMS design is based on a 
solenoid that generates a very high magnetic field of 4 Tesla. The magnetic field will be the largest 
super conducting magnet system in the world. The energy stored into it, if liberated, will be large 
enough to melt 18 tons of gold.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Magnet system 
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Electrons, photons and hadrons will be stopped by the calorimeters allowing their energy to be 
measured. The first calorimeter layer is designed to measure the energies of electrons and photons 
with high precision. Since these particles interact electro-magnetically, this sub detector is called an 
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) (Figure 5). The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter will consist 
of over 80,000 (PbWO4) crystals operating in a magnetic field of 4 Tesla. Crystals are clustered in 
sub modules, which are clustered in modules. The modules are placed in super modules. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. ECAL sub detector 
 

Particles that interact via the strong interaction, hadrons, deposit most of their energy in the 
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) (Figure 6). Some escape direct detection but their presence can be 
inferred as an apparent energy imbalance in a collision. The hadronic barrel is constructed of two 
half-barrels each of 4.3 metre length. The hadronic end cap consists of two large structures, situated 
at each end of the barrel detector and within the region of high magnetic field. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. HCAL sub detector. 
 

The total mass of the CMS detector is approximately double that of the ATLAS detector (even 
though ATLAS is ~8x the volume of CMS). The amount of iron used as the magnet return yoke is 
roughly equivalent to that used to build the Eiffel Tower in Paris.  
 
The CMS detector has 15 million individual detector channels that digitise analogue data from the 
collisions and during one second of CMS running, a data volume equivalent to 10,000 
Encyclopaedia Britannica is recorded. This recorded data will be analysed by the physicists. During 
this data analysis (also called event analysis) engineering data from the detector will be used to 
define the nature of the generated data. 

2.3. Data Heterogeneity in CMS 
Building a detector can be compared with building a machine in industry (for example an 
aeroplane). Several phases can be identified within the lifecycle: design, construction, pre-
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calibration, calibration, maintenance. Figure 7 shows this graphically [94] with the data flows 
between the different phases. 

 
An important part of the process is the use of geometry data within the different phases. Geometry 
data relates to the dimensions and shapes of the detector parts. 

 
The previous sections show the complexity of the CMS detector as an engineering project. Certain 
parts are readily available from manufacturers, other parts need to be designed and constructed 
from scratch. Numerous different institutes and companies are involved in the construction of 
different parts of the detector.  
 
The CMS detector is also an instrument for taking measurements (of collision of particles). Within 
previous experiments, the TGV (Train Grand Vitesse) passing from Geneva to Paris influenced the 
measurements of the detector 100 m. underground and showed that detectors are sensitive 
machines. Having a good understanding of the "status" of the detector is therefore important. The 
status of the detector is described by parameters related to detector parts (e.g. gas density, 
luminosity, geometry) and "global" parameters, such as the temperature of the hall in which the 
detector is placed. The CMS detector consists of millions of parts that have their own specific 
parameters.  During construction, calibration and testing these parameters are measured. Parameters 
need to be measured once or periodically. These measurements are stored and managed within 
different data sources. The policy of storing similar data in different data sources is the result of the 
autonomous approach in design and construction of the detector.  The design and construction 
process implies that there needs to be exchange and integration of data between the different phases 
shown in Figure 7 to give an accurate and consistent view on the status of the detector. Creating a 
framework that allows for transparent data exchange, integration and interoperability between 
different phases within the CMS project is the focus of this designer's Ph.D.  
 

Mechanical Design

Detector Analysis

Feasibility Study

Detector Simulation

Construction

Testing

Control/Maintenance

Prototypes

Uses data

Uses data

Input

Output

 
Figure 7. Phases and their dependencies. 

 
Chapter 3 gives a general introduction in the area of data integration. Chapter 4 discusses data 
integration/exchange approaches within CERN and specifically CMS. The purpose is to discuss 
what is being done, at the time of writing this thesis, and propose improvements in the approaches 
based on technologies available at the time of writing this thesis. 
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2.4. Organisational environment 
At the time of writing the CMS collaboration consisted of some 145 institutes that contribute funds 
and manpower. Such a large and geographically dispersed collaboration creates a potentially 
dynamic and complicated environment for a designer's Ph.D. CMS pursues the use of the WWW 
(World Wide Web) and videoconferencing tools to compensate for the increased scale and 
complexity. However, personal contacts are indispensable. Therefore four times a year there are 
CMS weeks at CERN. Members of the institutes come to CERN to present and discuss the work 
they have been doing. For detailed descriptions of the CMS environment see the CMS Computing 
Technical Proposal [42]. 
 
The CMS software and computing project [41] performs all offline system computing research and 
development in the CMS collaboration and has members both at CERN, and at other institutes 
throughout the world that participate in the CMS experiment. The designer's Ph.D. project has been 
performed inside the CMS computing project. However, the CMS computing project deals with 
data integration within CMS. Not every data source within CMS is managed by CMS software and 
computing. Autonomous sub detector groups manage many sources. 

2.5. Conclusions 
This chapter discussed CERN and the CMS environment and described the designers’ PhD. project 
environment. At the time of writing this thesis, CMS software and computing is focusing on 
prototyping activities that explore technology options for offline software. As such, the CMS 
software and computing project provides an ideal environment in which to perform designer's 
Ph.D. projects. The exploration of technology performed in this designer’s Ph.D. project is both 
scientifically interesting from a computing science viewpoint and practically necessary for the 
planning of the CMS experiment. The research performed in this designer’s Ph.D. project 
contributed to the CMS software and computing project. Furthermore, this research led to a better 
understanding of data integration and interoperability issues within CMS. The problem of 
heterogeneous data sources and data exchange and integration can also be identified within the 
other experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, and LHCb) (see chapter 1 in the introduction).  
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3. Data integration and interoperability  
 
 
 

This chapter gives an overview of data integration in general. The next chapter discusses several 
data integration efforts within domains similar to HEP and discusses issues involved in data 
integration. Several strategies are discussed that can be used to perform data integration. Finally 
several research projects on data integration are compared. This chapter serves as an introduction to 
data integration and interoperability. Chapter 4 will focus on data integration related to CMS. 

3.1. Introduction 
Data sets are not only getting larger but the complexity is also increasing, meaning that the 
extraction of meaningful knowledge and information requires more and more computing resources.  
Furthermore, collaborations are getting larger and more geographically dispersed.  High data 
complexity, large data size, and geographically dispersed data sources lead to the need for 
catalogues and indexes of data archives and the ability to select and integrate data objects, and to 
define complex processing. The paper “Large Scientific Databases” [156] identified several areas 
that are important: information modeling, standard scientific data objects/models and database 
interoperability. Some domains that deal with large amounts of data stored in different repositories 
are:  

 
• Geographic Information Systems. Different repositories for geographic information systems 

contain data of different aspects of a landscape (see [151] and [63]).   
• Biology. Data about RNA and DNA strings is stored in different databases (see [44]). The July 

issue of Computer 2002 [88] states that managing and integrating distributed databases is 
critically important within bio informatics. 

• Libraries [28].  
• Astrophysics [39]. 
• Gravitational wave observatory [156]. 

 
The above list shows that data integration is an issue in different scientific areas.  All the previous 
domains deal with large amounts of data.  Data are not located in one database but are distributed 
over many data sources within the collaboration. To analyse these data, often data from different 
sources and different formats needs to be correlated.  Applications need to use the same data in 
order to have consistent and reliable outputs.  These data can be located in different data sources. 
Methods, models, and middleware are developed for the integration of the data, interoperability 
between sources, and homogeneous, location independent consistent views on the data.   
 
Data integration also takes place in industry. Companies want to integrate data from the complete 
production process. An example of data integration in industry is an ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) system. The costs for ERP systems can be considerable. Furthermore, an ERP system 
will change the organisation with respect to how people deal with data and information. In “The 
ABCs of ERP” [92] an overview is given of cost benefit and organisational impact.  
 
Omelayenko and Fensel [57] discuss information integration in B2B (Business to Business) 
electronic commerce. Within the paper there is the assumption that XML (extended Markup 
Language) will be used to exchange and integrate data. The paper discusses the problem of n 
customers, and m suppliers resulting in n*m mappings. To reduce the numbers of mappings 
Omelayenko and Fensel propose a mediated architecture resulting in n+m mappings. The mediated 
architecture of Omelayenko and Fensel consists of several steps:  
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1. adding structure to unstructured product descriptions;  
2. classifications of product descriptions;  
3. multiple classifications; 
4. personalised product descriptions. 
 
For the first step the idea of automated extraction is discussed by means of AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) techniques. The second step involves a mapping to a classification scheme such as 
UN/SPSC (Universal Standard Products and Services Classification) [148]. Because there are more 
of these classification schemes, mappings should be available between these classifications in the 
third step. Omelayenko and Fensel propose a two-layer mapping between different classifications 
that simplifies the mapping process from one XML structure, to another.  Based on these schemas 
customers can have their own personalised view on the products (view management) in step 4. 
 
Keith Jeffrey [83] describes a classification of data within data management systems: 
 
• Data: numbers and strings stored in either databases, flat files or other sources. 
• Information: is obtained by describing data (meta-data or database schemes), and relates to 

information modeling (e.g. on top of several data sources). Furthermore information deals with 
data retrieval and fusion through a certain model. 

• Knowledge: knowledge provides an added value to information by using the data attached to 
the information in for example, simulations, visualisation or problem solving methods. 
Knowledge can be either consumed by humans (analysing a graph), or stored as data with 
information attached to it. After being stored data can be used in other knowledge creation. 

 
Every level deals with data (information and knowledge are data too). Within this chapter we will 
focus on the second level.  The first level is well covered by literature (see for example [90]). The 
knowledge level is in many cases very domain specific (specific algorithms, simulations, etc), or 
relates to very general problem solving environments (e.g. expert systems). 
 
Data are said to be integrated, if the following criteria are met: data have been extracted from 
diverse data sources and transformed into a consistent format with logical structure, syntax and 
semantic notation for a specific domain. Duplicated entities are identified and resolved. Data 
sources can be databases or files, but also applications that expose data (for example simulation 
programs), or electronic devices such as hardware of a detector. Furthermore, if there are more 
users (domains) there can be multiple views. Data integration can focus on small parts of data from 
multiple sources, or integration of all data from all sources (see chapter 7 and chapter 10).  Besides 
data integration there is data interoperability. Data interoperability preserves the autonomy of the 
sources but describes relations between data of the different sources outside the sources (see 
chapter 9).  Interoperability descriptions can be used to integrate data or exchange data. Data 
integration and data interoperability are sometimes treated as the same concept despite the different 
meaning. 
 
Within this thesis the term heterogeneous information systems will be used for systems that present 
and manage views (integration models) of a set of data sources. In general these sources can be 
databases themselves. However, a source could also be an application or flat file. Heterogeneous 
information systems provide integrated access to multiple databases (data sources). Generally 
integrated access to multiple databases is achieved in two steps:  
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• Accept a query, determine the appropriate sets of information sources to answer the query, and 

generate the appropriate sub queries or commands for each information source.  
• Obtain results from the information sources, perform appropriate translation, filtering, and 

merging on the information, and return the final answer to the user or application.  
 
The previous steps refer to a lazy approach (see [152]). An eager approach is usually referred to as 
data warehousing (see [152]). In an eager approach:  
 
• Information from the source that may be of interest is extracted in advance, translated and 

filtered as appropriate, merged with relevant information from other sources, and stored in a 
centralised repository.  

• When a query is posed, the query is evaluated directly on the repository, without accessing the 
original information sources.  

 
At the time of writing this thesis, many information systems are not related to a single database 
anymore. An information system is a collection of data sources that exchange, integrate and 
transform data. Kutsche and Sünbül [95] discuss several characteristics for large-scale information 
systems:  
 
• Being widely distributed over networks, large-scale information systems need 'transparent' 

means of communication/ interoperation by appropriate middleware.  
• Being strongly heterogeneous in their technical and organisational context, in type, structure 

and logical dependencies of their content, large-scale information systems require the 
capability of handling syntactical and semantic heterogeneity in the process of integration and 
federation of many different, but logically related information resources.  

• Being subject to continuous change and evolution, large-scale information systems need 
capabilities of integrating legacy data sources and systems in an efficient and modular way 
(plug-in, plug-out).  

3.2. Integration and Interoperability Issues 
This section discusses several data integration issues. These issues can be found in many data 
integration strategies and are not only important for data integration. However, such issues are 
more complex within a heterogeneous information system.  This section does not give a 
comprehensive view but lists the most important aspects. 

3.2.1. Query optimisation and processing 
Query optimisation is an issue in many database systems [90]. Data are often distributed over 
multiple sources, with multiple query engines. Distributed data results in several new issues in 
query optimisation and processing: 
 
• What is the performance of the different query engines? There needs to be a mechanism to 

monitor the performance. 
• If there are two intermediate results, where are these results transferred too? A strategy is to 

transfer the smallest result to the location that contains the biggest result.   
• Security. Are you allowed to query this resource? 
• What sources are available? There needs to be a registration service for the different sources. 
 
ObjectGlobe [33] is a project that analyses the problem of distributed queries and query 
optimisation on the Internet. ObjectGlobe is interesting because it is one of the first projects that 
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constructed a framework that can be put on top of Internet resources and be used for distributed 
queries. 
 
Executing queries over multiple data sources has been investigated in several projects ([33], [35], 
[64], and [141]) within the computer science community. A declarative language is a more 
transparent technique of merging data than a “hard coded from scratch” approach. Users can focus 
more on modeling issues than on joining and retrieving data on a low level. Declarative languages 
are easier to manage because the query itself is not stored in the source code but can be stored in a 
file or database. Users or applications can examine these queries (also called views) before 
executing the queries. Chapter 9 discusses a specification format for defining different uniform 
views on data stored in different sources. The different specifications can be stored and managed. 

3.2.2. Replication and location 
A large collaboration consists of numerous users who can access applications over a network. 
Numerous data accessing applications can cause the following problems that can be solved by 
replication: 
 
• Performance: when data are stored at a single server, this server can be a bottleneck and the 

whole system can slow down, because of slow response time and limited throughput capacity. 
Multiple replicas stored on many servers, can serve requests in parallel and provide access to a 
smaller community of users/applications. 

• Data locality: if multiple users access geographically distant data over a network, data access 
will be much slower than in a local area network. Smaller network distances contribute to 
higher performance. 

• Availability and fault tolerance: if data are only stored at one location, this data cannot be 
accessed if the server crashes. Replication increases the availability.  

 
Two replication models can be distinguished: eager and lazy replication. Eager replication updates 
all replicas in a synchronous manner. When a user or application updates data, access to the sources 
is blocked. Only after a single current update request has been processed at all servers holding 
replicas is control passed back to the client.  With lazy replication, updates are propagated 
asynchronously after the update operation commits locally. Asynchronous within the context of 
replication means that for users and applications the replicas are not exactly the same because data 
are not immediately updated within the replicas. Synchronous within the context of replication 
means that for users and applications the replicas are at all times completely identical. A drawback 
of eager replication is that the amount of time spend on updates is considerable as it happens in 
small chunks rather than in bulk. A drawback of lazy replication is out-of-date and inconsistent 
data. Stockinger [142] gives an overview of different replication strategies. 
 
Besides replicas there need to be catalogs that contain information about the locations and status of 
the replicated sources. Applications access the replica catalog manager. This manager returns a 
location of a replica for the application, based on characteristics such as availability, access rights, 
and “network” distance. The GRID Data Management Work Package [158] discusses the design of 
such a replica manager within the European DataGRID project [51]. [22] reports on SRB (Software 
Resource Broker) that contains replication functionality within wide area networks. 

3.2.3. Heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity is independent of physical distribution. “A homogeneous system can reside at 
different physical locations. An information system is said to be homogeneous if software that 
manipulates this data are the same at all sites and data at these sites follow the same data model” 
(see [52]). A heterogeneous system is the opposite of a homogeneous system. Several types of 
heterogeneity can be identified within heterogeneous systems (see [127] and [132]): 
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• Semantic heterogeneity. Different database designers have different ways of understanding the 

same objects.  
• Description heterogeneity. Different database designers describe the same object using 

different sets of characteristics.  
• Model heterogeneity. Different database designers use different models to represent the same 

data. 
• Structure heterogeneity. The same model is used to represent the same data but the structures 

used for the representation are different (e.g. different types of databases).  
 
Kutsche and Sünbül [95] discuss a reference architecture for heterogeneous information systems 
(Figure 8). The reference architecture structures the heterogeneous information system into the 
layers: 
 
• Foundation layer. The foundation layer contains the data sources of a heterogeneous 

information system such as databases and other information resources like files, documents in 
the WWW. 

• Wrapper layer. Provide the sources in the foundation layer with a common interface. 
• Mediation layer. Integration by mediation and federation services. Based on the common 

interfaces it is possible to integrate the different semantic data sources in a semantic uniform 
model. 

• Presentation layer. Part of the mediation services will be presented to the applications and 
users.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Reference architecture for heterogeneous distributed information systems. 
 

The reasons for a layering architecture for heterogeneous information systems are simplified 
maintenance and higher flexibility of the system. According to Kutsche and Sünbül [95] an 
important aspect of heterogeneous information systems is evolution: at the bottom level, there will 
be a continuous change caused by newly developed, modified or additionally offered information 
sources. From the top level, the desire for new information services will appear as soon as the 
global value of the given information structure is recognised by a relevant number of users, and an 
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idea of possibly new sources exists.  System evolution gives rise to the following software 
engineering steps:  
 
• Integrating a new source into the global system by analysing its type, structure and content and 

making the source available to the global view by appropriate wrappers.  
• Specifying a new service based on the knowledge of the information on top, the knowledge of 

the available contents at bottom, and relating these to each other, which essentially means the 
modification of mediators or construction of new ones.  

• Restructuring middleware. New services might lead to the requirement of new architectural 
components in the integration layers, e.g. by recognising more general patterns of wrapping or 
mediation. 

3.2.4. Meta-data 

Meta-data are data about data. It is a summary of information about the form, content or meaning of 
a data item. Examples of meta-data include: the catalogue records used by libraries, museums and 
galleries; the table of contents in a book; and an index database. The main reasons for meta-data are 
to improve the management and retrieval of information. Good meta-data can improve the 
efficiency of searching for a specific piece of data. 

The following list is a classification of different types of meta-data. This classification is not an 
exhaustive list but tries to give an overview of the meta-data that can be supported  

• Description. Describes the data. Dublin core [48] is a specification for descriptive meta-data. It 
originated from the library community. Several meta-data attributes of the Dublin core are: 
author, publisher, title and date. Examples of data described by the meta-data are books and 
magazines. 

• Semantics. Adds semantics to data. Bornhövd [32] discusses the use of semantic meta-data for 
the integration of web-based data. A 3-tuple <C,v,$> is used to attach semantic meta-data to 
data values v. C denotes the ontology concept, and $ the semantic context. For example: 
<C,v,$>=<Distance,3850,{<Unit,”mile”>}>. 

• Location. Describes the location of data. A location description can be a simple directory path 
and IP address (e.g. 137.138.134.34/tmp/etc..). Such a path describes uniquely a  location. If 
there are replicas of data, location meta-data are a logical path or filename and a collection of 
associated physical paths and filenames that represent the locations of the replicas. When data 
resides in a database, the location meta-data are the locations of the database and a query that 
points to data in that database. SRB [22] uses this technique to associate meta-data with data. 

• Representation. Describes how data should be represented. For example if data are  pictures, 
representation data could be the format of this picture (e.g. jpeg, gif). The representation meta-
data are used to activate the application (in this case jpeg viewer), to represent the data. 

• Provenance. In many cases, data are derived from other data. Derived data can be the result of 
an SQL query on a database and storing the result as a new source, or an algorithm/application 
that performs certain manipulations and transformations on data (e.g. simulation). The 
algorithms, timestamp and original source data that were used to create this derived data can 
identify derived data uniquely. For example: let S1 be the original source and T1, T2, and T3 
be transformations/selections on data. T3(T2(T1(S1))) describes a derived data product based 
on S1 and can be regarded as meta-data for the derived source. This meta-data can be stored, 
and queried. (e.g. Select all derived data that were created using T2). These types of meta-data 
are important in the Griphyn project [75]. 

Rajasekar and Moore [130] give a different classification of meta-data. The classification relates to 
how meta-data are used within SRB [22]. 
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Summary meta-data are useful if data associated with a piece of meta-data are relatively large. 
Instead of querying large parts of data only a small piece of meta-data needs to be queried. Imagine 
looking for a book at a library with no catalogue. If we know the book's author, the search becomes 
easier. If we also know the publisher, the task becomes easier again. Author and publisher can be 
used as meta-data for classifying books. Furthermore, meta-data can hide heterogeneity. For 
example meta-data can point to different books that are stored on a file system, relational database, 
and object-oriented database. 

3.2.5. Autonomy 
In most cases data sources within heterogeneous information systems are managed by different 
autonomous organizational entities and result in different levels of autonomy of the data sources. A 
heterogeneous information system is called ‘loosely coupled’ if the data sources within this 
heterogeneous information system have a high degree of autonomy. Four levels of autonomy are 
discussed in Elmagarmid et.al. [52]: 

 
• Design autonomy: local databases choose their own data model, query language, semantic 

interpretation of data, constraints. 
• Communication autonomy: the local data sources decide when and how to respond to requests 

from other databases. 
• Execution autonomy: the execution order of transactions or external local operations is not 

controlled by any other information system or application other than the local DBMS 
(Database Management System). Local databases do not need to inform any other DBMS of 
the execution order of local or external operations. 

• Association autonomy: local databases can decide how many of their functions and how much 
of their data to share with certain classes of users. The release of statistical information, such as 
costs, efficiency, and execution speeds of processing information is also determined by 
individual databases; thus, global query processing and optimisation may be difficult. 

3.2.6. Change 
Within heterogeneous information systems a change within one source can affect other sources and 
integration models. This section identifies four types of changes within heterogeneous information 
systems.  
 
Schema evolution refers to the changes undergone by a database's schema during the course of the 
database's existence and refers in particular to schema changes that potentially require changing the 
representations of objects already stored in the database.  
 
Another form of change is versioning. Object versioning is a capability that permits an application 
to create separate versions of individual objects or in some cases also versions of collections of 
objects. Versioning can occur at different levels. Versioning can be at the data level or versioning 
can be at higher levels (model, meta-model, etc.). Because there are relations between data, model, 
meta-model, (and maybe higher levels) versioning can be a complex task. Kovács [94] discusses 
the version problem for models and meta- models and introduces a version pattern to handle 
version change.  
 
Change occurs also on the data value level. Data within different sources can have relations with 
each other that can lead to a chain of modifications when data values change. Within active 
databases there is the possibility to define constraints. If these constraints are satisfied, actions will 
be started that can modify data stored in the databases. Eriksson [53] gives an overview of active 
databases. Active database functionality can be important within a heterogeneous information 
system: different data sources within a heterogeneous information system can have relations with 
each other that need to be satisfied when data within one data source is changed. Constraints as 
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used in active databases can serve to propagate this change to the other data sources within such a 
heterogeneous information system. Chawathe et.al. [37] gives a description of a constraint 
management system for loosely coupled data sources. 
 
The last type of change is time. Time modeling in databases is usually referred to as temporal 
modeling. A temporal database supports some aspects of time and supports reasoning about time. 
There are several extensions to the entity relation model with the concept of time.  These extensions 
also lead to an extension of SQL (TSQL). Jenssen and Snodgrass [85] give an introduction to this 
field. Time can be represented in different ways (see [86] and [87]).  The most general model of 
time in a temporal logic represents time as a partially ordered set.  Linear time can be seen as an 
ordered set.  

 
Time, value and version change can be incorporated within the model of a particular source, and as 
such can be managed within the information system itself. However, schema evolution implies a 
change of the model itself and it is difficult to manage schema evolution within the information 
system as it implies changing the information system itself. Schema evolution should be avoided if 
changing the information system (coding, compiling, etc…) is a time consuming process.  
 
In order to avoid schema evolution meta-models and descriptions can be used. A model is at the 
first level of abstraction above the items of interest to the modeller. A meta-model is at the second 
level of abstraction for a modeller, and has the modeling constructs themselves as its items of 
interest. The database schema usually describes the model that is used for the data to be stored. 
When using a meta-model, the schema describes the meta-model and the meta-model describes the 
modeling constructs. A data model can be expressed using a description on instances of the meta-
model. It is assumed that the meta-model will be carefully chosen and as a result of this choice does 
not evolve much. The data model can evolve in terms of the meta-model and new descriptions.  
With proper meta-objects to store data there is no need to recompile or redesign your database 
schema, whenever the content of the database changes. Estrella [54] discusses the use of meta 
modeling in the context of CRISTAL. Within the prototypes discussed in chapter 7, 8, and 9 
directed acyclic graphs can be seen as a meta-model. 
 
Defining class types that contain descriptions about themselves or other classes can prevent class 
explosions within applications. Objects instantiated from these classes can be configured by 
modifying the descriptions of these classes instead of instantiating an object of a new class type. 
The application software will interpret the descriptions and perform the actions that are needed. 
Preventing class explosion and building flexible storage systems based on meta-models were the 
goals of the CRISTAL I project (see [47], [55]).  
 
Blaha and Smith [18] give another example for the use of meta-models. They discuss a pattern for 
storing soft coded values for an engineering domain.  Soft coded values are not directly bounded to 
a type definition within the database schema such as integer and string definitions in a 
programming language.  

3.3. Data integration and interoperability strategies 
Within this thesis the assumption is made that data sources are autonomous. Autonomous sources 
reflect the situation of the CMS environment at the time of writing this thesis. Data integration and 
interoperability can be categorized by many characteristics: degree of autonomy, distribution, and 
heterogeneity etc. However this classification leads to a multitude of categories and does not give a 
clear field of data integration strategies. Within this thesis a categorization is made based on three 
questions: 
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• Should one use multiple integration schemas that change frequently or one integration schema 
that is stable? 

• Does data in the autonomous sources change frequently (fast changing), or not (slowly 
changing)? 

• Is the integrated data represented in a centralized structure or is the integrated data represented 
in a distributed environment? 

  
These three characteristics lead to eight combinations. The following list shows these combinations 
and the integration/interoperability strategy to be followed. The integration strategies will be 
discussed in the next sub sections. 

 
• Multiple schemas, slowly changing data, centralized  data warehouse + data marts; 
• Multiple schemas, slowly changing data, distributed  mediators; 
• Multiple schemas, fast changing data, distributed  mediators ; 
• Multiple schemas, fast changing data, centralized  data warehouse +views ; 
• One schema, slowly changing data, centralized  data warehouse; 
• One schema, fast changing data, centralized  data warehouse; 
• One schema, fast changing data, distributed  distributed database; 
• One schema, slowly changing data, distributed  distributed database. 

3.3.1.  Data warehouse 
If data within a collection of data sources does not change frequently or needs to be centralized, a 
data warehouse approach can be followed. A data warehouse is a collection of materialised views1. 
Materialised views are derived from data and relations within a collection of data sources other than 
the data warehouse. The assumption is that data sources used by a data warehouse do not change 
frequently and as a result the data warehouse will not require many updates within a given time 
period. 
 
Using views stored within a data warehouse, user queries can often be evaluated much more 
cheaply than accessing the original data. Keeping the views consistent with updates to the base 
relations, however, can be expensive. A data warehouse builds cross-references of information 
between these different data sources to enable data analysis and classifies data into subject areas so 
that users can find data, specific for their domain, faster and efficiently. Furthermore, a data 
warehouse can maintain historical data for trend analysis. 
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Figure 9. Data warehouse and data marts 
                                                           

1 A view is a selection of data from a collection of data sources 
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A data mart has similar functionality as a data warehouse except that a data mart is usually smaller 
in size and has a smaller group of users. A data mart is a particular materialised view on a data 
warehouse. For example, a department within a company can design a data mart that is tailored to 
the specific department needs. The data mart can contain domain specific information for the 
department, additional to the materialised views of the data warehouse. Furthermore, a data mart 
gives more performance to the local domains, because the data are local. Depending on the business 
requirements and the types of data, the data loading frequency can be just once, once a day, once a 
week, or once a month.  

 
Figure 9 shows a diagram of a data warehouse and data marts. The main drawback of the 
centralised data warehouse is that it is difficult to develop a global data model for most 
organisations. It is also difficult to agree on a corporate wide level of detail and naming 
conventions. Data marts can provide users with a more domain specific “schema” for data. 
However, if users have unpredictable needs, a data warehouse might not be the appropriate 
approach. Mediators or distributed databases might be more suitable. These alternatives for data 
warehouses are discussed in the next two subsections   

3.3.2.  Distributed databases 
Őzsu and Valdururiez [125] define a distributed database as a collection of logically interrelated 
databases distributed over a computer network.  Both the storage of data and the processing of 
queries and transactions may occur across several nodes (also referred to as sites). Two options can 
be identified within distributed databases:  

 
• Every site runs the same type of DBMS (homogeneous).  
• Heterogeneous database systems (or multi databases) provide integrated access to multiple 

data sources.  For example, one DBMS can be a relational system while another can be a 
hierarchical system or OODBMS (Object Oriented Database Management System). 
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Figure 10. A reference architecture for heterogeneous distributed databases 
 

Within a heterogeneous database system, users should be protected from the different schemas of 
the underlying heterogeneous data sources.  

 
In addition to the main functions, the distributed DBMS must provide interfaces between the 
different DBMS. Ceri and Pelagatti [14] describe the following reference architecture (Figure 10) 
for distributed databases: 
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The global schema describes the data as if the data was not distributed at all and consists of a set of 
global relations. Fragments are logical portions of global relations, which are physically located at 
one or several sites of the network [14]. The fragmentation schema describes the mapping between 
global relations and fragments. The allocation schema defines at which sites fragments are located. 
Őzsu and Valdururiez [126] discuss several advantages (promises) of heterogeneous distributed 
database systems: 

 
1. Transparent Management of distributed and replicated data;  
2. The storage medium is hidden for the user; 
3. Network transparency. Users are not aware of any network; 
4. Replication transparency. Users are not aware when data are replicated; 
5. Fragmentation transparency. Users are not aware of how data are distributed; 
6. Reliability through distributed transactions. Because data are distributed and replicated there 
can be a smaller failure rate of a transaction;  
7. Improved performance. Data can be located at places where it is accessed frequently; 
Furthermore, distributed databases can exploit parallelism for executing queries; 
8. Easier system expansion.  
 
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 have been addressed in the paper of Baru et.al.[22]. Distributed transactions 
mentioned in item 6 are supported by protocols such as the two-phase commit protocol. Őzsu and 
Valduriez [126] also identify several complicating factors for distributed databases: 
 
• Complexity of data management problems. 
• Distributed Database Management Systems require additional hardware, and communication 

mechanisms that leads to increased costs. 
• Distribution of control. Sites can have local autonomy. Probability for failing transactions 

increases by this local autonomy. 
• Security. Because of the distributed nature, security is more complex than in a centralised 

system. 
 
Not every application needs data to be consistent all the time. It can be sufficient to update data 
every night or every week and create weaker constraints on consistency in a distributed database. 
As mentioned before, different databases within a distributed database can be stored in different 
places and influence the performance for data access. As a result, applications can have a local 
copy of the data. Weak consistency and local data access are characteristics of a data warehouse.  
 
Several distributed database prototypes have been developed over the last years: Pegasus [7], 
VODAK [21], and OMINIBASE [134].  

3.3.3. Mediator 
Information integration becomes more important nowadays when more and more data sources 
become available via the Web. These sources have different structures (relational DB, OODB, or 
flat file).  Section 3.4 will discuss several of these mediator projects. 

 
The problem of heterogeneous data sources can be tackled by the use of mediators. A mediator is 
an intermediary between a set of possible different data sources and the applications/users. Data of 
the sources is exposed via the schema of the mediator (also called mediated schema). A mediator 
has knowledge about where data are located, and decouples queries from applications and users, 
into sub queries suited to different data sources. Wiederhold [154] uses the following definition: 
"mediators are software agents which act as translators for data, encapsulating all the routine work 
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of converting data from one format to another".  Domenig and Dittrich [45] give a classification of 
mediated query systems. Mediators have (amongst others) the following characteristics:  
 
• Mediators are small and focused on a particular type of data within data sources which keeps the 

structure of mediators simple and makes mediators less sensitive to changes of a data source.  
• Mediators can be based on other mediators.  
 
Defining multiple mediators and building a hierarchy can extend the scope of mediators in terms of 
other mediators. A problem within mediator technology is coping with changes of data sources. It 
cannot be predicted how a source will change. Therefore, there will always be a human component 
in building or changing mediators. Efforts have been made to semi–automate this work by 
constructing general frameworks for mediators (see [141] and [120]).  

 
Mediators exploit the structure of the data sources. It is difficult to integrate data while not 
assuming anything about its structure.  Knowledge about the structure of the data sources allow for 
the construction of mediators that are optimised with respect to these sources in terms of 
performance and query response time. Construction of such optimised mediators can result in a 
tight coupling between mediators and sources: mediators contain parts of the data models of the 
sources it will integrate. When the data sources change in terms of schema evolution, it can result in 
modifying the source code of the mediator and recompiling the mediator code. When such an 
optimised mediator framework is only designed for a pre-defined set of sources, and recompilation 
does not pose a problem it can be a valid approach to have tight coupling within certain problem 
domains. Other mediator frameworks have a more generic approach in which the mediator 
framework is not subject to re-compilation when sources change. An example of this last type of 
mediator framework is KRAFT ([74], [124]). Another approach is finding a suitable meta-model 
within the different sources. This meta-model can then be used for mediator construction. The 
meta-model approach for mediators is an intermediate between a tight coupling and a generic 
approach: it exploits structures within the data sources, providing these structures will not change 
frequently. Chapter 9 describes such a meta-model approach. 
 
Within many information integration projects, mediator technology have been used ([64],  [141], 
[17], [23], [120]). In order to translate and integrate the data into a uniform view it is convenient 
that the data describes its own structure. The TSIMMIS project [64] originally used an OEM 
(Object Exchange Model). This language was defined before the emergence of XML. MIX [23] 
uses XML for a self-describing format.  
 
Mediator technology becomes important if applications query sources without having knowledge of 
the structures of these sources, and when the content of these common sources can change 
frequently. Even when all these sources have an XML representation, names and attributes can be 
different. As an example one can imagine it will be possible to query multiple databases of films. 
Films can be stored on video or DVD. Within one database, titles are sorted without words like 
“the”, “on” or “it”. Names of actors can be stored as one name, or as first and last name, depending 
on the database.  

3.3.4. Local-as-View versus Global-as-View 
Within data integration projects two approaches can be distinguished: a global-as-view and a local-
as-view.  These approaches can serve to categorize data integration systems. A global-as-view 
approach describes the mediated schemas as functions of the sources. Query rewriting is 
straightforward by inserting the functions. For example, suppose we have two sources DB1, DB2 
containing titles, directors and years of movies. We can describe the relationship between the 
sources and the mediated schema relation MovieYear as follows (  is a mapping operator): 
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 DB1(id,title,director,year)  MovieYear(title,year) 
DB2(title,director,year)  MovieYear(title,year) 

 
 
If we have a third source DB3 that shares movie identifiers with DB1 and provides movie reviews, 
the following sentence describes how to obtain tuples for the MovieReview relation: 
 
 DB1(id,title,director), DB3(id,review)  
MovieReview(title,director,review) 

 
 
Suppose our query is to find reviews for 1997 movies: 
 
 Q(title, review) :- MovieYear(title,1997),MovieReview(title,review)

 
Replacing the descriptions of MovieYear and MovieReview with the mappings to the data sources 
(as defined above) yields the following queries over the source relations: (the second of which will 
be redundant) 
 
 Q(title,review) :- DB1(id,title,director,1997), DB3(id,review) 
Q(title,review) :- DB2(title,director,1997),  
          DB1(id,title,director,1997), 
                   DB3(id,review) 

 
In a local-as-view approach sources are described in terms of the mediated schema. For example, 
suppose we have a source S1 that contains a table T1(x,y) with two columns of names. The table 
represents the relation “ x is grand parent of y ”. Source S2 contains a table T2(x,y) with two 
columns of names. This table represents the relation “x is parent of y”. In the mediated schema we 
want to talk about P(x,y) : “x is a parent of y”. It is now possible to describe T1 and T2 as 
functions of this mediated schema: 
 
 T1(x,y)  P(x,z),P(z,y) 
T2(x,y)  P(x,y) 

 
 
The following is a query Q(x,y) that returns the great grand parent of y: 
 
Q(x,y) :- P(x,z),P(z,r),P(r,y)

 
 
Applying the functions that describe the mediated schema yields the following three valid queries: 
 
 Q(x,y) :- T1(x,r)T2(r,y) 
Q(x,y) :- T2(x,r)T1(r,y) 
Q(x,y) :- T1(x,r)T1(r,z)T1(z,y)

 
 

Depending on the information in the tables some might yield an empty result. One possible strategy 
is to first find the parent or grand parent of y. Using the parent or grand parent one can find its 
parent or grandparent. Applying the substitution rules in the local as view is a combinatorial 
problem that can be NP complete [2]. Several algorithms have been developed to solve the 
combinatorial problems (see [101], [62]).  
 
Within a global as view the three queries generated by the local as view in the previous example 
would have been defined as mappings.  The next example shows the different mappings in the 
global as view: 
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T 2 (x ,y ) P a re n t(x ,y )  
T 1 (x ,y ) G ra n d P a re n t(x ,y )  
T 2 (x ,z ) ,T 2 (z ,y ) G ra n d P a re n t (x ,y )  
T 2 (x ,z ) ,G ra n d P a re n t( z ,y )  G re a tG ra n d P a re n t(x ,y )  
T 1 (x ,z ) ,T 1 (z ,y ) G re a d G ra n d P a re n t(x ,y )  
… … …  
g re a t  g r e a t  g r a n d  p a re n t  w i ll  le a d  to  m o re  v ie w  d e f in i t io n s  in  
g lo b a l a s  v ie w .  

 
 
If a user would pose a query Q(x,y):-P(x,z),P(z,r),P(r,y),P(y,a)(the great great grand 
parent of a) these mappings would not have been sufficient, and additional mappings would have 
been needed. 
 
An advantage of a global-as-view approach is that rewriting is straightforward. However the 
parent/grand parent example shows that rewriting would result in a lot of global-as-view 
specifications for defining grand- parent and parent relationships within the mediated schema.  
These definitions are subject to change when certain grand parents/parent relationships change and 
make a global-as-view approach difficult to maintain. 
 
An advantage of a local-as-view approach is that not all queries need to be generated and is more 
dynamic with respect to changes within the values of the data source. However, rewriting is less 
straightforward and takes longer, since a combinatorial problem needs to be solved.   
 
A global as view approach is desirable when the number of mappings to express the mediated 
schema is independent of the complexity of a user defined query against this mediated schema. The 
advantage of global as view is efficient rewriting mechanisms. A local as view approach is 
desirable if the translation of the user-defined query would result in multiple queries against the 
sources. The number of queries against the sources and the format of the queries are dependent of 
the user-defined query. 
 
The TSIMMIS project [64] and MIX [23] are examples of a global-as-view approach on data 
integration. The HERMES project [141] and the Information Manifold [102] followed a local-as-
view approach. A comparison of global and local as view can be found in [100], [147]. 
 
The example of parents and grand parents can be compared with a bill of materials. A bill of 
materials is a listing of all the subassemblies, parts, and materials that go into a parent assembly, 
and is represented as a tree. Furthermore, a bill of materials can describe every subassembly. One 
data source can contain parts of a bill of materials important for a certain domain (a collection of 
trees), and another source contains other parts of a bill of materials. Merging this data, using a 
model resembles the parent, grandparent problem.  Several databases in CMS deal with 
construction, design and calibration data of the detector. These databases contain parts of a bill of 
materials. However, the level of detail (decomposition of parts) and parts can be different. 
Calibration is only interested in the parts that need to be calibrated. Construction is based on 
design. During construction several parts are further decomposed or new parts are added to the bill 
of materials for construction.  The structure of CMS data sources is discussed in more detail in 
section 4.3. 

3.4. Data integration and interoperability projects 
This section discusses several data integration projects. The projects are categorised using the three 
groups of distributed databases, data warehouse, and mediators. The applications have been 
developed in the last 10 years, and show that generic data integration is not a novel technology. 
However, there is a shift from less flexible systems (multi databases), to more flexible and loosely 
coupled systems (mediators). A reason for this shift can be found in the Internet. The Internet 
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represents a huge amount of data, stored in database and (HTML) files. Users would like to get 
access to this data using their own (domain) models.  
 
For example suppose we look for information about the rock band “the Who” in the Google 
(www.google.com) search engine, the first “hit” using search string “+the +who” is titled: “World 
Health Organisation” and some hits about “Doctor Who” and “Who is Who?”. Even the string: 
““+the +who” music “rock band” “ does not give us any results in the first 100 hits. And the search 
string  “ “+the +who.” “Pete Townsend” “ gives a lot of information about Pete but not about “The 
Who” If it was possible to use a domain such as music or rock bands, the “hits” might be more 
related to what we were looking for. The example shows the problem of returning the correct data 
within a certain context. The data in CMS is less divergent; however, the problem of accessing and 
searching for data using a specific domain is the same.  
 
The next subsections discuss several projects that focus on data integration and interoperability. 
The projects differ in integration strategy (as discussed in section 3.3). The choice of the projects 
reflects the wide variety of integration projects and the different approaches. Section 5.3 discussed 
some other integration and interoperability projects based on XML.  
 
CMS is a dynamic environment in which different groups work largely autonomously of each other 
(see section 2.4). It is therefore difficult to enforce systems such as Pegasus, TSIMMIS or 
HERMES, which will be discussed in the next sub sections. Although the last two are based on 
mediators it would require different groups to adapt a uniform framework to write mediators for 
different domains. Instead it would be more feasible to have a system based on some of the ideas 
from the data GRID related to data integration and interoperability: the use of meta-data to describe 
integration and interoperability software and data products (section 3.4.6). Groups within a data 
GRID environment would not have to comply with a framework to describe their interoperability 
modules. Instead the groups describe their modules and applications by means of meta-data using a 
predefined format and structure for meta-data. Such a predefined format allows the different 
autonomous groups to discover descriptions of applications of other autonomous groups. Section 
4.5 discusses a simple example of how meta-data can be used within the context discussed above. 

3.4.1. Pegasus 
Pegasus [7] is a multi-database that provides access to native (controlled by Pegasus) and external 
(not controlled by Pegasus) autonomous databases and uses HO SQL (Heterogeneous Object SQL) 
as a data definition and manipulation language. Schema integration is supported by defining 
equivalent relationships between objects and focuses amongst other aspects on resolving different 
kinds of conflicts. Name conflicts are resolved using aliases.  Semantic and behavioural conflicts 
among functions in different databases are reconciled using functions written in HO SQL. In 
general conflicts are resolved through the definition of mapping functions using HO SQL.  

3.4.2. TSIMMIS 
The goal of the TSIMMIS Project [64] was to develop tools that facilitate the rapid integration of 
heterogeneous information sources that may include both structured and unstructured data. 
Unstructured data could be files. TSIMMIS uses a mediator approach. One of the focuses was the 
integration of semi-structured data and incomplete schema knowledge. To facilitate integration, the 
OEM (Object Exchange Model) was used which is a self-describing language that attaches tags to 
data. OEM can be considered the predecessor of XML; it has a similar structure and syntax. 
TSIMMIS uses a global-as-view approach with respect to the integration of data. Another 
integration approach similar to TSIMMIS but based on XML is MIX (see section 5.4.1). 
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3.4.3. HERMES 
HERMES [141] has a mediator-based architecture. Mediators can be specified by a declarative 
mediator specification language, which is divided into a domain integration language (transforms 
the results of information sources into a form that can be used by different mediators), and a 
semantic integration language (which deals with conflicts resulting from combining different 
sources). The semantic integration specification language is rule-based. A special focus of the 
HERMES project is instance conflicts during integration. 

3.4.4. WHIPS 
The Stanford WHIPS project [77] is a data warehouse project that investigates and develops 
algorithms and tools for efficient collection and integration of information from heterogeneous and 
autonomous sources. Within this project the concept of monitors is discussed. Monitors detect 
changes to an information source that are of interest to the warehouse and propagate these changes. 
If a data source is a fully functional database system, triggers can monitor changes in data. Triggers 
are part of the area of active databases [9]. Either the applications that modify the sources notify the 
monitor, or the source is dumped into a file and compared with previous dumps (snapshot 
differential problem). Within the WHIPS project the data source does not have to be a DBMS and 
the sources are more loosely coupled then in a conventional warehouse environment.  

3.4.5. KRAFT 
The KRAFT project ([74] and [124]) investigated how a distributed architecture can support the 
transformation and reuse of knowledge specified by constraints, and uses this knowledge for data 
retrieval. Constraints are specified in the KRAFT Constraint Interchange Format (CIF) [74]. For 
example: a data source contains a catalogue of parts. A constraint for certain parts could be: this 
part must be mounted in a housing of adequate size. The constraint can be viewed as meta-data 
relative to the catalogue. A collection of constraints (fused constraints) can be used in several ways: 
 
• Check sets of objects retrieved by a query, so as to reject any not satisfying the (fused) 

constraints. 
• Refine a query, such that the query can be executed more efficiently. 
• Use constraint logic solving techniques to see if a set of interlocking constraints does have a 

solution (see [78]). 
 
The KRAFT system consists of three types of software components: 

 
• Wrappers. Provide translation services between data formats of user components and 

resources. 
• Facilitators. Provide internal routing services for messages for messages between components. 

Facilitators maintain directories of KRAFT facilities, their locations and what services KRAFT 
facilities provide. 

• Mediators. 
 

The KRAFT system uses the Common Command and Query Language (CCQL) for 
communication between the components. CCQL is based upon a subset of KQML [61]. 

3.4.6. Data GRID 
The idea of virtual organisations and resource sharing is the basis of  the GRID [60]. The vision for 
the GRID is a uniform, location independent and transient access to the resources of science and 
engineering in order to facilitate the solution of large-scale complex, multi-institutional, 
multidisciplinary data and computational based problems. These resources are accessible through a 
problem-solving environment appropriate to the target user community. A data GRID focuses more 
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on the data aspects. Several data GRID projects have been initiated. A few of them are: EU Data 
GRID [50], PPDG and iVDGL [121], and Griphyn [75].  The focus of data GRID projects is on 
data movement, derived data creation (if data are not available) and management of data movement 
and derived data creation in a secure WAN (Wide Area Network).   
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Figure 11. Derived data descriptions 

 
Users will create data flows by creating sequences of algorithms/applications. The created derived 
data product is uniquely identified and described by these algorithms and a time stamp. This 
description is stored in a database. Other users can query these descriptions to find data suitable for 
their algorithms. Once such a description is found, all derived data can be retrieved if available. If 
the derived data are not available it can be created using the description. 

 
 
Figure 11 shows an example of derived data descriptions. The algorithms or applications can ingest 
data from one or multiple sources. The different algorithms and data can reside on different 
systems. An important aspect of data GRIDs is the meta-data (descriptions) of the derived data and 
applications, and scalability of information systems that allow users to query and analyse this meta-
data.  
 
Data integration within a data GRID context refers to algorithms that access multiple datasets and 
create newly derived data. Important is management of these algorithms and data derivations. 

3.4.7. Commercial Integration and Operability Solutions 
At the time of writing this thesis, there were several commercial products that deal with data 
transformation/integration. Two of these commercial products will be discussed. The Meta-data 
Integration Model Bridge (MIMB) from Meta-data Integration Technology [118] is a product for 
model transformation from one methodology to another. It contains several standard 
transformations and possibilities to extend these transformations with custom transformations. It 
will be possible to perform several transformations in sequence (however at the time of writing this 
thesis, the tool does not support this). 
 
DataStage is a product of Ascential software [3], which enables the movement of data from one 
source to another. There are standard interfaces for the popular sources such as Oracle, Sybase and 
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Microsoft access. Furthermore, DataStage allows applications to be plugged into the environment 
and linked together and has the ability to create data flows (sequences of data transformations). 
DataStage offers tools to monitor the effect of change in derived sources and has its own language 
to describe the integration and transformations. However, DataStage deals with data movement, 
rather than accessing data through mediators. Within DataStage, mediators could be constructed 
from scratch but are not an integral part of the tool suite. The “data flows” within DataStage are 
stored within a database attached to DataStage. Since DataStage is a commercial product, it is not 
possible to get access to the schema of this database to customise it, if that would be necessary. 
 
A drawback of the commercial software applications, is that they are not open source and therefore 
difficult to extend or to change. A commercial product is not always flexible enough to deal with 
change. CMS is a collection of autonomous groups (see section 2.4). Forcing all these groups to 
work with a given framework of a commercial company is difficult. Potentially these products can 
be helpful in solving the technical problem. But not only is technical engineering important, but 
also social engineering: Different autonomous groups need to agree on a common strategy and 
conventions regarding data integration. 
 
At the time of writing this thesis, versions of the DataStage and MIMB support XML, but not the 
selection of data from XML documents by means of an XML query language, or Xpath (see 
sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3) although this will probably change in the near future.  
 
Beside the lack of certain functionality DataStage and MIMB contain functionality that would be 
useful within the prototypes: such as a user interface for graphical modeling and time constraints to 
define when data should be updated.  

3.5. Conclusions 
Generic data integration applications and frameworks such as TSIMMIS, Pegasus, and WHIPS 
have been developed in the last 10 years, and show that generic data integration is not a novel idea 
([7], [64], [141], [77], and [103]). There is a shift from less flexible systems (multi databases), to 
more flexible and loosely coupled systems (mediators). A reason for this shift can be found in the 
Internet. The Internet represents a huge amount of data, stored in databases and (HTML) files. 
Users would like to get access to this data using their own (domain) models.  Another more recent 
shift has been the movement of data integration projects to GRID projects [72], [122], [144], and 
[150] in which data integration is part of a larger problem of resource sharing. 

 
This chapter discussed several areas related to data integration and data exchange.  A 
heterogeneous distributed database has one schema for all sources and has local autonomous source 
operation. Changes in the local sources are immediately visible in the distributed database. Data 
warehouses incorporate data from different sources. A problem with this approach is derived data 
management and a global schema for all domains. Mediators provide a more flexible approach to 
data integration.  Mediators are small and focus on small parts of the data sources. Different 
domains use different mediators. But mediators materialise data on demand while data warehouses 
have it readily available.  
 
The projects discussed in section 3.4 focused on different aspects of data integration. Pegasus is a 
heterogeneous distributed information system that focused on the development of a high level 
language to integrate heterogeneous objects in a distributed information system. The TSIMMIS 
project investigated tools for rapid development of mediators using a global-as-view approach, 
while the HERMES project focused on a local-as-view approach. The WHIPS project developed 
monitor techniques to update data warehouses. The KRAFT project looked at constraints and 
agents within a heterogeneous data environment. Data GRIDS are looking at meta-data for data 
movement and to manage derived data. 
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This chapter categorized data integration into three strategies: mediator, warehouse, and distributed 
database. These groups can be viewed as basic building blocks for data integration frameworks. 
Combinations of these strategies result in a multitude of different data integration approaches. 
Furthermore, data integration strategies contain a special kind of transformation software: data from 
multiple heterogeneous sources are transformed into data having a uniform structure in which data 
anomalies between the different sources are resolved. 
 
Within heterogeneous information systems two components can be identified: data sources (these 
can be databases, flat files or applications that generate data) and transformers. Transformers are 
applications that have one or more input sources and one or more output sources. The output can be 
a new data source, another application, but also the screen of a computer to display data to a user. 
Data are transformed from one (or multiple) source models to a new target model. Such a 
transformation can be done on demand or in batch.  
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Figure 12. Heterogeneous information system 
 

 
Figure 12 shows an example of a configuration of data sources and transformers. The database 
symbol represents data sources. The dotted database symbols indicate that this transformer provides 
data on demand. The arrows represent the flow of data from a source, via a transformer to another 
source. Within such a collection of transformers and data sources it is possible to classify certain 
sub collections as warehouses, data marts, mediators or heterogeneous distributed databases.  In 
general one can say that every software application deals with data integration or transformation: 
There is an input data set to the application, a data manipulation and an output data set. 
 
One of the aims of integration projects such as TSIMMIS, KRAFT, and Pegasus is to develop a 
high level language to describe transformations and to identify components that can be reused to 
create new transformations (new mediators). KRAFT and TSIMMIS focused on mediators. Pegasus 
focused on heterogeneous distributed databases.  

 
In a heterogeneous information system it is also important to keep track of what kinds of 
transformations are available and what transformations were used to create certain data. This issue 
is being tackled within certain data GRID projects. 
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4. Data integration and interoperability 
in CERN and CMS 

 
 
 

Chapter 2 introduced the CMS experiment and showed that within CMS there are numerous 
heterogeneous sources. Furthermore, the different autonomous groups that manage these sources 
need to exchange and integrate data. This heterogeneous exchange, integration and interoperability 
problem was also identified within the other experiments of CERN. Within chapter 3 the area of 
data integration and interoperability was discussed including ERP systems.  
 
There are several reasons not to choose an ERP system for CMS, essentially because of the 
autonomous way of working within the different domains at CMS: 

 
• Complexity of collaboration. Geographically dispersed. Numerous small groups in research 

institutes. 
• Terms of commitment of groups within CMS. Different groups have different priorities when 

dealing with integration and interoperability. Integration and interoperability are not always 
regarded as important because there is not a direct benefit for the individual group. 

• Heterogeneous environment; many groups choose their own technology and data models for 
various reasons. 

 
This chapter discusses several of the integration approaches that are being used and developed 
within CERN, at the time of writing this thesis, to handle the problem of heterogeneous exchange 
and integration. Based on observations on the data integration approaches within CERN and CMS 
used at the time of writing this thesis, several research questions are formulated, that will be 
discussed in this thesis. Within this thesis it is the first time that different integration and 
interoperability approaches are discussed and compared within CMS. 
 
This chapter also discusses a structure that is used within many CMS data sources and describes 
how this structure can be exploited for integration and interoperability (section 4.3 and section 4.6). 
This structure has been deployed for construction databases in [69]. In this thesis it is one of the 
first times that this structure is described as an underlying structure for data integration and 
interoperability within CMS and even CERN. Chapter 7, chapter 9 and chapter 10 describe 
prototypes based on this generic structure. 

4.1. Data integration and interoperability approaches at CERN 
This section discusses several integration and interoperability approaches within the CERN 
environment. It serves to give an additional context to the problem domain of this designers Ph.D. 
The reason for describing these particular integration projects within CERN is that each of these 
projects is executed within a large number of groups throughout CERN. 

4.1.1.  GAUDI 
GAUDI is a framework developed within the LHCb experiment. The goal is to have a uniform 
representation of the data sources for the algorithms (applications) that use this data. If necessary an 
algorithm can extend this representation to fit its needs. GAUDI consists of four components: 
converters, transient stores2, services and algorithms. Converters are placed between data sources 

                                                           
2 Mediators+wrappers are called transient stores or models within the CERN environment 
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and a transient store. Converters wrap the data format of sources to a transient store model. 
Algorithms access wrapped data through the transient data store. An advantage of such an approach 
is that algorithms are not aware of the format and technology used for the storage of data.  
 
GAUDI is developed at CERN, well-documented and open source. Interfaces are an important 
aspect within the GAUDI architecture.  However, GAUDI focuses on event analysis and uses four 
transient stores for event analysis (event, histogram, n-tuple, and detector data). The Gaudi system 
does not (or does not have to) take into account other application domains. As a result the models 
(that applications use to access data) within the transient stores are tightly connected with the 
software of the transient store.  Furthermore, there is no management of the models used within the 
mediators. Data retrieval is done by means of dedicated methods such as: findObject, 
retrieveObject. There is no query language like SQL within GAUDI. Lack of a query language is 
partly because event analysis does not require it.  

 
The important aspect with event analysis is not the query capability but the development of 
algorithms that retrieve the correct amount of data as efficiently as possible. These algorithms are 
subject to continuous improvements.  More information about GAUDI can be found in [16]. 

4.1.2.  Detector Description 
A joint activity of several people in the HEP (Atlas, LHCb, Alice) community led to the project 
that defines a common Document Type Definition (DTD) for detector description in XML [162]. A 
detector description is a model of the “real” detector that is being built. The first attempt defined 
the DTD for materials, which is the most common part of a detector description in HEP 
experiments (see [15]).  
 
The data objects of the detector description model have different attributes. The attribute values can 
be located in different data sources and can have different names within these sources. The data are 
extracted from the data sources, converted and put into an instance (XML file) of the DTD. At the 
time of writing this thesis, the converters are C++ or Java programs. At the writing of this thesis 
there was no configuration management of the detector description model, which implies that XML 
files need to be assembled manually if users want another configuration of the detector. At the time 
of writing this thesis, the detector description activity does not address model management, and 
does not focus on the underlying integration model that can be found in data sources within the 
application domain. The detector description project relates to a particular (significant) integration 
problem (physics analysis). Any new integration project has to start from scratch again with respect 
to modeling capability and derived data management. Models, derived data management and 
configuration management were identified within the CMS detector description prototype [109]. 

4.1.3. Condition database 
Within the four experiments, CMS, ATLAS, LHCb and ALICE, condition databases store data 
about the condition (state) of the detector. Every experiment and sub group within an experiment 
chooses its own database and model for the condition database. Within CERN a project had been 
started to define a uniform interface for these different databases [34]. The underlying database can 
be a relational database, or object database but all these databases are accessible by a common 
interface developed by the condition database project. The advantage is that it does not matter what 
the underlying data storage schema is because the data storage schema is hidden by the interface. 
The only thing that has to be exchanged within applications using these databases is the 
instantiation of the interface objects to this database. The interface represents the data model to the 
users and is consistent over the different types of databases. Database models from different 
condition databases are converted to this interface model. 
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Although an interface model hides the database from the user it is not easy to modify. If the schema 
of the database changes, the code has to be changed and recompiled. Furthermore, the solution is 
not fully reusable. If one wants to use this approach for other types of databases, one has to write a 
new interface program since the condition database interface model is tightly connected with data 
manipulation (the wrapper and mediator are integrated) at the time of writing this thesis. It would 
be more beneficial if separate mediator and wrapper components were identified, describing the 
condition database model and manipulation of data within a database.  

4.1.4.  EDMS 
This project aims at building an Engineering Data Management System (EDMS) [36]. EDMS is 
also known as product data management (PDM), product information management (PIM), technical 
data management (TDM), technical information management (TIM), image management, and other 
names. The following definition is used for an EDMS/PDM: managing all product-related 
information and the entire product life cycle.  
 
The EDMS system will store data related to the LHC project. Parts of this data are related to the 
parts (drawings, hierarchical information). Not all data generated within the different phases 
(design, construction, manufacturing, testing) will be stored in EDMS. Data stored in EDMS is 
mostly copied from databases used within a particular phase (design, construction, calibration, etc.). 
EDMS can be considered as a database for storing documents (drawings, word files, pdf files, 
etc...), and a data warehouse for storing a subset of the data available within the different databases 
of the different phases of the different sub detectors. CMS has 6 sub detector groups. Each sub 
detector group has at least four phases (design, construction, manufacturing, testing), resulting in at 
least 24 data sources. 
 
EDMS focuses on data values that will change little over time. EDMS can be a solution that 
enables different domains to use each other's data using EDMS. Two of the detector parts 
parameters that the EDMS system stores are position, and detector part geometry. However, the 
subset that will be stored in EDMS is not complete enough to cater for, for example, the pre-
calibration use case (see next section).   
 
Every part has specific parameters. For example light yield is a parameter stored with crystals of 
the ECAL detector and used by pre-calibration. However, this parameter has no meaning for other 
(non crystal) parts. Furthermore, attached to every part is information about tests.  At the time of 
writing this thesis, test data are not stored within the EDMS system. The EDMS project will solve 
some problems related to cross application domain data interchange. However at the time of writing 
this thesis, the EDMS project is not aware of what data will be needed for physics analysis and 
calibration of the detector and the EDMS data model would need to be modified to support this 
data. 

 
The next step within the EDMS project will be the coupling of several databases involved in the 
construction of the accelerator. Figure 13 shows the different data sources. The arrows indicate that 
part of the data from one source is used in the creation of data in the other source.  
 
The accelerator layout database contains information about how different subsystems are 
connected. The design database contains a detailed design of these subsystems. The manufacture 
database contains construction data based on the design. Test data of manufactured products will be 
stored in the test database. Finally the subsystems are installed. Data about this installation is stored 
in the installation databases. The different data sources represent different phases3. Each of these 
domains has different views on the accelerator (different in granularity). Furthermore data about 

                                                           
3 A phase can be viewed as a separate domain 
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accelerator parts is scattered over these five data sources. It is therefore important that there is a 
model that supports different but consistent views on the accelerator based on the five data sources. 

 

Manufacturer Testing Installation Design 

Layout  
 

 
Figure 13. Data sources and their dependencies 

4.2. Data integration and interoperability within CMS 
The previous section showed several data integration and data exchange projects within CERN. 
This section discusses several different data exchange and integration projects within CMS. 
Although this section discusses data integration and data exchange projects by CMS, most of the 
issues involved are similar for the other experiments. However, the domain of this designer's Ph.D. 
is CMS, therefore the focus will be on data integration and data exchange issues within CMS. 

4.2.1.  Detector Construction 
Part of the data from the construction domain is derived from the design data sources. The 
construction phase needs information about the dimensions of the different parts, and the bill of 
materials from the design phase. At the time of writing this thesis, it is not possible to automatically 
retrieve data produced in the design phase, and use this data within the construction phase. In some 
cases design drawings are loaded from the design database (two-dimensional drawings), and their 
measures are manually copied to the construction database, which is a time-consuming and error 
sensitive process. 
 
In both the design and construction phase a directed acyclic graph is used to model the detector (see 
for example and definitions chapter 6). The nodes of the graph describe part types, the edges of the 
graph describes parts that are used to define a new part types (this will be explained in detail in 
section 4.3). Within the graph of the design phase there can be multiple references to the same 
geometry shape describing a physical part in the detector since such a type of physical part can be 
used multiple times within a detector. However within construction each of these equivalent 
geometry descriptions of the design phase are stored as different descriptions because each 
description in the construction domain is associated with a physical part of the detector. 
Furthermore, the level of detail within the construction phase is different to the design phase. 
Therefore the graphs that model the detector in the design phase and construction phase are 
different, although the graphs relate to the same detector being built. The different descriptions 
result in differently structured acyclic graphs of design and construction that conceptually describe 
the same physical part of the detector. 
 
Another problem is the separate versioning of the different descriptions within the design and 
construction domain. During the design there will be several versions of the detector (due to 
improvements of the design), which results in multiple versions within the construction database. 
Within the construction domain there will also be multiple versions of parts (due to improvements 
of the constructed parts). Both design and construction contain data that describe the same physical 
detector. This data needs to be correlated in order to get a complete picture of the data describing 
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the detector. The separate versioning of different descriptions adds to the complexity of data 
correlation.  

 
Versioning within a construction database is described in [94] within the CRISTAL I project. The 
CRISTAL I project [69] is a software system that has been used to facilitate the management of 
construction data collected at each stage of construction of CMS. CRISTAL I captures all the 
physical characteristics of CMS components as each sub-detector is tested and assembled. The 
CRISTAL I system is based on a meta-model that consists of directed acyclic graphs. CRISTAL I 
integrates the domains of product data management and workflow management and can be applied 
in other areas than construction which deal with directed acylic graphs. 

4.2.2. Pre-calibration 
During construction, tests are performed on the different parts, and the results are stored.  These 
results (or parts of these results) are used by pre-calibration of the detector parts.  Within the 
CRISTAL I [69] project a dedicated application has been written to retrieve certain parameter 
values and copy them to the pre-calibration domain. Copying data can result in inconsistency of 
data.  If the source is updated, or changed, the copies also need to be updated or changed.  At the 
time of writing this thesis, there is no update mechanism in place. It would be preferable if the pre-
calibration group could access the required data in the CRISTAL I database. However, the 
CRISTAL I database schema is complex and may be difficult to access for non-expert users. 
Furthermore, pre-calibration also needs geometry and other data. These data reside in different 
sources than the CRISTAL I database. Within the pre-calibration domain these data need to be 
integrated with other data. A problem is the different co-ordinate systems for parts, used by the 
CRISTAL  I database and the other data sources such as slow control data source (Figure 14). 
 
The CRISTAL I repository contains the concept of spatial proximity (position) relative to the 
parent part within the bill of materials.  The crystals within CRISTAL I are therefore assigned one 
of the 10 different (relative) positions (0≤x≤1, 0≤y≤4). Within the pre-calibration domain, users 
select parts with absolute co-ordinates. The transformation of relative to absolute coordinates can 
not be expressed in simple SQL statements. A specialised algorithm is required to de this co-
ordinate transformation. 
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Figure 14. ECAL pre-calibration sources and applications. 
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Figure 14 shows the data flow to and from the different databases, applications and files. The files 
and database in Figure 14 are data sources. The applications are transformations, as described in 
section 3.5. Bordalo et.al. [31] describe this process in more detail.  Figure 14 is not the complete 
picture. Many of the files are either generated from an application or derived from a database. Such 
a chain of (data) transformations is not unique for ECAL pre-calibration. Similar transformation 
chains can be found in other sub detector groups. Although this data flow contains a cycle at this 
level of abstraction, data are not being overwritten in the CRISTAL I database. In general one can 
state that if data are not being overwritten within a data flow, such a data flow can be modelled as a 
directed acyclic graph in which the nodes represent either an application or data source. 

4.2.3.  Data analysis 
The main task after construction of the detector is physics analysis. Physics analysis, analyses the 
data that is generated by the particle collisions within the detector. Energies within LHC will be 
1000 times higher than in the LEP. This increase in energy implies that analysis requires precise 
information about the status of the detector.  
The status of the detector (parts) is described by different parameters related to the detector parts. 
Each detector part is described by a set of parameters that can be different for the different detector 
part types. For example: the density of gas in muon chambers, and the transmission of light in the 
crystals in the ECAL barrel. These parameters are also important during analysis. Depending on 
density, transmission and other characteristics of parts, particles change their passage through the 
detector. These parameters are called physical parameters. 
 
Data describing these physical parameters are stored in several sources related to the phases of the 
detector (see Figure 7). Each of these phases (which are separate domains) generates data related to 
detector parts. Furthermore, the detector is comprised of several sub detectors. Construction, pre 
calibration and calibration of these sub detectors are done by autonomous groups who use their own 
persistency strategy. 
 
During assembly of the detector parts, components (collection of parts) can evolve. For example: 
the detector weighs several tons. When a detector is put in place the position of the floor can 
fluctuate due to changing weight levels. The displacement can range from millimetres to 
centimetres. The detector is a sensitive instrument (see section 2.2) and weight fluctuation can 
affect the measurements. The parameters that describe these changes are called mechanical 
parameters and will be stored within EDMS (see section 4.1.4). 
 
Within the room where the detector is located there can be continuous changes in the environment.  
These changes have to be measured to have an accurate overview of the state of the detector during 
a collision. For example: temperatures within the room can fluctuate. Furthermore within the 
detector itself there are different temperatures. These temperatures affect the machine, and can 
influence the outcome of a collision of particles. Consequently these parameters are important for 
analysis. These dynamical parameters are stored in a separate database. 
 
Operation of the detector takes place in so called “runs.  Several sets of parameters of the detector 
are set before such a run. These parameters are stored in a run database. Figure 15 shows the 
relationships between different parameters and data sources. These data sources consist of flat files, 
relational databases, object oriented databases and XML files. 
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Figure 15. Data needs for physics analysis 
 
Several analysis programs will require access to these parameters to analyse and correct the 
measurements. Many analysis methods use the same data in different ways. The reason for using 
the data differently is that different research groups investigate different angles of approach which 
could lead to new physics results. All the different groups try to optimise their way of analysing 
data, and the analysis methods are not always shared. The more accurate the description of the 
detector is, the more chance that an analysis program will find new physics in data that would 
otherwise not be regarded as important due to a less detailed description. Within the ongoing LEP 
experiments a less detailed detector description did not greatly affect the physics results. However, 
the new LHC machine is a factor 1000 more powerful, and the LHC detectors are fare more 
complex than its LEP predecessors. 
 
It would be desirable if the different analysis programs could access these sources in a uniform way 
without having knowledge about the location or internal semantics used.  
 
Parts of the data values within the different sources described here are fixed for a long period of 
time and could be stored in a data warehouse, other parts change on a daily or hourly basis. At the 
time of writing there were no plans to migrate data to a data warehouse except for the detector 
description data (chapter 7). Therefore chapter 9 describes the mediator prototype that assumes 
there will be no migration to a centralized data warehouse. Chapter 10 will discuss an alternative 
warehouse prototype approach and compares the results. 
 
Within physics analysis it is also common to pose queries in high dimensional search spaces. These 
queries can result in long response times. Several strategies have been developed for efficient query 
processing in high dimensional search spaces. Stockinger [143] gives an overview of several multi 
dimensional access methods and introduces a new strategy for multi dimensional access based on 
bitmap indices. 

4.2.4. Detector Description 
The development of the detector description prototype has been carried out within the CMS 
experiment and is part of this designer’s Ph.D. project. A detailed description of the detector 
description prototype can be found in chapter 7, [109] and [110]. This section summarizes the 
important decisions made in the development of the prototype. 
 
Offline Software such as Reconstruction, Analysis, Simulation, and Visualisation all require 
detector descriptions. These applications have several common but also many specific requirements 
for the detector description in order to build up their internal representations. To create an internal 
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representation in a consistent and coherent manner, a common source of information, the detector 
description data warehouse, will be consulted by each of the applications. This data warehouse will 
be based on several sources: geometry from design, calibration data, and data about materials. 
Furthermore the different applications will require different views on this data warehouse. Based on 
user requirements the detector description will be stored in XML. 
 
Wrappers will create a uniform XML interface to the sources. This XML can then be translated to 
XML based on a common schema for the detector description. This translation can be done by 
XSLT [171], Xquery [169], or a dedicated application for translating XML. The warehouse is 
comprised of XML data files and an XML schema. At the time of writing this thesis, the detector 
description data model needs several constraints that cannot be modelled in a data model. An 
example of such a constraint is that the model of parts and part types should form a directed acyclic 
graph. Additional software on top of the data model takes care of constraints that cannot be 
captured in a data model.  
 
Most of the sources for the detector description are flat files. The geometry, material and calibration 
data sources will be serialized in XML. A hard coded application and a style sheet were constructed 
within the detector description prototype to integrate this data into the detector description XML 
warehouse. The data warehouse is split in two: a persistent part containing the model in XML and a 
transient part containing the constraints and transformations to an object model. Applications will 
access the data through the transient model and generate their own views. These views are not 
based on any query mechanism.  
 
When creating a data model within XML and using the XML data in C++ applications a mapping is 
needed from XML entities to C++ objects. It is not impossible to create a one to one mapping if a 
correct format is chosen. The XMLschema [167] allows constructs such as inheritance and type 
safety similar to object oriented languages like C++, but also constructs such as “choice” and 
multiplicity, which are not part of C++ and Java (the languages used within the prototypes).  

4.2.5. Overview of Integration and Interoperability Projects at CERN 
 

Table 1 gives an overview of the integration approaches discussed in this chapter. Most of the 
projects use a data warehouse approach or a mediator approach.  
 
The mediators within these integration and interoperability projects are built from scratch, and are 
hard coded (there is no mediator toolkit to specify physics models).  There are several reasons for 
hard coded mediators: 1) the physics models are complex. It is difficult to describe these models 
using a mediator language, or SQL. 2) Most mediators are developed in distinct autonomous groups 
that are not aware of mediator activities in other groups.  
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System Purpose Strength Weaknesses Integration 
Strategy 

Gaudi Integration of 
data for event 
analysis 

Independent of 
underlying databases 
schemas. Well 
documented. 

Focus only on event 
analysis. No high 
level language to 
describe mediators. 

Mediator 

Atlas 
Detector  
Descript

ion 

Integration of 
data to describe 
the detector 

Generic model for 
describing a detector 

Focus only on a 
specific domain. Uses 
XML files to build a 
data warehouse (not 
performant). 

Warehouse 

Calibrati
on 

Uniform access 
to calibration 
data 

Independent of 
underlying database. 

Focuses only on 
calibration. No high 
level language to 
describe mediators. 

Database+ 
 1 mediator 

EDMS 
(CEDA

R) 

Managing 
slowly changing 
data of the 
detector life 
cycle 

One repository that 
contains all important 
detector life cycle 
data 

One data model for 
whole of CERN. 

Warehouse 

Detector 
Construc

tion 
(Cristal 

I) 

Integration of 
workflow and 
product 
breakdown 
structure. 
 

Generic model for 
arbitrary workflows 
and construction 
projects 

Lack of good query 
language, and 
graphical user 
interface. 

Distributed 
Database 

Pre-
calibrati

on 

Integrating 
calibration data 
with 
construction 
data to produce 
physics 
constants 

Data flow optimised 
for Ecal pre- 
calibration. Has a 
module for 
performing spatial 
queries, not 
expressible in SQL. 

Dedicated 
applications for 
querying CRISTAL I, 
and merging the result 
with calibration data. 

Warehouse 
(Results are fed 
back into 
CRISTAL I) 

Physics 
analysis 

Presenting a 
model for 
physics analysis 
based on 
multiple data 
sources 

N/A N/A Will be 
implemented as 
mediator 

CMS 
Detector 
Descript

ion 

Integrate data 
that describes 
the detector 

Generic model for 
arbitrary descriptions, 
configuration 
management, 
Constraint 
management. 

XML based Warehouse for 
static detector data 

 
Table 1. Summary of integration approaches at CERN 
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4.3. Data source structure within CMS 
The previous sections discussed integration approaches within CERN and CMS. This section 
discusses the structure of CMS data sources. The first paragraphs discuss several sources that are 
already available within CMS. Within these sources directed acyclic graphs are identified as a 
generic structure. Section 4.3.2 describes the general structure that can be found within most CMS 
data sources and how nodes and edges are mapped to the semantics of parts, composite parts, and 
part types that are used to describe a detector.  

4.3.1. Existing Data Sources 
The design database(s) contains the design drawings of the detector and represents the geometrical 
information about the detector. As shown earlier the following structure is found in these sources: a 
(parent) part consists of other (child) parts. In particular each child part contains a rotation and 
translation matrix that describes its position with respect to the parent part in a three-dimensional 
Euclid space. For each child part this position description identifies a unique position relative to the 
parent. Furthermore, each part has a reference to a geometry object (Note that several parts can 
reference the same geometry object). A geometry object itself either has a standard geometry (e.g. 
circle, cube, etc..), or a collection of parts and their rotation matrices that describe a complex 
geometry.  
Figure 16 shows an example of creating complex geometry objects. Sometimes the geometry object 
is called a logical part (a part that only describes a geometry without position), and part is called a 
position part (it is based on a geometry but also has a position).  
 
The structure of geometries and parts results in a directed acyclic graph in which the geometry 
represents a node and a part represents an edge. Within Figure 16 the arrows and the part represent 
an edge that translates to: part 4 of geometry type Geometry2 is positioned in geometry Geometry1. 
Some parts have a multiplicity that means that these parts are positioned twice. For example Part 1 
of geometry type Geometry3 is positioned two times in geometry Geometry2. The parts within 
construction databases are sometimes called physical parts as they relate to the “real” parts being 
physically built. Physical parts are position parts with an associated logical part.  
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Figure 16. Creating complex geometries 
 

The CRISTAL I ([47], [55]) database contains construction data of the ECAL detector. The 
database is organised as a directed tree: a (physical) part is made out of other (physical) parts. Each 
(physical) part has a unique relative position (or unique relative ID) with respect to its parent. 
CRISTAL I is used as a construction database within the ECAL sub detector group, and stores 
information about every physical part (a "real" part within the detector). As such CRISTAL I does 
store data as a tree. Within Figure 17 construction "unfolds" the directed acyclic graph of design of 
Figure 16 into a tree. Unfolding of a directed acyclic graph is also called an exploded view. 
Unfolding of a directed acyclic graph will be explained in detail in 6.2.  
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The exploded view can be many times bigger than the associated directed acyclic graph. Within the 
ECAL sub detector there are for example five types of crystals. Within the design only five 
geometries (or logical parts) are defined. The exploded view for construction results in 80,000 
crystals. If the multiplicity of part 1 were increased to 6 in Figure 16, the tree in Figure 17 would 
have been extended with 8 nodes. 
 
The design database does not contain every detail of the detector. Construction however, needs a 
very detailed description of the detector. Therefore, the directed acyclic graph from design cannot 
always simply be unfolded for construction. Usually new (physical) parts need to be added into the 
exploded view. Section 6.2 describes the algorithm to ”unfold” the compact view to the expanded 
view. 
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Figure 17. Construction tree 
 

ECAL pre-calibration (section 4.2.2) calibrates crystals. Each crystal corresponds with one 
channel4 that will convert analogue signals into digital signals to be analysed. Furthermore the 
barrel crystals correspond with a two-dimensional manifold in a three dimensional Euclid space, 
and can be uniquely identified using two-dimensional co-ordinates. To perform pre-calibration, 
information is needed from the design database and the CRISTAL I database. The following is an 
example of such a query on the ECAL database: the last physical parts (called Crystal) that have 
been measured for light yield. The example shows the complexity of queries within construction 
databases. 
 

                                                           
4 A channel converts analog signals of the particle collisions into digital signals that are stored in a database for analysis. 
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 SELECT pd.name, p.mId, pd.type, p2.mName, p2.mId, 
pcm.mPosition_x, pcm.mPosition_y, pcm.mPosition_w,  
pcm.mPosition_h, p3.mName, p3.mId, c3.mName, f.mName, f.mValue  
FROM productDefinition pd,Product p, p.mCompositionLayout pcm,   
     pcm.mMemberProduct p2,p2.mCompositionLayout pcm2,   
     pcm2.mMemberProduct p3,p3.mListOfCharacteristics c3,  
     c3.mListOfEvents e,(DataRecord)(e.mLinkToOutcome) dr_ly,   
     (RealField)(dr_ly.mListOfDataBlocks) f 
WHERE  pd.id = p.mDefinitionId AND pd.name = 'SubModule' 
AND    p3.mName = 'Crystal' 
AND    dr_ly.mName = 'LightYieldFromACCOS'  
AND    (  c3.mName = 'LightYieldAfterUniformization' OR 
          c3.mName = 'LightYieldBeforeUniformization' ) 
AND    e.mTimeStamp = max(select e2.mTimeStamp from 
c3.mListOfEvents e2); 

 
 

Another data source is composed of TZ files. TZ files are ASCII files that contain a simplified 
geometry that is used within applications such as simulation. TZ files describe a detector using 
position parts, rotation matrices and logical parts. Attached to the parts are certain specific 
parameters. These parameters can differ for every sub detector. Within the TZ files the description 
of the detector is a hierarchical structure of logical parts and position parts that forms a directed 
acyclic graph. Applications such as simulation will read this directed acyclic graph and "unfold" 
this graph into a tree because it will simulate particles that pass through specific detector parts. 
Graph unfolding is described in section 6.2. 

 
The previous examples discussed different data sources from different engineering phases of the 
CMS detector. The CMS detector consists of several sub detectors. Each of these sub detectors are 
designed, build and tested autonomously.  

4.3.2. Generic Structure 
The previous section showed some examples of data sources and the underlying structure of the 
sources. Based on these observations it is possible to describe a general structure that can be found 
in many CMS data sources. We do not claim that every source has this structure. But identifying an 
underlying structure of data sources is essential when looking at data integration and 
interoperability. 
 
The structure found within several data sources is a directed acyclic graph (or a collection of 
directed acyclic graphs if there are multiple versions). Graphs will be discussed in detail in chapter 
6. The nodes in the graphs describe (a collection of) detector parts or part types. This description 
does not always have to be accurate but can be a simplification of the actual detector.  The edges 
describe the relative position (or identification) of the parent part or describe a part definition based 
on a part type (the part type is represented as a node) (see Figure 16 and Figure 17). If a directed 
edge is used to model parts (Figure 16) the directed edge “part1” (in Figure 16) from node 
“geometry2” to “geometry3” with multiplicity 2 translates as: part “part1” of part type “geometry3” 
is positioned  2 times in part type “geometry2”. Within Figure 17 an edge is used to describe the 
relation: “is part of”. For example, Physical Part G2,1 is part of Physical Part G1. 
 
Attached to the nodes and edges is information specific to a detector part or part type. One type of 
information is the relative position of parts with respect to its parent part. A unique position (or 
identification) within three dimensions can be calculated by a convolution of the relative positions 
on a path from the root of this tree to this part. This convolution can be described by a recursive 
relationship: the absolute position of a part is the convolution of its position relative to its parent 
and the absolute position of its parent. Certain parts can contain a time line. At certain times a 
measurement is taken and attached to the corresponding node or edge using a timestamp.  
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In order to integrate data from different sources mappings are needed between the sources.  Within 
the context described here these are mappings between the directed acyclic graph structures of the 
different sources.  

 
Beside data sources that contain a hierarchical model of the detector (a directed acyclic graph) with 
data attached to the nodes and edges, separate sources also contain data related to the nodes and 
edges used to describe the detector. An example of such a source is the source that stores data about 
output channels. Channels change analogue signals coming from “sensitive” parts, into digital 
signals (digitisation) for analysis by physicists.  Channels can be temperature sensors or AD 
(Analogue/Digital) converters for event signals. Sometimes a channel is related to one part (e.g. a 
crystal) and sometimes several channels are related to one part (e.g. a muon chamber). Depending 
on the location within the detector (there are different kinds of sub detectors and corresponding sub 
detector databases) information about these channels can be stored within different sources. The 
channels have a globally unique numbering.  
 
Another type of data source is the event data. Event data stores the digitised data that was converted 
by channels and the channel ID representing the results of a physics interaction. The event data 
source therefore stores digitised physics data and a mapping to channels. 
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Figure 18. Relations between CMS sources 
 

 
Figure 18 shows an overview of the relations between the different CMS data sources. Certain 
sources such as channel data sources and event sources need to store cross database references to 
other sources. If such a mapping is not available it needs to be either generated (an algorithm that 
creates a mapping) or manually constructed. Although the sources contain cross database references 
it is difficult to retrieve related data from multiple sources, because there are different schemas, and 
data storage formats. Three types of mappings can be identified between data sources:  
 
• One to one: the nodes within two directed acyclic graphs describe the same part. 
• Many to one: within one data source a collection of nodes describes a part that is equivalent to 

a part described by one node in another data source. 
• Many to many: different data sources use different levels of detail for describing the detector. 

This difference is reflected in the different directed acyclic graphs in the sources: a group of 
nodes and edges within one directed acyclic graph of a data source describes a part that is also 
described as a group of nodes and edges within another source. 
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Trees and directed acylic graphs describe a hierarchy of components that model the “real” detector. 
This hierarchy is based on the break down structure of a machine (in this case a detector). Two 
constraints can be identified when mappings between different directed acyclic graphs (different 
detector models) are created (These constraints are discussed in detail in section 6.5): 
 
• A set of nodes that is mapped to another tree is a connected acyclic graph. (parts are mapped as 

a whole). 
• The mappings of two sets of nodes should preserve the hierarchy. (all sources describe the 

same detector). 
 
The generic structure of acyclic graphs and trees within CMS data sources has also been identified 
in [69], [70]. These documents focus on construction databases.  The generic structure of acyclic 
graphs has also been identified in Product Data Management tools. The context of directed acyclic 
graphs relates to the concept of product breakdown structure and bill of materials.  

 
Within this thesis we assume that the generic structure of trees and directed acyclic graphs can be 
found in most CMS data sources.  

4.4. Heterogeneity and Autonomy 
Heterogeneity within CMS is caused by the different geographic locations of the numerous 
institutes. As a result of this, different groups within CMS largely work autonomously. This 
heterogeneity can be found throughout the whole design, construction and testing process. 
Individual sub detectors are designed, constructed, and tested separately from each other. 
Furthermore, the phases within the lifecycle of each sub detector (see Figure 7), although related to 
each other, are executed in an autonomous way.  In every phase a lot of data are generated (design 
drawings, work flows, test results). These data are stored within databases or flat files.  The 
autonomous way of working results in data sources with different structures (schema models), and 
possibly based on different software technologies (object oriented, relational, flat file). For 
example: design data are stored within a Euclid database, and pro engineer files. CRISTAL I ([47], 
[55]) is an Object Oriented repository used within the ECAL (Electromagnetic Calorimeter) 
construction group. The Tracker sub detector group will use a relational database to store data 
related to construction.  
 
Beside construction and design data there are also data from simulation,  (simulated) event data and 
numerous other sources. During the writing of this thesis, most data sources are databases or flat 
files. However there will be other data sources in the future. For example: detector hardware or 
applications such as event construction.  
 
The groups related to the different phases discussed previously, work largely autonomously, but 
also require data from earlier phases. The arrows in Figure 7 also represent data exchange 
dependencies between phases.  To construct a detector, design data are needed. Construction data 
will be used in testing and detector analysis etc. 
 
All the sources that are related to the CMS detector create a heterogeneous environment for data 
exchange. This heterogeneity is related to the autonomous design and management of the different 
sources.  

4.5. Meta-data 
Meta-data is data that describes data. The purpose of meta-data is to create a more transparent 
environment for users and applications to locate and manage data. Meta-data are in many cases 
much smaller in size than the data it describes. Instead of querying large chunks of data, users 
utilize the meta-data to locate the data that they are interested in. This is the main idea of SRB [22]. 
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Meta-data has also been identified within CMS [96]. Within CMS meta-data is used to locate event 
databases generated by production runs [96].  
 
Before it is possible to perform data integration and interoperability there needs to be identification 
of the sources. One of the simplest forms of meta-data would be a list of data sources of CMS that 
are available, their location, format and a description of their use. The next example shows such 
meta-data using an XML format. The example is based on the sources discussed in the previous 
sections. Within chapter 9 a more detailed specification format is discussed for the mediator 
prototype that has been developed.  

 
<Source name="ECALDB" location="www.cern.ch/cms/ECAL/databases"  

 format="object oriented"> 
 <Description> 
  Stores construction data from the ECAL subdetector 
 </Description> 
</Source> 
<Source name="Design" location="www.cern.ch/ep/euclid"  

 format="object oriented"> 
 <Description> 
  Stores design data for the CMS detector 
 </Description> 
</Source> 
<Source name="TZ files" location=www.cern.ch/cms/unix/cvs  

 format="ASCII"> 
 <Description> 
  Stores a description of the detector for simulation 
 </Description> 
</Source> 
<Source name="Slow control data"  

 location="www.cern.ch/cms/ecal/precalibration" format="ASCII"> 
 <Description> 
  Information from the slow control database used for pre 
calibration ecal  
 </Description> 
</Source>  

 
Such a list of available sources would create a more transparent environment for data location 
compared to finding out where data resides by means of "word of mouth"5. The above structure for 
meta-data does not show any dependencies between sources. The previous sections discussed 
structures of data sources, and how these sources can be related to each other by means of 
mappings. Three types of dependencies can be identified between sources: 
 
• Data are transformed from one source to another (derived data). 
• Data are copied from one source to another (replication). Replication can be viewed as an 

identity transformation. 
• It is possible to describe relations between data generated in different sources. For example the 

ECAL sub detector is described in a design database and construction database, which results 
in relations between data of these autonomous sources. 

 
The three types of dependencies could result in meta-data describing transformations, replication 
and relations between data and data formats. 

4.6. Conclusions 
This chapter introduced data heterogeneity within CERN and CMS. Several integration approaches 
within CERN were discussed and several observations can be made when analysing construction, 

                                                           
5 Word of mouth can also be regarded as meta-data. However is difficult to manage 
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design calibration and event data sources: for integration and interoperability, data mappings are 
needed (see section 4.3.2). These mappings can be stored as files (or in databases), or can be 
functions that are computed when data are requested. The mappings can relate, to transformations 
within trees and directed acyclic graphs or are already present in the database (an event database 
contains references to channels). Not all these mappings can be expressed with standard query 
languages. There are several possibilities to solve this: create a file (a new data source) that 
describes this mapping or extend the query language with functions that perform this mapping. 
Creating a new data source for these mappings is a preferable solution since:  
 
• Direct access to a mapping is faster than calculating this mapping.  
• The size of the sources that contain the mapping will be relatively small compared to the 

related data sources.  
 
Two integration and interoperability dimensions can be identified: the first is based on the process 
of building a detector: design, construction, pre-calibration, calibration. In each of these phases data 
are generated related to detector parts. Within CMS this data are stored in different data sources 
that are developed separately.  To get data about one detector part multiple data sources based on 
different schemas need to be accessed. The second dimension is based on the structure of the 
detector. The detector consists of several sub detector layers that are developed autonomously. As a 
result each sub detector group constructs its own data sources for storing information. To get data 
of detector parts from a certain phase such as design, construction or calibration, again multiple 
sources need to be accessed.  
 
The CMS detector consists of six sub detectors. For each sub detector there will be at least four data 
sources (relating to the four life cycle phases), which implies that there are at least 24 data sources 
within CMS.  Within these sources the structure of trees and acyclic graphs are used to store data, 
and are also used for navigation. Generic integration of data from these sources exploits this 
directed acyclic graph structure. The structure of acyclic graphs for modeling the detector will be 
explained in chapter 6. 
 
Many domains are related to the same CMS detector. Based on the “physical” detector, a model is 
constructed per domain (called detector description), which results in different representations 
(trees and directed acyclic graphs) of this detector ( 
Figure 19). Furthermore, data sources at CMS are a mixture of structured databases with a 
standardised schema structure, that contain large amounts of data, and semi structured files 
containing small amounts of data. 
 
The integration and interoperability approaches discussed in the previous sections focused on a 
specific domain. All integration applications discussed in this chapter are based on a procedural 
approach and do not explicitly utilize the generic structure of trees and acyclic graphs. Because the 
underlying structure of trees and acyclic graphs is not exploited, most integration applications 
cannot re-use code and are less flexible in dealing with changes of data. Furthermore, physicists are 
repeatedly confronted with the same problems of joining and retrieving data within a procedural 
environment. This last problem is to a large extent solved within the computer science community 
by the introduction of declarative query languages such as SQL.  
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Figure 19. Views on the detector 
 

Another problem with data integration and interoperability in CMS is that (at the moment of 
writing this thesis) there is no overview of what sources are available, how data of two sources are 
related to each other, which sources are derived sources or which transformation is used to derive a 
source. There is no application that manages this information, and this leads to the following 
problem statement: 

 
As a result of the situation within CMS at the time of writing this thesis, physicists spend less time 
on the modeling issues and more time on computer science and management issues of finding out 
where data resides, and how to combine it. This process would be simplified if there were a 
framework that supported the creation of views, transformations of data, and the management of 
meta-data and would allow physicists to focus more on the modeling issues and promote reuse of 
models and transformation/integration applications. 

 
From a computer science point of view the problem can be formulated by several questions: 

 
1. What kind of underlying structures can be found in the data sources that can be exploited for 

data integration?  
2. What kind of (declarative language) and format is most suitable for integration and 

interoperability within the CMS environment? How can this language be extended for CMS 
specific queries? 

3. How can CMS sources be converted to such a language? 
4. How to manage transformations of data, and data sources in general? 
 
Item one has been discussed in this chapter and will be exploited in the prototypes described in 
chapter 7, chapter 9 and chapter 10: collections of trees and directed acyclic graphs. Item two will 
be discussed in chapter 7. [112] discussed question three. Number four will also be discussed in 
chapter 9.  
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An integration framework within a CMS context generates several high level requirements: 
 

1. Use of technologies and standards. The LHC has a life span of 20 years; therefore it is 
important to use technology and standards that are supported by a large group.  

2. The data sources and users can reside anywhere within CMS which means a framework should 
support this distributed environment. 

3. Data (sources) change, thus the system should be able to cope with change of the sources.  
4. The autonomous way of working at CMS means that such a framework should not have a large 

impact on the data sources that would plug into the system in terms of data source type and 
schema.  

5. At the time of writing this thesis, data are shared between domains by copying data from one 
domain to another. Copying and replication also needs to be done in the future for performance 
reasons. Users want to have data locally accessible for fast access, when doing physics 
analysis. Within physics analysis numerous events are analysed and compared with data about 
the status of the detector. It is not desirable to retrieve this status data every time. A local copy 
would be more time efficient. Thus any proposed data interchange framework needs derived 
data management and the ability to create and manage subsets of data (“data marts”). 

6. Different users will want to access common data in different ways. Therefore there has to be a 
form of model management. 

7. The pre-calibration use case showed that not every data request from users could be handled 
with a standard query language.  However, many integration efforts can be specified within a 
query language. Therefore, the framework should have a query mechanism that includes 
special algorithms to perform transformations that cannot be expressed in a standard query 
language. 

 
This designer's Ph.D. project focused on requirements 1,3,4,6 and 7.  Many of the requirements are 
not specific to CMS but can be applied within other organisations (or collaborations of 
organisations) that have similar characteristics as CMS (local autonomy, considerable size, 
geographically distributed, same data used in different ways, sources change frequently).  
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5. XML 
 
 
 

The previous chapters introduced CERN, CMS and the area of data integration and interoperability. 
These chapters showed the different integration and interoperability approaches within CERN.  The 
work done on integration and interoperability within this designers Ph.D. project strongly relates to 
XML. The next chapters use terms related to XML and data integration. The aim of this chapter is 
to introduce XML and discuss how XML is related to data integration, exchange and 
interoperability. Furthermore, this chapter discusses several XML standards and several data 
integration projects based on XML. Section 5.6 describes how XML is used within several CERN 
projects. 

5.1. Introduction 
XML is a markup language for documents containing structured information. Structured 
information contains both content (words) and some indication of what role that content plays (for 
example, content in a section heading has a different meaning from content in a footnote, which 
means something different than content in a figure caption or content in a database table, etc.). 
Almost all documents have some structure. A mark up language is a mechanism to identify 
structures in a document. The XML specification defines a standard way to add mark up to 
documents. 
 
XML is defined as an application profile of SGML [20]. SGML is the Standard Generalized Mark 
up Language defined by ISO 8879. SGML has been the standard, vendor-independent way to 
maintain repositories of structured documentation for more than a decade, but SGML is not well 
suited to serving documents over the web. The complexity of SGML would require more complex 
parsers than for XML. These complex parsers are difficult to integrate in, for example, mobile 
devices. Such complex parsers would lead to less performant mobile devices or (if we want good 
performance) more expensive mobile devices. Defining XML as an application profile of SGML 
means that any fully conformant SGML system will be able to read XML documents. However, 
using and understanding XML documents does not require a system that is capable of 
understanding the full generality of SGML. XML can be seen as a restricted form of SGML. 
 
In HTML both the tag semantics and the tag set are fixed (e.g. <h1> is always a first level heading). 
XML specifies neither semantics nor a tag set. XML is a meta-language for describing mark up 
languages. In other words, XML provides a facility to define tags and the structural relationships 
between them. Since there is no predefined tag set, there cannot be any preconceived semantics. All 
of the semantics of an XML document will either be defined by the applications that process them, 
DTDs, by XML schema or by style sheets. 
 
An XML document is specified as a set of tags. A tag has attributes, and child tags. The 
child/parent structure of the tags can be mapped to the concept of trees. Each XML document has a 
root tag that has no parent and from which there is a path (via the child/parent tag relationship) to 
all associated XML tags. Using this tree structure it is possible to enforce structure in ASCII 
documents. The following example shows an XML snippet from an XML document. This example 
is part of the detector description format discussed in chapter 7: 
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<Polycone startPhi=”2.3” deltaPhi=”3.4” 
name=”PolyconeSolid”/> 
 <Zsection RMAX=”4.3” RMIN=”3.4” z=0.3”/> 
 <Zsection RMAX=”4.3” RMIN=”3.4” z=0.3”/> 
 <Zsection RMAX=”4.3” RMIN=”3.4” z=0.3”/> 
</Polycone> 

 
 
Within XML parsers based on the Document Object Model standard of the W3C [157], tags, 
attributes, attribute values, and text are modelled as nodes in a tree. Several types of nodes are 
identified. The most important ones are: element nodes (describing tags), attribute nodes 
(describing attributes), CData nodes and text nodes describing attribute values and textual content 
of element nodes. Figure 20 shows the tree structure according to the Document Object Model 
(DOM) with different node types. The W3C Document Object Model [162] is a platform- and 
language-neutral interface that allows applications to dynamically access and update the content, 
structure and style of XML documents. Three levels have been identified in the DOM: 
 
• Level 1 concentrates on the actual core, HTML, and XML document models and contains 

functionality for document navigation and manipulation. XML documents contain several 
types of nodes.  

• Figure 20 shows an example of how the XML document of the previous example is translated 
to such a DOM tree. 

• Level 2 includes a style sheet object model, and defines functionality for manipulating the style 
information attached to a document. The level 2 specification enables traversals on the 
document, defines an event model and provides support for XML namespaces.  

• Level 3. Addresses document loading and saving, as well as content models (such as DTDs and 
schemas) with document validation support and addresses document views and formatting. 
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Figure 20. Document Object Model 
 

XML is considered to be a self-describing format: data (which are text nodes and attribute values) 
is described by tags and attributes of the XML file. It is possible to go a step further and say that the 
XML format itself, can be described in the self-describing format of XML. As such XML is not 
only a self-describing format, but also self-describing. Consider the XML example used in this 
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section (Figure 20). This example can be rewritten into the following XML format (the dotted lines 
represent a continuation of the example without going into details): 

 
<Element value=”Polycone”> 
    <Attribute value=”startPhi”> 
        <Value value=”2.3”/> 
    </Attribute> 
    <Attribute value=”deltaPhi”>  
        <Value value=”3.4”/> 
    </Attribute> 
    ………………………………………………… 
    <Element value=”Zsection”> 
       <Attribute name=”RMAX”>  
           <Value=”4.3”/> 
       </Attribute> 
       ……………………………… 
    </Element> 
    ……………………………………… 
</Element> 

 
 
The XML format within the previous XML example is even more verbose since it stores the 
following information: data (the values 2.3, 3.4, and 4.3), data that describes the data (the values of 
the name attribute: startPhi, deltaPhi, etc…) and data that describes the previous data (Element, 
Attribute, Value).   
Figure 20 showed this verbose format graphically by mapping the Element and Attribute tags to 
nodes.  
 
The XML format describes a standard for describing data in ASCII using tags and attributes. XML 
documents are ASCII files conforming to this XML format. DOM is an XML interface to present 
XML documents as a hierarchy of nodes. However a DOM does not necessarily need XML 
documents as input. Instead of XML documents, a DOM interface can also reside on top of a 
database (see [112]).  

5.2. XML standards 
Based on the XML format, several standards have been developed. Standards can be categorized 
into three groups: the first group consists of standards to manipulate, transform, describe, navigate, 
and connect collections of XML documents. The second group describes a specific XML format. 
Standards of the second group describe a set of predefined XML tags and attributes, and how these 
tags should be interpreted within applications using XML files based on these standards. Examples 
of standards of group two are: RDF [131], SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [139], and 
WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [159]. RDF, SOAP, and WSDL are standards that 
are widely accepted. The third group is comprised of standards that serve a smaller community and 
is domain specific, for example [149] and the detector description definition language (chapter 7). 
This section discusses the standards of the first group. The standards discussed in this section are 
used within the prototypes discussed in chapter 7, 8, and 9. 

5.2.1. XML schema 
A schema is a model for describing the structure of information. The term relates to schemas from 
the database domain where schemas are used to describe relational tables (for relational databases), 
or object models (for object oriented databases). In the context of XML, a schema describes a 
model for a class of documents. The model describes the possible arrangement of tags and text in a 
document. If a document is compliant with this description, it is said to be valid. A schema can be 
viewed as an agreement on a common vocabulary for a particular application domain. Several 
schema languages have been proposed. This section discusses XML schema because XML schema 
is becoming the de facto standard for describing schemas for XML documents. The W3C 
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committee [157] oversees the standardization of XML schema [167]. The following is an example 
of XML schema from the detector description prototype (chapter 7): 
 
 <xsd:attributeGroup name=”SolidAttributes”> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”name” type=”xsd:string” use=”required”/> 
</xsd:attributeGroup> 
 
<xsd:attributeGroup name=”PolyconeAttributes”> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”starPhi” type=”xsd:float” use=”required”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”deltaPhi” type=”xsd:float” use=”required”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”angleUnit” type=”angleUnitT” use=”optional”/>
</xsd:attributeGroup> 
  
<xsd:element abstract=”true” name=”Solid” type=”SolidType”/> 
 
<xsd:element name=”Polycone” substitutionGroup=”Solid”  
   type=”PolyconeType”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”SolidType”> 
 <xsd:complexContent> 
  <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element maxOccurs=”unbounded” MinOccurs=”0”  
      name=”comment” type=”xsd:string” /> 
  </xsd:sequence> 
  <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”SolidAttributes”/> 
 </xsd:complexContent> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”PolyconeType”> 
 <xsd:complexContent> 
  <xsd:extension base=”SolidType”> 
   <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element maxOccurs=”unbounded” minOccurs=”2”  
   ref=”Zsection”/> 
   </xsd:sequence> 
   <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”PolyconeAttributes”/> 
  </xsd:extension> 
 </xsd:complexContent> 
</xsd:complexType> 

 
The XML snippet from section 5.1 is validated by this schema (the Zsection element node in the 
schema was not described for reasons of clarity of the example). The example specifies an element 
node “Polycone” in an XML document that is of type PolyconeType. “Polycone” inherits from an 
abstract element node “Solid” and the PolyconeType inherits from the SolidType. XML schema 
allows specifying several constraints using tags xsd:sequence, xsd:choice (a sequence of element 
nodes or a choice of a list of element nodes) and attributes minOccurs and maxOccurs to describe 
the cardinality of element nodes.  

 
This paragraph discusses several details of the XML schema as the XML schema will be used in 
chapter 8 when discussing migration of XML to a relational model. The three main language 
constructs in an XML schema are: attributeGroup, element, and complexType. Every element node 
definition within XML schema has (beside other optional attributes) a name attribute (describing 
the name) and a type attribute (describing the structure of the element node). A type can be a simple 
type (e.g. type string, float, etc…) or a complex type. Within a complex type definition it is 
possible to specify what the sub element nodes of an element node of that type will be. Furthermore 
it is possible to specify the multiplicity of these sub types. Complex type definitions can contain a 
reference to an attribute group. An attribute group defines the attributes (and types of attributes) of 
an element node within an XML document.  

 
A schema can be expressive and prescriptive: it describes the intended structure and interpretation 
of a type of document and the constraints on the content. A W3C XML schema emphasizes 
“content models”, which are good at defining document structure but are insufficient to describe 
many constraint patterns on data described with the content. Schematron [97] focuses on validating 
schemas using patterns of constraints and provides a constraint specification via Xpath 
[165]. Instead of using one schema based on one standard it is possible to use two schemas based 
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on two standards for XML document validation. Utilizing multiple schemas enables us to profit 
both from the content model strength of XML schema and constraints capabilities of Schematron. 

 
Dongwon Lee et.al. [97] compares six schema languages for XML. Within this comparison XML 
schema and Schematron are ranked highest in expressive power. 

5.2.2. Xpath 
Xpath [165] provides a common syntax and semantics for functionality shared between XSL 
Transformations (section 5.2.4) and Xpointer (section 5.2.5). The primary purpose of XPath is to 
navigate through tags and attributes of an XML document and provide basic facilities for 
manipulation of strings, numbers and booleans. XPath operates on the abstract, logical structure of 
an XML document. XPath gets its name from its use of a path notation for navigating through the 
hierarchical structure of an XML document. 
 
The following Xpath description selects Zsection element nodes of the XML snippet in section 5.1 
from which the RMAX is greater than 3: 
 

 
 //Polycone/Zsection[@RMAX>’3’] 

 
 

The following example selects every element node within an XML document: 
 

 //* 
 

 
Xpath can be used to describe constraints on attributes of an XML document. Xpath descriptions 
describe a collection of paths within XML documents that evaluate true on the node hierarchy 
defined in the Xpath description and the attribute conditions specified in the Xpath. Suppose a 
constraint within a detector description is: RMAX should be always smaller or equal than 3. This 
constraint is true if “//Polycone/Zsection[@RMAX>’3’]” returns an empty set. 

 
Xpath only selects a set of nodes and is not capable of expressing a join between two sets of 
selected nodes. Join operations are addressed by Xquery (section 5.2.3).  

5.2.3. Xquery 
XQuery [169] is a query language to retrieve data items from XML-formatted documents. Xquery 
is based on languages such as SQL [81], OQL [90], and Quilt [133]. XQuery Version 1.0 contains 
XPath Version 2.0 as a subset. Any expression that is syntactically valid and executes successfully 
in both XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0 will return the same result in both languages. Every XQuery 
query contains one or more query expressions. Common XQuery expressions are: 
 
• FLWR (pronounced "flower”) expressions. FLWR expressions syntactically look similar to 

SQL select statements and have similar capabilities. FLWR stands for For-Let-Where-Return, 
the four clauses that make up an expression of this type. 

• XPath expressions.  
• Element node constructors. Within the return clause of a FLWR expression it is possible to 

define new element nodes.  
• Conditional expressions. Are defined within the where clause of an FLWR expression.  
• Function calls. Extension of the basic query functionality of Xquery. 
 
The following example shows an Xquery based on an XML document of Figure 52. 
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 for $i in 
document(“cmsDDD1.xml”)//LogicalPartSection/LogicalPart  
    $j in document(“cmsDDD1.xml”)//Box 
let $avg_Dx:= avg(document(“cmsDDD1.xml”)//Box/@Dx 
where 
    ($i/rSolid/@name=$j/@name or 
     $i/Box/@name=$j/@name ) and 
     ($j/@Dx <$avg_Dx or 
   $i/Box/@Dx < $avg_Dx) 
return 
<LogicalPart name=$i/@name/> 

 
 

The “for” clause binds the variable '$i' to the LogicalPart tag in the document cmsDDD1.xml using 
an Xpath specification. The “let” clause computes the average Dx and is bound to $avg_Dx. The 
“where” clause selects all LogicalPart tags from a set that have a reference to a box or have a 
definition of a box defined inline, whose value of Dx is smaller than the average value (these are 
the conditional expressions). The “return” clause specifies a new tag (=element construction), 
returning the names of the so called LogicalParts that are described by a box whose Dx is smaller 
than the average Dx. Note that an Xquery operates on XML documents and returns XML 
documents. 
 
It is possible to bind multiple variables in the “for” statement to multiple nodes of multiple XML 
documents satisfying the where clause. Binding enables the integration of data over multiple 
documents that are based on different schemas. Integration of XML data over multiple sources and 
schemas is discussed in [113].  

 
A drawback of Xpath and Xquery, at the time of writing this thesis, is the lack of regular 
expressions. For example bind variable ‘$i’ tags named “items” in documents that start with a P: 
 

for $i in document("P*.xml")//item 

 
 
Xquery is a query language for XML documents and data sources representing themselves as XML 
documents. XQueryX [170] is intended for machine processing and programmer convenience. 
XqueryX describes Xquery in an XML format.  
 
XqueryX is an XML data model for describing Xqueries and enables the management of Xqueries. 
For example: which queries use the <LogicalPart> tag in their return statements? Within a 
database context, viewpoints on the data are expressed as queries. XqueryX is a format to store 
these viewpoints. Abiteboul [1] discusses the importance to manage XML viewpoints. [113] 
discusses another XML format that has been used before the introduction of XqueryX, to manage 
Xqueries.  
 
Xquery is becoming the de facto standard as a query language for XML. However, Xquery is not 
the only XML query language. Furthermore, XML query languages do not contain new concepts 
when compared with other database query languages. Fernandez et.al. [59] discusses several XML 
query languages and compares the expressive power of these languages (XML-QL, YatL, and 
Lorel). The [59] paper is a recommendation for an XML query language and concludes that query 
languages although developed by separate research groups, have a lot of similarities. Database 
query languages have several features that are thought to be important for a future XML query 
language: 
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• Queries consist of three parts: a pattern clause, filter clause, and constructor clause; 
• Constructs to impose nesting and order on the relations (e.g. nested queries, grouping, indexing 

and sorting; 
• Join operator; 
• Tag variables and path expressions to support querying without precise knowledge of the 

document structure. 
 
These features can also be identified within the XML query language proposal of W3C Xquery 
[169]. Quilt [133] has been the first draft for Xquery. 

5.2.4. eXtensible Style sheet Language (XSL) 
XSL [171] is a language used in style sheets and consists of XSL Transformations (XSLT): a 
language for transforming XML documents. XPath is used by XSLT to access or refer to parts of 
an XML document.  

 
A transformation expressed in XSLT describes rules for transforming an XML document 
(represented as the source tree) into another XML document (the result tree). The transformation is 
performed by associating patterns in the source tree with templates in the XSL style sheet.  Patterns 
are Xpath specifications and templates are operations on the results of the patterns. When a pattern 
is matched against element nodes in the source tree, a template is instantiated to create part of the 
result tree. The structure of the result tree can be completely different from the structure of the 
source tree. In constructing the result tree, element nodes from the source tree can be filtered and 
reordered, and arbitrary structure can be added. 

 
Transformations from one XML document to another XML document can always be achieved by 
constructing a piece of software that analyses the element nodes within the source XML document 
and creates the target XML document. The advantage of XSL (and the software that supports XSL) 
is that users do not have to implement algorithms to define XML transformations. Furthermore, the 
XSL style sheet is described in an XML format, which enables management of style sheets. For 
example (using an Xquery): what style sheets transform the <LogicalPart> tag of XML documents 
into <DetectorPart> tags? 

 
XSLT specifications can include conditions on parts of the input tree that (if valid) will trigger a 
transformation. As such XSLT specifications can be used as a validation mechanism for XML 
document. Part of Schematron [97] is based on this idea. 

 
Xquery and XSL style sheets together provide a mechanism to transform XML documents into 
other XML documents. Xquery and XSL style sheets provide users and applications with a high 
level language for manipulating XML data in the same context as SQL provides a high level 
language for manipulating relational data.   

5.2.5. Xpointer and Xlink 
Xpointer [168] and Xlink [164] are two mechanisms for referencing from and to XML documents.  

 
Xpointer is the language used as the basis for a URI reference that locates a resource whose Internet 
media type is XML or XML parsed entities. A URI is Short for Uniform Resource Identifier, the 
generic term for all types of names and addresses that refer to objects on the World Wide Web. 
Xpointer, based on the XPath, supports addressing into the internal structures of XML documents 
and XML parsed entities.  
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The following Xpointer points to Zsections that are children of polycone (polycone is a type of 
solid within the detector description domain) element nodes with a deltaPhi smaller than 3.4. (see 
XML snippet in section 5.1): 

 
 Xpointer(//Polycone[deltaPhi<’3.4’]/Zsection)

 
 

One difference of Xpointer from Xpath is the possibilities to specify ranges within XML types. 
Furthermore, XPath says nothing about URIs. Xpointer can be compared with pointers in C++ and 
Java. Both Xpointer and Java/C++ pointers are references to data. However, with Xpointer it is 
possible to point to unrelated collections of information using a single specification. The previous 
examples show an Xpointer that points to several Zsections. Within C++ or Java a list of pointers 
would be needed to point to several pieces of data. 

 
The XLink [164] specification defines the XML Linking Language (XLink), which allows creating 
and describing links between XML documents or sources that represent themselves as a collection 
of XML documents. Xlink uses XML syntax to create structures that can describe links similar to 
the simple unidirectional hyperlinks of today's HTML, as well as more sophisticated links. Xlink 
allows XML documents to:  

 
• Assert linking relationships among more than two resources;  
• Associate meta-data with a link; 
• Express links that reside in a location separate from the linked resources. 

 
Consider the following example: a collection of XML files about painters, and a collection of 
separate XML files about periods in which they lived. With Xlink it is possible to specify the 
relationship between painters, the periods in which they lived, and the artists that inspired him. 
With Xlink the XML files (or endpoints) are described. The role attribute describes the semantic 
meaning of the endpoint. In this example the semantic meanings are: inspiration, timePeriod and 
artist. The label attribute is used within arc definitions that describe relationships between 
endpoints. The arcrole attribute describes the semantic meaning of the relationship (in this example 
this is: “livesIn”, “getHis”). The example results in the following Xlink specification: 
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<environment xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"  
             xlink:type="extended"> 
 <!-- an artist is bound to his influences and history --> 
   <artist xlink:type="locator" xlink:label="artist"  
           xlink:role=”http://www.example.com/artist” 
           xlink:href= 
    "http://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/ 

  modigliani.xml/"/> 
   <influence xlink:type="locator"  
              xlink:label="inspiration" 
   xlink:role=”http://www.example.com/artist” 
   xlink:href="lautrec.xml"/> 
   <influence xlink:type="locator"  
              xlink:label="inspiration" 
   xlink:role=”http://www.example.com/artist” 
         xlink:href="rouault.xml"/> 
   <history xlink:type="locator"  
            xlink:label="period" 
      xlink:role=”http://www.example.com/timePeriod” 
      xlink:href="paris.xml"/> 
   <bind xlink:type="arc"  
         xlink:from="artist" 
   xlink:arcrole=”http://www.example.com/getHis”   
         xlink:to="inspiration"/> 
   <bind xlink:type="arc" xlink:from="artist" 
   xlink:arcrole=”http://www.example.com/livesIn” 
         xlink:to="period"/> 
   <bind xlink:type="arc" xlink:from="period" 
         xlink:arcrole=”http://www.example.com/contains” 
         xlink:to="artist"/> 
 </environment> 

 
 

One part of the Xlink file reads as follows: Modigliani.xml who is an artist who gets his inspiration 
from cezanne.xml. Figure 21 shows a graphical view of the Xlink specification. The main 
difference with XPointer is that XLink describes the relationship of that data with other data while 
Xpointer is a uni directional reference to parts of an XML document. With Xlink it is possible to 
describe bi-directional links and attach meta-data to these links. Xpointer only describes uni 
directional links without meta-data. 
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Figure 21. Xlink example 
 

The advantage of Xlinks compared to simple Hrefs in HTML is the possibility to describe many to 
one, many to many and bi-directional links. Another advantage of Xlink is the possibility to define 
multiple Xlink specifications to the same documents. Depending on the application domain, there 
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can be different relationships between data sources (i.e. end points). Furthermore, Xlink has the 
possibility to define semantic roles to the endpoints and the links between the endpoints and creates 
a more transparent (i.e. human readable) specification. However Xlink does not solve any 
heterogeneity problems. As long as there is no agreement on the semantics, different groups can 
still define their own semantics and link structure.  

5.3. Data(base)  Integration and Interoperability with XML 
Within this thesis XML has been used to explore data integration and migration problems within 
CMS (see chapter 7 and 8). This section compares the development of XML standards with 
developments within the data base (integration) community, at the time of writing this thesis. 
 
XML is regarded as the “new HTML” for the Internet and is also regarded as an opportunity for 
data integration in general (e.g. databases, files, applications). According to Widom [153] XML has 
the potential of changing the web into a database, using an XML query mechanism. If data were 
structured in XML or an XML-compatible format it would enable users to pose XML queries over 
these data.  One of the first things that have to be done according to Widom [153] is encoding data 
into XML.  Furthermore, XML raises several research topics for the database community.  These 
topics focus on a database like treatment of XML as opposed to focusing on XML as an 
information integration tool:  
 
• The ability to map XML encoded information into a true data model. W3C [157] has defined 

an algebra and data model for the XML query language. 
• Resolving conflicts that arise when mixing concepts of documents and databases. One issue 

here is that data in databases are type safe, while documents usually contain data that are not 
type safe. Furthermore, data in databases conform to a rigid schema, whereas XML documents 
do not have to. 

• Theoretical results and practical techniques for designing XML databases are needed, to the 
extent possible within the relatively free-form nature of XML. Databases have a management 
system. How should a set of XML documents be managed?   

• The relationship between XML's optional XML schemas and traditional database schema 
needs to be understood and exploited.  

• An appropriate query language for XML needs to be defined. The W3C [157] has completed a 
proposal for an XML query language based on [133]. Sahuguet [135] describes an 
implementation of this query language. 

• Database updates in an XML setting must be considered, with the focus on environments that 
are heavily read-oriented.  At the time of writing this thesis, data in XML is considered read 
only. However, within databases there is the possibility to perform updates. [166] is a project 
working on XML databases. Part of this project is a proposal for an update language for XML 
(XML update). 

• Efficient physical layout and indexing mechanisms are required for storage of large quantities 
of XML data. Indexing considerably reduces the access time for data. Luk et.al. [114] gives an 
overview of several indexing techniques for XML. 

• View mechanisms. The query language proposal of the W3C, at the time of writing this thesis, 
allows for the creation of views on different sources. Furthermore, the DOM level 2 
specification of the W3C describes the notion of views for XML documents. Attaching a style 
sheet to an XML document creates a new view on this document. 

 
The Levy [99] paper is an addition to the Widom [153] paper. In [153] the main focus is on 
database issues. Levy [99] focuses more on XML as a way to integrate data sources.  Furthermore, 
[99] argues that no new issue is raised by XML.  However the way researchers think about database 
problems should change. Databases and XML files can both be viewed as data sources that can be 
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queried. Levy [99] discusses the following research issues with respect to XML and data 
integration:  

 
• Languages for source descriptions: a key element of the data integration system is a language 

for describing the contents and capabilities of data sources.  These descriptions provide the 
semantic mapping between the data in the source and relations in the mediated schema. An 
XML query language is one possibility. Within the XML query language it is possible to 
describe relations between multiple sources and describe transformations between sources to a 
new XML file.  

• Query re-formulation algorithms. With the implementation of XML query [135] it is possible 
to pose queries on the mediated schema (the schema exposed by the mediator to the clients). 
These queries are rewritten using the transformation specification. The implementation, at the 
time of writing this thesis, is straightforward and not optimised. However, re-formulation 
algorithms could select data much more efficiently, thereby making the query execution on the 
mediated schema much more efficient. 

• Translation among XML schemas of XML documents.  The XML query language at the time 
of writing this thesis, allows specification of transformations between tags of different XML 
documents. However, a richer translation mechanism might be desirable and could be an 
extension of the query language to expand tags. Another translation mechanism could be the 
use of regular expressions within the query language. 

 
Abiteboul [1] discusses views and XML.  The notion of views is essential for databases and for 
data sources in general; it is important to have the concept of views in XML. XML already has the 
ability to define views via XSL. According to Abiteboul there are more general views than XSL 
generated ones. Abiteboul [1] states that a view specification should rely on a data model and a 
query language as in the relational database world. Abiteboul [1] argues that views for XML are 
more important than for classical databases. Most XML documents are primarily used as a common 
model for otherwise heterogeneous data. 
 
In chapter 7 and chapter 9 XML configuration files are introduced to define different views on the 
detector description that relates view management of Abiteboul [1]. Chapter 8 discussed the 
generation of an SQL schema based on a XML schema. The relationship between XML schema 
and relational schema has been discussed by Widom [153]. 
 
XML originated from the publishing community as a vendor neutral format for describing 
documents but developed as a de facto standard for data exchange. The next development has been 
the introduction of new standards, which focuses on data management and integration (an area of 
traditional database research). The main similarities between XML and traditional relational 
databases being: 
 
• A Language to describe data models (Relational schema vs. XMLSchema); 
• Query languages (SQL vs. Xquery); 
• Interfaces to applications: Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) [68] vs. Document Object 

Model (DOM). 
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The main differences at the time of writing of this thesis are: 
 
• XML schema has more flexible language constructs. Such as the possibility to define a 

multiplicity of element nodes, and the sequence and choice operator on element nodes.  
• XML is semi structured. XML documents are not subject to a schema. If there is a schema 

there is the possibility to extend the XML documents with new element nodes not defined in 
the schema while still being valid against this schema, which is not possible with Relational 
databases unless relational databases store self-describing files such as XML files (see section 
8.3). 

• XML is a file format without any applications to manage these files. A database is an 
application that consists of files, a schema and an application that manages these files. It 
contains functionality such as indexing, replication, rollback mechanisms and query 
optimisation. Based on the XML format XML databases have been developed that support the 
functionality available within modern relational databases (see section 8.5 for an overview). 

• Xlink and Xpointer provide a flexible reference mechanism for XML documents. The Xlink 
format supports multiple reference structures on the same data. Within relational databases, 
reference structures are fixed (unless we create a new schema i.e. schema evolution). It is 
possible to implement a flexible reference structure such as Xlink in a relational database (just 
as it is possible to store XML data in a database), but a flexible reference system is usually not 
implemented as this is in, most cases, outside the scope of the application domain of the 
database. 

 
XML files are suitable for storing small amounts of data that conform to one XMLschema when the 
data size is not large, for example the detector description (chapter 7). When there is a lot of data 
and these data do not conform to one schema, (but multiple schemas or no schemas at all), an XML 
database will be most suitable to store these data. If the amounts of data are large and they conform 
to one schema, a relational database will be most suitable. 
 
XML is not a new “technology”. Data within a database is also self-describing if there is a human 
readable schema. The main advantage of XML is not the format but the agreement on an interface 
for data and data exchange. An agreement on a data and exchange format is nothing new. For years 
there has been ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange. However the 
advantage of XML is that it is possible to give a (semi) structure to data in a straightforward 
manner.  
 
A drawback of XML is that it is a very verbose language, which becomes a problem if type safety 
and references (as we have them in programming languages) need to be supported within XML. 
Such XML formats become less human readable (readability is an argument used by supporters of 
XML). At the time of writing this thesis, the understanding is such that XML and XML schema are 
considered to be just as human readable as source code. 

5.4. XML integration and interoperability projects 
XML is becoming the de facto standard for data exchange. Section 3.4 discussed several data 
integration projects. This section discusses several research projects based on XML. The projects 
focus on different aspects of XML, and discuss extensions of the XML query languages, and data 
exchange approaches as was done for CMS (chapter 4.2). MIX [23] deals with straightforward 
integration, while Tukwila [82] focuses on an Xscan operator. Agora [116], [117] focuses on local 
as views and translation of XML queries to relational sources. Two commercial solutions are also 
discussed. The commercial solutions show that data integration projects based on XML are 
maturing. 
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5.4.1. MIX (Mediation of Information with XML) 
The philosophy of MIX [23] is to view the web as a distributed database. The project was initiated 
in 1998 before standards such as Xquery had evolved. XMASS is an XML query language within 
MIX that allows for the specification of mediators. XMAS is a functional language, which is 
influenced by OQL. Data sources are XML documents or sources that export XML. MIX 
introduces the notion of Virtual Xviews, which allow users to query data through a mediated 
schema (see also [113]). 

5.4.2. Tukwila 
Tukwila [82] is a data integration system for querying across multiple heterogeneous databases in a 
uniform way.  A mediated schema is created to represent a particular application domain and data 
sources are mapped as views over the mediated schema.  The user poses a query over the mediated 
schema and the data integration system reformulates this query into a query over the data sources 
and executes it.  
 
Tukwila is designed to scale up to tens to hundreds of mega-bytes, with large numbers of 
distributed data sources.  Data integration is based on the assumption that data sources will export 
their data into XML.  
 
In many applications, queries need to be processed over streams of incoming XML data, without 
having the luxury of first loading the data into a local repository. In particular, data integration 
applications often involve processing data over sources on a wide-area network whose contents 
change continuously. Storing the data locally is not always a viable approach.  
 
Tukwila uses an X-scan operator. X-scan deals with streams of XML data. X-scan is a method for 
evaluating path expressions as data are streaming into the system. The input to X-scan is an XML 
data stream and a set of regular path expressions occurring in a query; X-scan's output is a stream 
of bindings for the variables occurring in the expressions. A key feature of X-scan is that it 
produces these bindings incrementally, as the XML data are streaming in. 

5.4.3. Agora 
Agora [116], [117] focuses on query translation of relational queries to Xquery across 
heterogeneous data sources. Agora uses a local as view approach to mediate between 
heterogeneous data sources. An Xquery is taken through the following steps:  
 
• Xquery normalization: during this step, some equivalent rewritings are performed to simplify 

the Xquery.  
• Translation to SQL: translate the simplified Xquery to one or several SQL queries over the 

virtual generic relational schema. The virtual generic relational schema is a schema that 
presents the sources as one uniform source and describes relations between data in the 
heterogeneous sources. It can be compared with a common schema in a heterogeneous 
distributed database. 

• Relational query rewriting: the data sources are described as views over the virtual relational 
schema. Using the view definitions, algorithms rewrite the query. The result is a relational 
query over the relational tables of the heterogeneous data sources. 

• Relational query optimisation.  
• Relational query execution, using the relational tables and a relational (DOM-based) API for 

the XML documents.  
• Tagging: structure the resulting tuples into XML element nodes, following the structure 

described in the query. 
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5.4.4. Semantic Web 
At the time of writing this thesis, the web has several limitations: 
 
• Dominance of HTML documents, which mixes content with presentation. 
• Difficulty of maintaining Web sites to reflect inevitable real-world changes (e.g. content and 

presentation). A website management system in which content and presentation are separated 
is discussed in [58]. 

• Difficulty of finding precisely what one wants using a Web-crawler search engine (See 
example in section 3.4). 

 
The first two limitations are being addressed by XML to create a more flexible web.  An activity 
from W3C is the Semantic Web [157], [25].  Users can create XML documents with arbitrary tags 
but these tags do not always have a coherent meaning. The RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) [157] allows a user to attach “meaning” to XML documents, by attaching a set of 
triplets to the tags. The triplets (s,p,o) comprise the following relationship in RDF:  “s has property 
p with value o”. A property is for example “is a doctor”. Every element in the triplet is identified 
by means of a URI (Universal Resource Identifier). URIs ensure that concepts are not just words in 
a document but are tied to a unique definition that everyone can find on the Web.  To add extra 
information to these RDF models constraints can be used. For example: “if s has property is a 
doctor, property degree of s has value PhD or Medical degree”. By means of such rules it would be 
possible to reason about data. A problem in the use of these “ontologies” is the use of different 
ontologies for the same concepts. Therefore, it needs to be possible to define equivalence relations 
between ontologies. The next step would be the introduction of so called “agents”, according to 
Berners-Lee et.al. [25]. The main function of agents will be the exchange of  “proofs”.  For 
example: “Is Frank a “real” doctor?”. Agents will try to “prove” this question by translating the 
internal reasoning rules processed by a rule engine. The semantic web is an example of data 
integration and interoperability based on XML. 

5.4.5. Commercial products 
Nimble [46] is a commercial data integration system based on XML. The query language is based 
on XML-QL [163] and uses a global as view approach. A compiler translates the XML-QL query 
fragments into the appropriate language for the destination sources. A meta-data server contains 
information about the available sources,  and mappings that allow the XML-QL engine to translate 
the query. The system allows defining non materialized views through mediators, but also supports 
data warehouse functionality. If a materialized query result is available, the query engine will use 
these results when it is rewriting a user query. 
 
Tamino [140] is an XML server that manages XML documents and provides an interface (called 
Xnode) to wrap non-XML sources. Furthermore, Tamino contains an implementation of Xquery to 
query across multiple sources managed by Tamino. EntireX mediator [140] is a mediator that 
handles requests for transforming XML documents. EntireX mediator receives XML documents 
that are sent via the Internet, combines, validates and transforms them as requested into a format 
that the receiving application needs and then forwards them to the intended recipient. Validation is 
done against a specific schema while transformations are defined in XSL. Furthermore it is possible 
to define sequences of operations on documents. 

5.5. XML and the Internet 
The World Wide Web was invented at CERN by Tim Berners Lee, with the purpose to link 
documents via the Internet [26].  Although the World Wide Web was initially intended for text 
documents in a HTML format, more and more databases were connected via the Internet. It became 
common to integrate data from semi-structured sources such as HTML or flat files with relational 
or object databases. At the time of writing the thesis, the architecture of the World Wide Web was 
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not suited for a generic integration of data from HTML, ASCII or databases. An important aspect 
was the lack of a uniform format to add semantics to unstructured and semi-structured data. 
Furthermore, HTML references provided a limited mechanism to describe relations between 
different pieces of data. This problem also occurred at CERN: more and more data became 
available via the Internet, but there were no mechanisms to describe relations between the data and 
exchange data in a widely accepted format. 

 
The semantic web (section 5.4.4) describes an idea to link data together by means of ontologies, 
and proposes an agent framework to discover data on the Internet. The scale and dynamics of the 
Internet make this an ambitious project. Instead within this thesis we  think that first there will be 
an evolution on a smaller scale in which autonomous groups and collaborations use the Internet 
infrastructure to create Internet databases and could use XML as the enabling technology. 
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Figure 22. Internet database 
 
 

Figure 22 shows the idea of an Internet database. Databases and HTML could be wrapped in 
XML [138], [27]. XML data can have an XML schema. However, a schema is not necessary.  
Xlink documents define different relations between XML data of a specific domain. A domain 
could be a small collection of companies, groups, or individuals that would like to share data 
and have agreements of how they want to share data. Users and applications can query the view 
managemen t repository that describes views based on XqueryX, and select the appropriate 
collection of Xlinks and Xquery viewpoints that are suitable for their domain.  The XML 
schema and XqueryX can be seen as on type of meta-data of the XML data it describes. Figure 
22 is comparable with Figure 12 that displays heterogeneous information systems using 
different integration strategies. Figure 12 does not specify a specific format, while in Figure 22 
every source is wrapped in XML and XML would be used as a possible exchange format. The 
concept of an Internet database based on XML relates to the ideas of the MIX project discussed 
in section 5.4.1 that views the web as a distributed database. 
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5.6. XML at CERN 
The previous sections discussed different XML standards and discussed how XML is used within 
integration and interoperability projects.  
 
Within CERN different autonomous groups have used different products and technologies to 
describe and store data, which created a heterogeneous environment for data integration and 
interoperability. As more and more data sources emerge, it becomes increasingly important to 
exchange and integrate data from these different groups. Because the different groups have already 
spent effort in their data sources and structure it is not likely that these groups will migrate their 
data to a CERN uniform format and data source.  
 
At the time of writing this thesis, the trend was to serialize or export data from a data source and to 
exchange the serialized data with data sources of other groups. The advantage is two fold: (1) there 
are a number of standard XML tools available to export, import, parse and manipulate XML. (2) 
Although in general XML is not human readable, the XML tags provide some semantic context for 
users receiving XML data. Data sources at CERN do not always contain adequate documentation; 
as such XML tags serve as a form of documentation.  
 
There is the requirement that data from certain data sources will need to be migrated to other data 
sources within the lifetime of the LHC project. XML is seen as a suitable candidate to serialize and 
de-serialize data. At the time of writing the thesis, the XML schema specifications and tools have 
resulted in a schema description language that has a similar expressiveness as DDL (Detector 
Description Language) or relational algebra. As a result different projects are using XML schema 
for creating data models. Several projects within CERN have started to use XML for data exchange 
and data modeling: 
 
• CERN has been collaborating on an EU-funded project TIPS (Tools for Innovative Publishing 

in Science) [146]. In this project CERN was responsible for studying how XML tools can be 
optimally integrated in the framework for handling electronic information efficiently, 
especially for scientific documents. 

• Both ATLAS and CMS developed a detector description using XML [15], [106], [109]. The 
CMS detector description was part of this designers’ PhD.  

• A geometry mark up language based on XML has been defined within the LHCb experiment 
[38]. 

• Within the EDMS project CEDAR [36] XML has been utilized for data exchange. 
• The CMS WISDOM project [27] explored the use of XML for migration and serialization of 

data. 
• CMS XdaQ [76] is a data acquisition toolkit that uses SOAP XML for communication. Data 

acquisition is the process of selecting relevant events generated by the collision of particles in 
the detector. 

• The CRISTAL II project ([69] and section8.3) stores XML files related to constructed parts of 
a machine (for example a CMS detector). 

5.7. Conclusions 
This chapter introduced XML and discussed the role of XML in data integration and 
interoperability.  XML descriptions are not new but XML is becoming a de facto standard for data 
exchange, integration and interoperability. Within CERN there are several large databases that 
contain a rigid structure, but there are also data sources that are small in size and are semi 
structured instead of structured. Furthermore, data needs to be exchanged between different 
domains. A standardised exchange format would be beneficial for software development and 
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standardisation. De-facto standards for exchange, integration and interoperability have been the 
main reasons to explore the use of XML within the detector description prototype (chapter 7). 
 
Data in databases are type safe and strongly structured. However, many data outside a database do 
not have a schema, or the schema is hidden in the data (semi structured data). HTML pages are 
examples of semi-structured data. An XML document is also an example of semi-structured data. 
Although it is possible to define a schema on XML documents, it is not mandatory.  
 
The interest in semi-structured data is partly due to the fact that it is possible to query XML (semi 
structured data) and much data are stored in semi structured XML format (e.g. the Internet). Instead 
of looking at data integration for structured data, attention will be focused on integration of 
structured and semi structured data. Structured data sources will be accessible through the Internet 
but the Internet also contains a large collection of semi-structured data, which creates a very 
dynamic environment for integration and interoperability. 

 
XML standards focus on describing XML data using concepts from the database community: query 
languages, schema, references with the assumption that XML data are dynamic in nature, and that 
different domains require different relations between XML data files. Within most relational 
database systems relations are fixed in tables. Xlink allows different domains to define different 
relations over the same data. A main problem for XML data with respect to databases is suitable up 
date mechanisms. 

 
At the time of writing this thesis, the status of XML within CERN is that different projects publish 
their data as XML or use XML as an exchange format.  Next will be a description of relationships 
with XML between different sources: the purpose of this thesis is to describe relationships between 
different sources containing detector descriptions (chapter 9), and describing relationships between 
different detector descriptions within the same source (chapter 7 and chapter 10). 
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6. Graphs 
 
 

 
Within this designers Ph.D. directed acyclic graphs are identified as the underlying structure for 
several databases within CMS. Chapter 7, chapter 9 and chapter 10 report on prototypes developed 
for integration and interoperability of data sources that are based on graphs and XML. The previous 
chapter introduced XML and gave an overview of how XML is used as an exchange format. This 
chapter gives a formal description of graphs. Furthermore, this chapter gives a formal description of 
how the graph structure of different data sources can be related to each other. Finally this chapter 
discusses the relationship between graphs and XML. The goal of this chapter is to give an overview 
of graphs, and how graphs relate to the CMS environment, specifically the sub domains of 
engineering, design, construction, and simulation. 

6.1. Introduction 
This section gives a formal definition of a graph, and different types of graphs and characteristics of 
graphs. Within this thesis this terminology will be used without further explanation or with 
reference to this chapter. 
 
[1] Let E and V be disjoint sets of unique elements, and g:E VxV a function. Than G:=(V,E,g) is 
a directed graph with vertices V and edges E. The term nodes are also used instead of vertices.  An 
edge e is an incoming edge of a vertex v within a directed graph if g(e)=(w,v) for a vertex w. w is 
sometimes also called the parent of v, or v the child of w. A graph G is called undirected if ∀vj, vi  

∈V:(vj, vi )≡( vi , vj )  and g is a function from E to the equivalent classes of VxV. 
  
[2] Let G:=(V,E,g) be a graph, path(x,y):=∃ v1, v2,… vn ∈V,∃e1, e1,… en-1∈E (g(e1)= (v1, v2)∧ 
g(e2)= (v2, v3) ∧……∧ g(en-1)= (vn-1, vn) ∧x= v1 ∧y= vn). length(path(x,y)) is the number of 
edges on this path. If path(x,y) is non existent, then length(path(x,y))=0. v1, v2,… vn  are said to be 
on path(x,y). 
 
[3] Let G:=(V,E,g) and let x,y∈V. y is a neighbour of x if there is an e∈E such g(e)=(x,y) or 
g(e)=(y,x).  
 
[4] A directed graph G:=(V,E,g) is a directed acyclic graph if: ∀x,y∈V∀path(x,y) ( 
length(path(x,y))≠0 ⇒ x≠y). A vertex v is a leaf of the graph G if vertex v has only incoming 
edges. A vertex v is a root of the graph G if vertex v has only outgoing edges. A sub graph of (v) of 
a directed acyclic graph are all the elements X∪v⊆V such that there exists a path from v to each 
element in X combined with the Y⊆E in which the elements of Y are part of a path from v to an 
element of X. 
 
[5] G:=(V,E,g) is a connected graph if: ∀x,y,x≠y∈V∃path(x,y),path(y,x) ( length(path(x,y))≠0 ∨ 
length(path(y,x))≠0). 

 
[6] G:=(V,E,g) is a tree if G(V,E,g) is a connected graph and |E|=|V|-1. 

 
[7] G:=(V,E,g) is a multi graph if there exist multiple edges e1, e1,… en Such that 
g(e1)=g(e2)=g(e3)=…= g(en). 
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Within ERP (enterprise resource planning) software, graphs are used to model the dependencies of 
the separate components of products. These dependencies are called a BOM (bill of material) 
Different components have different stock sizes and different delivery times. A company needs to 
keep track of stock sizes in relation to dependencies between the different products. Within chapter 
7 the bill of materials structure is generalized to fit the detector description domain.  Instead of 
trees, directed acyclic multi graphs are used to represent the hierarchy of subassemblies.  

 
Because products and subassemblies are modelled as a tree or a directed acyclic graph it is possible 
to define recursive relationships on these graphs. For example, within engineering data, the weight 
of subassemblies can be stored within the nodes. The weight of a part can then be defined as:  

weight(part)=∑weight(direct subassemblies of that part) 
 

The detector is a machine. Just as with products described by ERP systems, data about the detector 
can be represented as a bill of material. Every node in the bill of material tree can be mapped 
uniquely to a “real” part or a collection of “real” parts in the “physical” detector. 

 
Both ERP software and the prototypes discussed in this thesis use data models based on directed 
acyclic graphs in which nodes and edges are referenced from data. These models are an extension 
of the traditional graph definition introduced in this section. More formally:  let G(V,E,g) be an 
directed acyclic graph. Extend this graph with the following set D and function f. D is a set 
containing data items and f :D P(E∪V) is a function with domain D and range the power set of 
the union of E and V. D and f represent data items attached to graph nodes and edges of graph 
G(V,E,g,D,f). 

 
Within CMS the data model discussed in this section for describing hierarchies been identified in 
the CRISTAL I database project [69] for construction databases.  

6.2. Compact and Expanded view 
The previous section argued that a detector can be described by means of a bill of material. Not 
every application domain uses a bill of material for the detector description. Instead some domains 
use directed acyclic multi-graphs in which nodes represent part types and the edges represent parts.  
 
To prevent a "parts" explosion6 within the detector description, certain domains use part types. For 
example, the detector description will contain approximately 80,000 crystals. Five types of crystals 
can describe these 80,000 crystals. Within the detector description this results in five crystal 
descriptions that are referenced 80,000 times instead of 80,000 different parts and descriptions. 
 
Figure 23 shows an example of a detector description based on a directed acylic multi-graph. The 
dotted lines point towards the parent part type of a part. The number next to part B1 (B11’,B12’) 
and part F1 (F11’,F12’) denote a parameterisation of these parts (as specified by the number 2 in 
the compact view). The detector will be described using the compact view. The compact view is 
used to construct the expanded view. For example the part B1 of part type B is expanded to a part 
B12' and B11' in the BOM.  In this example the compact view consists of 12 elements (parts and 
part types). The expanded view consists of 13 elements. For reasons of clarity this example is kept 
small. However if the number 2 were changed to 4, the number of elements in the expanded view 
would be 29 (more than twice as much as in the compact view). The part and part types in the 
compact view form a directed acyclic graph, in which the dotted line describes the relationship: “is 
parent part type of”. The other arrow represents the relationship: “is described by”. 

                                                           
6 A part explosion means that many parts are described using the same data and that is data are stored multiple times 
(which can lead to inconsistencies) 
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Figure 23 can be compared with Figure 16 and Figure 17 that showed the formation of complex 
geometries and construction trees. Construction trees relate to the expanded view while complex 
geometries relate to the compact view. 
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Figure 23. Compact view that describes an expanded view (BOM) 
 
Let G(V,E,g) be a directed acyclic multi graph. The following algorithm of O(V) complexity 
creates an expanded view of this graph.  
 

L:=Leaves of G 
P=� 
WHILE L is non empty DO 
{ 

 FOR ALL l∈L DO  
 { 
     WHILE l has more than one incoming edge 

GoToTree(l) 

   P=P∪l1∪ l2∪ l3∪ l4∪…. ln  
   } 

L:= Leaves of G\P 
} 

6.3. Ordering Schemes 
A directed acyclic graph can describe a hierarchical (partial) ordering relationship of the parts using 
“a part of” and “is of part type” relationship. However users and applications that use a directed 
acyclic graph for a machine description might want to use a different ordering relationship on a 
subset of parts in order to traverse this collection of parts efficiently.  
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An ordering scheme “os” on a directed acyclic graph G(V,E,g) is a bijective7 function from S⊂ℕ to 
T ⊆ V∪E:  os(S⊂ℕ)  T⊆V∪E. 

 
The following is an example of a number scheme. Certain algorithms within applications such as 
simulation or reconstruction perform calculations on the ECAL sub detector description. The inputs 
of these algorithms are crystals described in a detector description (using a directed acyclic graph) 
and consist of 5 different types of crystals. Within the physical detector these crystals form a two 
dimensional manifold. The algorithms number the crystals from 1 to 80.000 without making a 
distinction between the different types of crystals. Figure 24 shows an example of a numbering 
scheme for crystals (two types of crystals). The two dimensional manifold is unfolded and the 
crystals are numbered sequentially starting at the lower left and moving to neighbouring crystals in 
a zig-zag fashion. 

 

1

1 2

6

4 2

 
 

Figure 24. Crystal numbering scheme (with two types of crystals) 
 

Different applications and algorithms can use different ordering schemes on different subsets. The 
data applications and algorithms produced are stored according to the number that is associated to 
the part within a specific numbering scheme and not always with the part description. The data 
generated by these applications can be correlated with each other using the inverse function of the 
different ordering scheme functions (a bijective function has always an inverse function) that were 
used by the different applications. 

 
The above can be formulated more formally: let G(V,E,g) be a directed acyclic graph that describes 
the detector. Let osi,j(Si⊂ℕ)  Ti⊆V∪E be an ordering scheme i used by an application j to 
produce a dataset Di,j  0≤i≤n, 0≤j≤m. The data set Di,j is represented as a function fj(Si)  Di,j. 
Let η∈ V∪E. The associated data Dη to η is the union of data sets produced by application j using 
ordering scheme i producing datasets Di,j: Dη=∪ fj (osi,j

-1(η))  with 0≤i≤n, 0≤j≤m. 

6.4. Spatial navigation 
The hierarchical structure (directed acyclic graphs) and ordering schemes are two mechanisms to 
navigate through a detector description. Applications that use a description sometimes need to 
navigate through the detector using spatial coordinates. For example simulation applications 
simulate particle collisions. The particles travel through the detector. When a particle passes 
through a detector part it will enter the neighbouring detector part (sometimes after passing through 
a very thin layer of air). It is therefore important for certain applications to be able to select the 
spatial neighbours of a part. CMS simulation is, at the time of writing this thesis, the only 

                                                           
7 A function f:X Y is bijective if: (∀y∈Y∃x∈X :f(x)=y) ∧ (f(x1) =f(x2)⇒ x1=x2) 
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application that needs spatial navigation. Geant 4 [67] (a simulation packaged used by CMS) 
supports spatial navigation by means of a ray tracing utility. 

6.5. Order Preserving Transformations 
Section 4.3 discussed the structure of CMS data sources. This section identifies the concept of 
order preserving transformation and discusses how to relate different granularities of graphs with 
each other, which becomes important when different domains model the same machine with 
different granularities (as is the case within CMS). As such order preserving transformations 
support interoperability between heterogeneous CMS data sources. 
 
Sections 4.3.2, 4.6 discussed the underlying structures of CMS data sources: directed acyclic 
graphs in which nodes and edges are referenced by data elements and there is one root node. The 
directed acyclic graphs describe a hierarchy of the detector in terms of detector elements. Such a 
hierarchy can be described in a more mathematical context as a partial ordering: 
 
Let S be a set. The relation “≤” will be a partial order on S if: 
 
• reflexive:   s ≤ s for every s ∈ S 
• antisymmetric:  s ≤ t and t ≤ s ⇒ s=t  
• transitive:   s ≤ t  and t ≤ u imply s ≤ u 
 
Let G(V,E,g) be a directed acyclic graph. Define S=V∪E. s ≤ t for s,t ∈ S if: 
 
• s is a node and t is a node, and s is a node in the sub graph of t; 
• s is a node and t is an edge, and s is a node in the sub graph of the node of which t is an 

incoming edge; 
• s is an edge and t is an edge, and s is an edge in the sub graph of the node of which t is an 

incoming edge, or s=t; 
• s is an edge and t is a node, s is an edge in the sub graph of t. 
 
 
Figure 25 shows an example. The example relates to the tracker sub detector (TK) being described 
by two tracker rods (TKRod). The tracker rod is describes by three tracker units that are each based 
on the same description. The ovals in the graph of Figure 25 represent nodes, the squares represent 
edges. 
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Figure 25. Partial ordering relations within directed acyclic graphs 
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The different data sources within CMS are all related to the same CMS detector. The difference 
between the directed acyclic graphs described in these data sources is the granularity. For example 
a construction database needs a high granularity to describe each component in detail, while a data 
source used for simulation has a lower granularity. Most sources contain a collection of directed 
acyclic graphs since these sources deal with multiple versions of the detector description. The 
reason for having multiple versions is that domains such as design, construction and simulation are 
involved in an iterative process in which knowledge from one domain can lead to a change of the 
detector description in another (see Figure 7). Within this context we assume that before 
integration, the versions that will be used are known (thus dealing with one graph per data source).  

 
Modeling data sources as a collection of directed acyclic graphs implies that interoperability 
between these sources can be specified by mappings from the nodes and edges of one directed 
acyclic graph to another directed acyclic graph. These graphs could be located in the same source 
(different versions) or in different sources.  

 
The mappings do not always map nodes and edges one to one. For example another source can 
describe TKRod without a detailed description of TKUnit[1..3] and TKUnit which implies that the 
mapping would result in: SimpleTKRod (TKRod, TKUnit[1], TKUnit[2], TKUnit[3], TKUnit). 

 
The directed acyclic graphs describe a partial ordering of the same machine. Furthermore, the 
components within the directed acyclic graphs represent parts and part of relationships related to 
the physical detector. The observations imply that a mapping m between two directed acyclic 
graphs that describe the detector is subject to several constraints: 
 
Let G1(V1,E1,g1) and G2(V2,E2,g2) be two directed acyclic graphs describing the detector. Let m be 
a function: m: P(V1∪E1)  P(V2∪E2)  in which P(S)8 is the notation for power set of S. The 
function m is subject to the following constraints: 
 
• ∀X,Y∈ P(V1∪E1): X⊆Y ⇒m(X) ⊆m(Y): Y describes a part of the detector in G1 and m(Y) 

describes the equivalent part in G2 . X describes a sub part of Y which implies that m(X) 
should describe a sub part of m(Y). 

• Let X,Y∈ P(V1∪E1). X≤ Y is defined as: for all x∈X,y ∈Y x≤y.   X≤ Y⇒ m(X) ≤m(Y): if a 
part description X is a sub part of description Y in G1 , the description m(X) should be a sub 
part of m(Y). 

• (X≰Y∧ X≰Y)⇒(m(X)≰m(Y)∧ m(Y)≰m(X)): X and Y are a description of two parts in G1 
but neither is a sub part of each other which implies that M(X) and M(Y) are not sub parts of 
each other. 

 
The ordering and the mapping rules enable the sharing of data located in different sources but 
related to the same detector elements. Based on the previous constraints for mappings, it is possible 
to identify a set of elementary order preserving transformations. The transformations are called 
elementary because they operate on a single node or a node and its children. These elementary 
order preserving transformations can be composed to more complex transformations. All 
transformations have nodes of the graph as input variables. 

 
GoToTree(e): within a directed acyclic graph a node can have multiple parents. This operation 
unfolds node e in several replicas that have one parent. This operation is supported by the detector 
description software developed at the time of writing this thesis, and is an operation applied on 

                                                           
8 The power set of a graph means that the element of these power set are subsets of the set of nodes and edges of that 
graph. These subsets are the variables for the mapping m. 
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data that is migrated from design (acyclic graph) to construction (a tree). Data attached to node e in 
the source graph will be related to the replicas in the target graph. GoToTree can be applied on one 
node or on the entire sub graph below this node. Figure 26 shows an example of this 
transformation.  

 
 A 

B C

D 

GoToTree(D) 

A

B C

D1 D2  
 

Figure 26. GoToTree transformation 
 

CompactChildren(e): if children of a node e do not have incoming edges of other nodes it is 
possible to merge the child nodes of e with e into one node. Such a compactification creates a 
simpler view of the machine, which is necessary in, for example, simulation where a detailed model 
of the detector would result in too much computing time. Figure 27 shows an example of this 
transformation. After the first CompactChildren(C) it is not possible to do another 
CompactChildren(C) because node G has two incoming edges. The following composite 
transformation is possible on the initial graph in Figure 27: CompactChildren(C), GoToTree(G), 
CompactChildren(C).  
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Figure 27. CompactChildrenTransFormation 
 

InsertNode(e as child of node f), InsertNode(e between node f g), or InsertEdge (between node 
f g). These operations insert a new node or edge within the directed acyclic graph. Such operations 
occur for example when a model from the design phase is used within construction (see Figure 28). 
The construction needs a more detailed hierarchy than the design. It is therefore necessary to 
decompose a design element into several smaller elements that will be constructed separately. A 
constraint on these transformations is that the result should be a directed acyclic graph. 
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Figure 28. Insert operation 
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Compositions of these elementary transformations lead to new views on the same machine (CMS 
detector). Furthermore, a composite transformation describes the relations between nodes and edges 
within the source graph and the target graph (i.e. source graph with the composition applied to it). 
Interoperability can be achieved in two ways: describing an explicit mapping between two graphs, 
or describing a mapping by composite order preserving transformations. 

6.6. Graph Data Structure and Interface 
The introduction gave a mathematical definition of graphs. This mathematical definition needs be 
translated to a data structure that represents this mathematical definition. Within software there are 
different ways of storing graphs. Cormen et.al. [43] and Duff et.al. [49] discuss several data 
structures to store graphs: as a collection of adjacency lists or as an adjacency matrix. Within these 
structures the edges are modelled as pointers to and from vertices, and vertices are modelled as 
objects. Within the domain of the detector description (see chapter 7 and chapter 9), edges are also 
modelled as objects.  Modeling edges as objects enables us to attach data to the edges and not only 
the vertices. 

 
Figure 29 shows a UML (Unified Modeling Language) model with the attributes and interfaces that 
have been used in the different prototypes within this thesis. Although every design can be subject 
of discussion it is believed that, based on the experiences of the prototypes discussed within this 
thesis and the formal description within this chapter, this model is the minimum needed for 
achieving interoperability between CMS data sources. 
 
The model consists of directed acyclic graphs and mappings. The graph consists of elements. 
Elements are either a node, edge or data elements. A node element contains no references. An edge 
element can only have two references to a node element (the parent and child). A data element 
attaches data to node or edge elements. Data can be attached to one node or edge, or multiple nodes 
and edges. The elements have an attribute semanticType that adds semantics to the element. 
Furthermore, elements have two attributes “name” and “uniqueID”. The uniqueID is unique within 
the domain the graph is related to. If there are multiple domains that use an interoperability graph it 
is possible to have overlapping uniqueIDs. However, using the domains as a namespace (we 
assume that domains are unique), guarantees uniqueness of the ids.  A mapping object maps 
elements from one graph to another and contains a collection of mappings between two detector 
description configurations. These mappings can be one to one, many to one, or many to many.  
Certain data within CMS is time dependent.  
Figure 29 shows a UML model with the attributes. 
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Figure 29. Graph data structure and interfaces 
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• Graph:: Element<list> returnAllElements(string classification, string 
classificationName): returns all elements of a certain classification. A classification is either a 
elementType, semanticType, name or uniqueID. classificationName is the value of the 
classification. Graph:: Element<list> queryPath(string path): specifies a path of node and 
edge elements within the acyclic graph related to the nameSpace variable. The syntax is based 
on the Xpath in which elementType, semanticType, name, uniqueID are attributes of the 
Element object. The Element object is the only object used within the path specification. The 
following path selects all the child logicalParts that are used with the definition of the TK 
element in  

• Figure 25: Element[@name= TK and 
@semanticType=logicalPart]/Element[@semanticType=positionPart]/Element[@semanticTyp
e=logicalPart].  

• Graph:: Element<list> getChildren(Element e): returns the children of a certain element  
• Graph:: Element<list> getParents(Element e): returns the parents of a certain element  
• Mapping:: Element<list> getMappedElements(string UniqueID, string nameSpace): a 

uniqueID is part of a nameSpace. This method returns uniqueID’s in the target nameSpace that 
are related to this uniqueID by this mapping. 

• Element:: DataElement<list> getData(): gets the data associated to an element. 

6.7. Formal Problem Description 
Based on the formal definitions of graphs, and mappings it is now possible to give a formal 
definition of the problem of integration and interoperability within CMS as stated in chapter 1: 

 
Let Si be a data source that contains different versions of descriptions of the detector. Each version 
of that description can be modelled as a directed acyclic graph Gi,j(Vi,j,Ei,j,gi,j) in which j denotes 
the version of the description within source Si.  Si can be seen as a set containing elements Gi,j with 
i,j∈ℕ  
 
Let Mi,j be a data source containing mappings between source Si and Sj. Each version of a mapping 
is denoted as mi,j,k:P(Vi,l∪Ei,l)  P(Vj,m∪Ej,m) in which k is the version of the mapping mi,j,k, l the 
version of the source graph in Si and m the version of the target graph in Sj . Mi,j can be seen as a set 
containing elements mi,j,k with i,j,k∈ℕ. Mappings can be defined using the order preserving 
transformations. 
  
A view Vp on the detector is a tuple (Ωp,Πp). Ωp containing elements Gi,j and Πp containing 
elements mi,j,k. Such viewpoints are at the writing of this thesis difficult to define within CMS 
because software does not support creation and management of these viewpoints. Different 
applications need these views for detector analysis. Different views also create the need for view 
management and view dependencies. Within the designers’ PhD. project the problem of graphs, 
mappings and views management was studied. Chapter 7, chapter 8, chapter 9, and chapter 10 
report on this study. 
 
Data attached to the nodes and edges that form a detector description were not discussed within the 
formal problem description. Furthermore, time constraints or the concept of time were also not 
mentioned in the formal problem description. Different domains use time constraints only on data 
that is associated to the different nodes and edges that represent a detector description. Within 
certain groups within CMS time is modelled by associating time intervals to data associated to a 
node or edge.  
 
From a designers point of view the formal problem description results in software that needs to be 
in place to support data interoperability and integration within CMS: 
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1. An application that supports the management and creation of views. Van Lingen et. al. [113] 

discussed a prototype for view management as an early exploration of the possibilities of an 
XML query language. The mediator prototype of chapter 9 supports views for detector 
descriptions. 

2. Software that wraps the sources and exports and represents its data as a collection of 
hierarchical structures using a uniform notation of graphs. The prototypes of chapter 7 and 
chapter 9 support this functionality. 

3. Middleware that supports the correlation of data attached to the different detector descriptions 
residing in the different sources. The mediator prototype of chapter 9 supports this 
functionality. 

4. Middleware that supports the discovery of new data sources and contains a registry of the 
available data sources.  

5. An exchange format for the exchange of data. Within this thesis it has been stated that XML is 
a suitable candidate as an exchange format. Van Lingen [112] discusses how an object-oriented 
database can have an XML interface. The migration prototype of chapter 8 describes data 
migration from XML data towards a relational model. 

6. Points 1,2, and 3 can also be replaced by developing a data warehouse that supports this 
functionality. The detector description prototype in chapter 7 can be regarded as a data 
warehouse. Chapter 10 discusses a more general warehouse approach than chapter 7. 

 
The software requirements listed would cover the problem statement discussed in section 1.1 and 
should support the high level requirements discussed in 4.6. 

6.8. Related work 
Within CERN the CRISTAL I project [55] identified trees and directed acyclic graphs as an 
underlying structure for construction databases. The commercial databases on which the EDMS 
[36] project is based also use directed acyclic graphs for describing design and construction 
structures. This chapter discussed directed acyclic graphs and showed how different descriptions 
can be associated with each other by means of order preserving mappings. Katz [89] discusses 
versioning and relates it to directed acyclic graphs. Yu  et. al. [172] discusses versioning of design 
databases. Within this chapter mappings of graphs were related to a bill of materials. Blostein et. al. 
[10],[11] discusses graph mappings in a more general context. Estrella [54] discusses the use of 
graph patterns and how they were applied within the CRISTAL I project. 

6.9. Conclusions 
This chapter introduced graphs and gave formal definitions of graphs and showed the relationship 
of graphs used within different engineering applications that described different breakdown 
structures for the same machine: a directed acyclic graph represents a partial ordering that can be 
exploited in defining mappings and mapping rules between different graphs that describe the 
machine with a hierarchical breakdown structure. The composition of mapping rules formulated in 
this chapter can serve as a view mechanisms for different domains. This chapter also discussed a 
minimum data model and interfaces based on directed acyclic graphs that are used within the 
different prototypes discussed in this thesis. 
 
Finally this chapter gave a formal description of the problem that was informally described in 
chapter 1 and chapter 4. Chapter7, 8, 9 and 10 will discuss the use of directed acyclic graphs for 
detector descriptions and discuss the design and implementation of several prototypes based on the 
problem description in this chapter. 
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7. XML and Graphs for Modeling and Integration 
in the Detector Description Domain 

 
 
 

This chapter reports on the design and implementation of the detector description prototype (see 
section 4.2.4). The underlying structure is based on the generic structure discussed in section 4.3.2. 
The detector description domain may sound confusing as every engineering phase deals with 
detector description in its data model. The name “detector description domain” is historically used 
for detector data used by applications for physics analysis. Within this chapter it does not 
necessarily relate to all the engineering data sources within CMS. Within chapter 9 and chapter 10, 
detector description relates to data describing the detector, independent of physics analysis. 
 
The main difference with other detector description approaches within CERN is the identification 
of the underlying model of versioned directed acyclic graphs, and a more type safe model through 
the use of XML schema. Directed acyclic graph data structures can be found in for example 
construction databases [69]. Several clients such as simulation and reconstruction use the detector 
description prototype developed at the time of writing this thesis. Within the near future more 
clients such as visualization will use the detector description prototype.  

7.1. Introduction 
Offline software such as simulation, reconstruction, analysis and visualisation are all in need of a 
detector description. Within one domain particle collisions are simulated within the CMS detector 
using Monte Carlo simulation. For this simulation a geometry model with parameters of the 
detector is needed. Applications in another domain reconstruct raw data (either from simulation or 
the real detector) that can be used in analysis to discover new physics. Visualization needs a 
geometry model of the detector to visualize the detector and the physics results. 
 
Applications in different domains such as simulation, reconstruction and visualization use different 
independent sources for detector description data, which can lead to inconsistencies. Furthermore, 
several sources are sometimes needed to retrieve detector description data. The clients for the 
detector description repository have several common but also many specific requirements for the 
detector description in order to build up their internal representations.  
 
To achieve a detector description in a consistent and coherent manner, a common source of 
information, the detector description database, needs to be constructed. This database itself is based 
on data in several different sources and has to deal with the semantic and structural heterogeneity of 
these sources. Data from these sources will not change frequently. However, several applications 
need to combine this detector description data with data that changes relatively frequently, such as 
calibration data. Combining data involves transformations since calibration data relates to specific 
parts of the detector, while the detector description database stores a compact, ideal view of the 
detector. Different clients of the detector description database will have different views on the data, 
depending on their needs.  
 
Detector description is a very general term as more application domains deal with detector 
descriptions (see section 4.6, and  
Figure 19). This chapter will focus on detector description for simulation and visualization 
domains. However the model described in this chapter is general enough to describe descriptions 
from other domains.  
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7.2. User requirements 
User requirements were based on the five application areas, identified as clients of the detector 
description: simulation, fast simulation, analysis, reconstruction and visualization. Within the near 
future there could be more clients, however, these clients could not be clearly identified during the 
time span of the Ph.D. project. Requirements were collected by talking with different people 
working in the different client domains. This section discusses the most important requirements. 

 
(1) The detector description will be stored and described in XML. Although the detector description 
model is independent of XML, physicists felt the need to have a description in XML. The first 
reason for an XML detector description is that much of the geometry data was stored in ASCII 
files, and physicists are used to working with ASCII files. Furthermore, XML was considered to be 
“human” readable by the users.  XML human readability is a valid argument for simple models but 
the detector description is too complex9. This requirement impacted the design of the detector 
description repository. 
 
Despite not being easily “human” readable, XML has several advantages: 
 
• Most of the CMS sources export XML. Furthermore, XML seems to become the de-facto 

standard for exchange and integration (see section 5.6). 
• Several sources within the CMS domain consist of flat files that can be wrapped in XML. 
• XML applications based on standards such as Xpath and Xquery can be used for 

transformation and merging data. XML parsers are available that validate the data, and can be 
used to transform and import data in client applications. 

• Tools are available that allow users to browse and edit XML data in a user friendly way. 
• XML schema allows for a flexible and type safe description of the data. Furthermore, 

documentation of data is not always available (or not sufficient). XML tags provide a form of 
documentation by adding semantics to the data (see section 5.6). 

• XML is considered “vendor neutral”. This argument can be misleading as it does not imply that 
there will be sufficient support for this format. 

 
 

(2) The Detector Description Data source will be accessed via a single interface by different 
applications in one language (C++). Applications have their own internal model and their own 
preferences of how to access the detector description data. From the maintainability point of view it 
is desirable to have one interface to access the data. A generic interface for the detector description 
prototype will be provided that will allow these applications to retrieve the detector description data 
they need and to populate their internal model. Applications can extend this interface to suit their 
individual needs.  

 
(3) The detector description will not be used as an 'internal' representation of the detector within 
the applications. But the detector description database must contain all information necessary to 
build up application specific internal representations of the detector. Every application has its own 
way of building a detector description (its internal representation).  

 
(4) The detector description data are read-only from the client application point of view. Clients 
are at the writing of the thesis, simulation, reconstruction, and visualization. Users will be able to 
edit the detector description data source, and create new versions. Applications such as simulation, 
reconstruction and visualization (the application clients of the detector description) are only 
allowed to read detector description data. 
 

                                                           
9 Unless you consider something like C++ source code human readable 
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(5) Different applications need to view the detector at different granularities or different 
configurations of the detector. The detector description should therefore support versioning. 
Different applications use different descriptions because they want to examine different physics 
characteristics of the detector. For example one simulation might focus on characteristics of the 
ECAL detector and might need a detailed description of the ECAL sub detector. Another 
simulation can be focusing on characteristics of the detector as a whole and might need a less 
detailed description of the whole detector. Part of the difference in description is the result of 
computation time: a very detailed description of the detector for simulation would increase the 
computation time enormously. For the above reasons users work with different descriptions. 
Different descriptions lead to different configurations or views (see section 4.6). It is important that 
these configurations are managed. All versions of the detector description will be accessed by the 
same interface (as stated in requirement (2)). 

 
(6) A single CMS-wide data-format will be used as primary data source. Conversion routines will 
be necessary to transform existing descriptions into the CMS-wide detector description format. At 
the time of writing this thesis, multiple formats are used which are incompatible. A common format 
allows different applications to share the same detector description. 
 
(7) One Definition Rule: identical entities should be defined just once. parts of a given type are 
used multiple times in a detector description. It is not desirable that these parts are copied multiple 
times. For example crystals of the ECAL barrel. There are five types of crystals, but 80.000 
crystals. Certain domains only need 5 descriptions (of the types). 
 
(8] Data in the detector description data source will not change frequently. Calibration data and 
other frequently changing physics data will not be described in the detector description data source 
but will be accessed by means of a mediator that merges this frequently changing data with data 
from the detector description. Frequently changing data are discussed in chapter 9 
 
(9) Performance. At the time of writing this thesis, data volumes of the detector description are 
small (less than 1 GB) . The software should be able to upload detector description data to the 
applications in a reasonable time. At the time of writing this thesis, a reasonable time is less than 
five minutes. Five minutes might seem long, but the detector description data will be part of 
complex computations which will typically take much longer than 5 minutes. 
 
(10)Storage independence. The application model used for the detector description that will be used 
by the different clients such as visualization and simulation should be independent of the 
underlying storage medium (XML at the time of writing this thesis). Storage independence allows 
users to migrate the detector description to other storage mediums in the future (see chapter 8). 
 
(11) Users would like to add their own parameter values, and constraints to a detector description. 
Examples of parameters are: Luminosity parameter for crystals, Gas density for muon chambers. 
Examples of constraints are "The name of every tracker should start with TK" or "The value of 
luminosity for every crystal should be smaller than 5" 

7.3. Architecture 
During development of the detector description prototype, several architectural decisions have been 
taken. The decisions were based on user requirements, and on a shortage of time to develop the 
detector description prototype. 
 
(Decision 1): data for the first detector description prototypes will be stored in XML. XML tools 
and applications can be used in the translation from data from native sources to the detector 
description source. From requirement (1) we came to the conclusion that the user community wants 
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to edit detector description data in XML files. Due to time constraints for delivering the first 
prototype, and hesitation of the user community to use a (relational) database it was decided to use 
XML files. It is possible to store detector description in a database and serialize data to XML (see 
[112] and chapter 8) 
 
(Decision 2): the interface of the transient model towards client applications of the detector 
description consists of methods/functions specific for the detector description domain, instead of a 
generic query language as the basis for this interface. A generic query language to construct 
viewpoints allows for better management of viewpoints (see [113]). During development of the 
detector description prototype there was only one implementation of the W3C standard for an XML 
query language [135]. This XQuery implementation was not performant enough due to the lack of 
simple query optimisations such as discussed in section 3.2.1 (Three documents of 100K. each took 
5 minutes to query). Furthermore, query languages are very general interfaces to data. The clients 
in the detector description domain require only a small subset of that. More important are some 
parts of the interface that cannot be expressed within these standard query languages. Furthermore, 
building a generic query language requires manpower, and a dedicated interface can be better 
optimised for the detector description domain.  
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Figure 30. Detector Description Domain Architecture 
 

Figure 30 shows an overview of the detector description prototype architecture. Sources that 
contain the detector description (TZ file, CAD database, etc….) will be wrapped in XML and 
transformed into XML instances, which conform to the schema used by the XML database. The 
detector description transient model (the mediator) will use database instances to handle data 
requests from clients. Certain clients want to merge detector description data with calibration data 
or other physics data such as alignment data. The detector description transient model will provide 
mechanisms for integration with sources such as calibration data sources (see chapter 9). The 
transient model will be based on the client side requirements, while the detector description 
database and calibration data will have their own models to efficiently store data.  
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The sources (TZ files, CAD database, etc…) for the detector description data do not change a lot. 
These sources will be the basis for the detector description database. The interface in the transient 
model towards the client can be used to construct different views on the detector description.  

 
Within the detector description domain an ideal detector description(s) will be described. An ideal 
detector description is a simplified abstraction to describe the "physical" detector. Because of this 
abstraction, data related to the detector becomes more manageable. Within this thesis ideal detector 
description and detector description are used interchangeably.  

7.4. Design 
This section discusses the high level design of the detector description database, which consists of 
the data model, and the structure of the transient model (also called the transient store).  

7.4.1. Data model 
The data model of the detector description prototype is based on the data model described in 
chapter 6. The node element represents part types, the edge element represents parts. Attached to 
the part types and parts are data which represent a description of the parts and part types. A part 
type is described by a material, a solid (geometrical shape), and a collection of positioned parts. A 
part is described as a position relative to a part type (parent part type). Furthermore, a part can have 
a parameterised position, which is a description of a part that places the part several times in a 
parent part type. An example of a parameterisation is to place a part 10 times around an axis by 
rotating the part in steps of 36 degrees around the axis, which could be specified by the following 
parameters: rotation axis, position of the rotation axis, distance of part relative to rotation axis, 
rotation step, and number of rotations. 

 
The parts (based on part descriptions) are positioned within other parts. A constraint for the graph 
in the expanded view is that it should not contain cycles using the “is a part” of relationship. There 
are three possibilities to position a part within the data model of the detector description prototype 
developed at the time of writing this thesis: 

 
• Parameter position. The position of n parts (of the same type) is described by a formula. For 

example a part has to be positioned 5 times along a line of 10 units. 
• Single position. A part type is only positioned once in a parent part type using a rotation 

matrix. 
• Set of single positions. A user positions the same part several times in a mother part type, not 

using a parameter formula.  
 
Certain parts (or part types) have a more extended description. For example, a crystal can have a 
parameter "reliability" while a silicon sensor can have a parameter "number of strips". Furthermore, 
different users will add their own specific parameters to certain detector parts or part types. Based 
on how detector data are used, at the time of writing this thesis, four types of so called scopes will 
be offered in the detector description prototype for attaching parameters to parts or part types: 
 
• A parameter can be related to a part type.  
• A parameter can be related to the sub graph of a node representing a part type. 
• A parameter can be related to a (set of) specific part(s) within the expanded view.  
• A parameter can be related to the sub graph of a node representing a (set of) specific part(s) 

within the expanded view. 
 
Instead of parameter values, users need to be able to add constraints to a detector description 
(requirement (11)). In addition XML validators can evaluate constraints on data. More complex 
constraints such as "The name of every tracker should start with TK" or "The value of luminosity 
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for every crystal should be smaller than 5", are more difficult to validate. The so called scope of 
constraints is the same as discussed for parameters. 
 
Descriptions of detector parts can be related to each other. For example: the length of part A is 
three times the length of part B. A requirement is the one definition rule (requirement [7]): identical 
entities should be defined just once, which implies that a number within the detector description 
can be literal numbers of functions with references to other numbers. The one definition rule leads 
to expressions such as: 
 

 LengthB=5, LengthA="3*LengthB"
 

 
instead of: 

 
 LengthB=5, LengthA="15"

 
 
Within the second expression there is no dependency between the length of A and B. If the value of 
LengthB is changed, the value of LengthA is not. Within the first expression the value of LengthA 
is updated if LengthB is changed. 

 
Figure 31 shows an example of a detector description with constraints, parameters, rotation 
matrices and materials and their scope. 
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Figure 31. Compact view example with additional data. 
 

A constraint language, enables users to define constraints, which otherwise would have been "hard 
coded". A constraint language therefore results in a more readable detector description. Constraints 
that cannot be expressed in this constraint language have to be integrated in the transient model in a 
generic and extendible manner. An example of a generic constraint language is used in the Protégé 
project [123].  Although a generic constraint language would be useful for detector descriptions, the 
lack of manpower puts restrictions on implementations of a constraint language. 
 
The users of the detector description prototype have their own semantics. Instead of part and part 
type, PosPart and LogicalPart are used. The data attached to the PosPart is classified as: SpecPar, 
Constraint, Rotation, Translation. The data attached to LogicalPart is Solid, SpecPar, Constraint, 
Material. These concepts were used within XML files instead of the more generic concepts of node, 
edge and data used in  
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Figure 29, because this was considered to be more “human”10 readable. 
 
Figure 32 shows an UML diagram of the concepts used within the detector description domain. The 
dotted lines shows how these concepts are related to the graph model described in chapter 6. 
Instances of SpecPar and Contraint concepts can be related to multiple instances of LogicalPart and 
PosPart concepts. An instance of a PosPart concept refers to two instances of a LogicalPart concept. 
One of the two LogicalPart instances to which a PosPart instance refers, describes the type of the 
PosPart instance. The other LogicalPart instance is the “parent” in which the PosPart instance will 
be placed. The positioning of a PosPart instance is described by an instance of the Rotation and 
Translation concept. An instance of the LogicalPart concept consists of instances of the material 
concepts and solid concepts. An instance of the material concepts can be elementary such as 
oxygen, or composite such as Air (nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, etc…).   
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Figure 32. UML data model of detector description 
 

The data model does not enforce a directed acyclic graph described by LogicalPart and PosPart 
instances, or the one definition rule.  Software on top of the data and data model will need to verify 
these constraints.  

7.4.2. Data Storage 
Section 7.4.1 discussed a structure for representing data based on directed acyclic multi graphs. The 
"one definition rule" requirement, and multiple versions of the detector description prevent a one to 
one mapping from the hierarchical structure of the detector description to the hierarchical structure 
of XML files. Furthermore, the amount of data will be too large to store in one file. Therefore there 
will be cross-file data references. 
 
Within the format used at the time of writing this thesis, detector description files contain a number 
of sections which coincide with the different detector description domain concepts: geometry, 
constraint, parameter, logical part, positioned part, rotation and material sections. Within these 
sections users define their description according to the detector description XML schema. Such a 
division into sections allows users to sort relevant information into one XML file and as such 

                                                           
10 Human readable in this case means readable by physicists. 
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enhance readability (which is one of the requirements for the detector description). Within the 
detector description schema, predefined references are used to refer to material, logical parts, 
physical parts, geometry, and rotations. References are tags that start with a small r followed by a 
section name. For example rLogicalPart will refer to logical part descriptions. 
 
Xlink and Xpointer ([164] and [168]) provide a generic reference system for XML data. However, 
Xlink and Xpointer result in a verbose notation for references. Within the detector description 
domain the types of references are known, which allows for a less verbose notation. A generic 
notation used in Xlink does not enhance readability. 

 
Next to the detector description files, are configuration files. The configuration files contain a list of 
files and sections that constitutes a detector description. The configuration files define a "version" 
of the detector. Different groups can have different configuration files. 
 
Figure 33 shows an example of four cross-referenced detector description files and two related 
configuration files. 
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Figure 33. Sections and configuration files 
. 

7.4.3. Transient model 
The transient model provides the interface to the detector description data and is able to create 
expanded views. The transient model is related to the detector description domain, but the basis of 
the transient model will be the manipulation and combination of trees and directed acyclic graphs. 
One of the design goals is that the core of the transient model can be re-used in another domain that 
also deals with trees and directed acyclic graphs. Therefore the transient model consists of several 
layers. 
 
Figure 34 shows the different components and layers of the transient model. The XML parser 
translates the XML files and creates C++ objects that will form the nodes of a directed acyclic 
graph. The XML parser represents the persistency layer and can be replaced by other persistency 
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layers (for example a relational database). The persistency layer validates the XML files and checks 
if the structure of LogicalPart and PosPart instances forms a directed acyclic graph.  
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Figure 34. Transient model components 
 

The directed acyclic graph structure and the graph navigation objects are the basis for the next 
layer. This layer offers standard navigation methods as was discussed in section 6.6. This layer was 
considered to be too abstract for its users and resulted in a semantic layer on top. 

7.5. Related work 
Several groups have developed detector descriptions [15], [19], [38], [128]. These approaches have 
in common the use of XML. Several other approaches have a detector description but do not use 
XML : ATHENA framework (no document reference available), Geant 3 and 4 ([66][67]), ROOT 
Tgeo [13] and FLUKA [56]. At the time of writing this thesis, ATLAS has been developing two 
detector description approaches: ATHENA and the AGDD (Atlas Generic Detector Description) 
[15]. Table 2 is a mapping from the CMS concepts to concepts of other detector description 
iniatives: 
 
The detector description approaches can be divided into two approaches:  
 
• The detector description data are contained in the source code or is contained in ASCII files 

without data management (ROOT ,Geant3, Geant4, FLUKA, ATHENA) and without a proper 
data model. The data model is the transient model. 

• The detector description data are stored in (XML) files and accompanied by data model. This 
data model is mapped to the transient model. 

 
Within the LHCb DD (LHCb Detector Description) references are made from logical volumes to 
physical volumes only, which can result in a long list of references within a logical volume. 
Furthermore, the LHCb DD is based on a DTD while the CMS DD is based on XML schema. XML 
schema allows for better validation of the XML documents.  
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CMS 
DDD 

GDML 
[38] 

GEANT4 
[67] 

GAUDI 
DD [128] 

Athena 
GeoModel 

ROOT 
Tgeo 
[13] 

GEANT3 
[66] 

FLUKA 
[56] 

Shape Solid Solid Solid Shape Shape Solid Body, region, surface 
Boolean 
shape 

Boolean 
Solid 

Boolean 
Solid 

Boolean  
Solid 

Boolean  
Shape 

Boolean 
Shape 

N/A Combina- 
torial  
Geometry (CG) 

Logical 
Part 

Volume Logical  
Volume 

Logical  
Volume 

Logical  
Volume 

Volume Volume Volume 

Position Part 
(Parameter-
ized) 

Child / 
Placement  
Replica 

Placement, 
Replica 

Physical, 
Parameter
-ized 
volume 

Physical and 
full physical 
volume 

Node, 
Division 

Position, 
Division 

Position,  
lattice option 

Spec Par N/A Sensitive 
detector 

Detector 
Element 

Detector 
Element 

Module N/A N/A 

Materials Materials Materials Materials Materials Materials Materials Materials 
Hierarchical 
Structure 

Hierarchi-
cal 
Structure 

Hierarchi-
cal 
Structure 

Hierarchi-
cal 
Structure 

Hierarchical 
Structure 

Hierarchical 
Structure 

Hierarc-
hical 
Structure 

Flat  

 
Table 2 Mapping of concepts 

 
The LHCb DD contains the concept of detector element. A detector element has a reference to a 
logical volume and a list of child detector elements. The concept of child detector elements 
translates to the concept of expanded view within the CMS DD. However, expanded views are 
derived from the compact view. As such keeping a list of detector elements is redundant. Within 
the approach of the LHCb DD it is clear that the underlying structure of the detector description are 
directed acyclic graphs to describe geometry hierarchies, but this is not identified as such. The 
initial documents of the LHCb DD do not identify configuration management. The LHCb detector 
description project developed an XML editor for editing LHCb DD data in a user friendly way 
[129].  

 
RTAGs (Requirement Technical Assessment Groups) have been created for the LHC Computing 
GRID project (LCG) to identify expertise, commonalities  and use cases across the four 
experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb). These four experiments are clients of the LHC 
Computing GRID project.  One such RTAG deals with detector geometry and material description 
[12]. The mandate of the detector description RTAG is to advise on a common detector description 
project based on commonalities found within the existing detector description frameworks and 
prototypes. The RTAG identifies several commonalities between detector description approaches 
that have a data model: 
 
• Decoupling of the transient data model and the persistency model; 
• Common API for client applications; 
• Separation of  “ideal” detector data  that needs to be combined with non ideal data such as 

calibration data and other physics data. 
 
Within the CMS detector description project these commonalities were identified in December 
2001 and documented in [109]. Although other detector description projects share these 
characteristics, to the best of our knowledge they were not documented before the RTAG report in 
august 2002 other than [109] 
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7.6. Conclusions 
The approach discussed in this chapter deals with data integration and interoperability. Data are 
integrated via a database using an XML detector description. Several clients have tested the 
detector description at the time of writing this thesis.  
 
Creating different transformations to other domains (HTML, AGDD, RDF) might lead to 
requirements for managing these transformations, which could be supported by the introduction of 
meta-data that describes the transformations, the sources and the relations between transformations 
and sources. At the time of writing this thesis, management of meta-data has not been implemented.  
 
Within this chapter XML was used as a modeling language (XML schema) and storage mechanism 
(XML files). Furthermore, the XML style sheet language (XSL) was used to define 
transformations. However, in several cases these transformations were difficult to express in XSL 
and additional code needed to be written.  
 
The detector description prototype discussed in this chapter, is a data integration approach based on 
a warehouse strategy. Section 3.1 gave a definition of data integration that describes the work done 
within the detector description prototype: extracting data from diverse sources and transforming 
these into a consistent format with a logical structure, syntax and semantic notation. The 
architecture of the detector description prototype can also be compared with Figure 8, which 
describes 4 layers within a heterogeneous system. The available sources are wrapped in XML, and 
exported to a warehouse, the warehouse can be compared with the mediation layer within Figure 8 
while the transient model can be compared with the presentation layer. The difference with the 
approach described in Figure 8 and the detector description prototype, is that the reference 
architecture in Figure 8 relates to a more dynamic environment while the detector description 
prototype deals with static data. 
 
Chapter 9 generalizes the model of directed acyclic graphs and discusses the design and 
implementation of a mediator architecture for sources that are based on directed acyclic graphs. The 
next chapter discusses how detector description  XML can be stored efficiently in a relational 
database. 
 
The structure of the data model discussed in this chapter can be compared with the CRISTAL I 
project and the CEDAR project (discussed in chapter 4). Both these projects use a data warehouse 
and the underlying structure, consists of directed acyclic graphs and trees. 
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8. Migration of Detector Description 
Data to a Relational Model  

 
 
 

The previous chapter described the design and implementation of the detector description data 
model and transient model. The data are stored in XML files. Usage of XML files, for inserting 
data was a requirement from the users. For the detector description prototype XML files were also 
used for storage of detector description data. Data retrieval from XML files proved to be slow, and 
XML was not as human readable as expected. A project was initialised to migrate the XML data to 
a relational database. Relational databases are more performant in data retrieval than XML files and 
offer tools to create user interfaces (such as forms). This chapter reports on the migration of XML 
data to a relational database.   

8.1. Introduction 
Data migration can be the migration of data to a different persistency format while maintaining the 
semantic structure of the data (the schema is the same). Another type of migration is 
transformation. The schema of the target differs from the source and even the persistency 
mechanism can differ. The first type of migration tries to exploit the advantage of another 
persistency mechanism. This advantage can be scalability, data retrieval efficiency or stability. This 
chapter discusses the migration of the detector description XML data to a relational database while 
maintaining the semantic structure of the data.  
 
One of the drawbacks of XML files is that they are ASCII files.  Data selection from plain ASCII 
files is in general less performant than data selection from a database. Database systems have well 
developed optimised data retrieval and indexing mechanisms. Furthermore database management 
systems (especially relational database management systems) offer better tools for data 
management. However XML files (provided the data size is small) offer a simple format for users 
of the detector description domain to manipulate data using standardised XML files. XMLized data 
seems to gain acceptance within CERN (see section 5.6).  Both XML files and relational databases 
offer advantages for the management and manipulation of data: XML files as an exchange format, 
or as a mechanism for physicists to insert or edit detector description data, relational databases as a 
mechanism for efficient data retrieval and management.  It would be desirable to profit from the 
“best of both worlds”. At the time of writing this thesis, the detector description data are stored in 
XML. This chapter describes two approaches for data migration from XML to a relational database.  
 
The first approach is based on the CRISTAL II system. The CRISTALII system contains an XML 
database. XML data (and corresponding XML schema) are stored using a fixed schema that can 
store any type of XML document.  Instead of building software for migration of XML data it was 
decided to examine the CRISTAL II XML database and test if it would fulfil the data migration 
requirements. CRISTAL II was investigated for data migration because CRISTAL II was available 
within the CMS collaboration and would require little adaptation to migrate detector description 
data. 
 
However, CRISTAL II lacked certain functionality (which will be discussed in section 8.3) and 
proved to be not as performant as the migration prototype (discussed in section 8.4). 
 
Within the migration prototype a different approach has been followed: given an XML schema and 
corresponding XML documents, generate a relational schema and populate this relational schema 
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with the XML data associated with the XML schema that was used to generate the relational 
schema.  

8.2. Requirements 
Within the first stage of the detector description prototype a requirement was storage and 
description of detector description data within XML files. However, users became aware of the 
limitations of XML files: slow access to data, usable only for small amounts of data, not always 
human readable. Relational database systems offer efficient access to larger amounts of data and 
tools such as forms to create a user interface for inserting and analysing the data within a database, 
which lead to the following data migration requirements: 
 
• At the time of writing this thesis, the persistency mechanism for detector description is based 

on XML files, which is difficult to manage. It would be beneficial to have a system that can 
store the detector description data and that allows for efficient retrieval of this DD data as a 
whole, or parts of it that are scattered in multiple XML files. 

• Be able to store and manage (non) materialized selections of data. Databases offer mechanisms 
for creation and management of (non) materialized views.  

• Users have used TZ files (ASCII files) for a long period of time before an XML detector 
description. XML files seem to have gained acceptance. It should be possible to retrieve XML 
files containing detector description data from a storage system edit this data, and put this data 
back into the storage system. 

• At the time of writing this thesis the size of the detector description data are small 
(approximately 5MB).  But in the future this data size can grow and XML files will not be 
sufficient to manage detector description data. 

 
Relational databases are not always well suited for storing hierarchical structures such as detector 
description data because of possible recursive queries that can take a long time to execute. A better 
alternative would be to use an object oriented database or a hierarchical database. Object databases 
however, where being phased out at CERN at the time.  

8.3. CRISTAL II (Fixed Schema Approach) 
CRISTAL II contains a database for storing XML data. CRISTAL II is a redesign of the CRISTAL 
I database [69], [70]. The CRISTAL II system will store construction data and related workflow 
information.  The CRISTAL II system is based on three components: 
 
• Hierarchy component: describes the hierarchy of the detector parts within construction (a 

directed acyclic graph). 
• Workflow component: describes the list of tasks related to a part. 
• Construction data component: stores data of the detector elements. Executing the different 

tasks in the workflow associated with a detector element generates part of this data. 
 
Because it is not known what kind of structure the XML construction data will have, the database 
(schema) has been designed to store any type of XML data. Figure 35 shows an example of two of 
the tables that are used in the CRISTAL II XML database. One table stores the document structure 
of element nodes and attribute nodes. The parentID attribute describes the hierarchy.  The other 
table stores the attribute values. The values in the tables of Figure 35 are taken from the example in  
Figure 20 
 
It is now possible to query the XML data. For example: select the values of RMAX and RMIN of a 
Zsection that has a value 0.3 for the z value and is part of a Polycone 
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SELECT y2.value, y3.value 
FROM outcome template x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 
clob_data y1,y2,y3 
WHERE 
x1.name=”Polycone” AND 
x2.name=”Zsection” AND 
x2.parent_ID=x1.id  AND 
x3.name=”RMAX”     AND 
x3.parent_ID=x2.id  AND 
x4.name=”RMIN”     AND 
x4.parent_ID=x2.id  AND 
x5.name=”z”        AND 
x5.parent_ID=x2.id  AND 
y1.id=x5.id        AND 
y1.value=”0.3”     AND 
y2.id=x3.id        AND 
y3.id=x4.id        AND 

 
 

id name parent_ID 
1 Polycone 0 
2 startPhi 1 
3 deltaPhi 1 
4 name 1 
5 Zsection 1 
6 RMAX 5 
7 RMIN 5 
8 z 5 
9 Zsection 1 
10 RMAX 9 
11 RMIN 9 
12 z 9 
13 Zsection 1 
14 RMAX 14 
15 RMIN 14 
16 z 14 
 

id value 
2 2.3 
3 3.4 
4 PolyconeSolid 
6 4.3 
7 4.3 
8 0.3 
10 4.3 
11 4.3 
12 0.3 
14 4.3 
15 4.3 
16 0.3 
 

outcome_template 
clob_data 

 
Figure 35. XML DB example 

 
Provided that all the data are in one XML file called “data.xml” the previous SQL query would 
translate to the following XQUERY: 
 
 FOR $I IN DOCUMENT(“data.xml”)//Polycone/Zsection[@z=0.3] 
RETURN 
$I/@RMAX, $I/@RMIN  

 
The XQUERY notation in the previous example is less verbose than the SQL notation. Within the 
relational database the values and the hierarchical XML structure are stored in the relational 
schema. In order to find the RMIN and RMAX data we need to compare the ID’s that describe this 
hierarchy in a table. Furthermore the values of the attributes need to be associated with the correct 
attributes. Within an Xquery this hierarchy is described by “/” symbol and the association between 
attribute and value is described by a “@”. Both queries return the same data, and both queries query 
the same data structure,  
 
A layer can be constructed on top of the SQL query engine that translates simple Xpath queries to 
the more verbose SQL queries. by introducing a translation of the “/” and “@”.  

 
A “x/y” statement in a Xpath within an Xquery is translated into the following underlined 
statements in an SQL query for the CRISTAL II XML DB 
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 SELECT  
FROM outcome_template x1,x2  
WHERE 
x1.name=”x” AND 
x2.name=”y” AND 
x2.parent_ID=x1.ID   

 
 
An “x[@z=”zvalue”]” statement in an Xpath of an XQuery translates into the following underlined 
statements in an SQL query 
 
 SELECT  
FROM outcome_template x1 
clob_data y1 
WHERE 
x1.name=”x”     AND 
y1.value=”zvalue”    AND 
y1.id=x1.id        

 
 
Similar constructs were used in the translation of Xpaths to OQL statements in [112]. 
 
The advantage of the CRISTAL II approach is that the relational database schema is independent of 
the XML file structure, which enables to store any type of XML file. A drawback of CRISTAL II 
approach is that at the writing of this thesis there was no Xquery translator for the relational 
database. 
 
The data of the detector description domain has been inserted into the CRISTAL II XML database 
and tested (see Appendix). At the writing of this thesis the performance of the CRISTAL II XML 
database was not sufficient compared with the flexible schema approach discussed in section 8.4. 
Furthermore, at the time of writing of this thesis, the CRISTAL II XML database did not have a 
Xquery translator, which led to complex SQL queries for users. Within the appendix the flexible 
schema approach is being compared with “plain” XML files for query response time. The “plain” 
XML files were stored in a persistent DOM represented by X-hive [160]. 

8.4. Flexible Schema Approach 
At the time of writing this thesis, data retrieval with the CRISTALII XML database was not 
performant enough. Therefore a second approach was explored in migrating XML data to a 
relational database, which is based on the architecture of Figure 36. A schema migration module 
analyses the XML schema and generates a SQL schema. After the SQL schema generation the data 
migration module analyses the XML data related to the XML schema and populates the database. A 
drawback of this schema and data migration approach is that schema evolution of the relational 
database can be difficult if the XML schema changes.  
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Figure 36. Architecture 

8.4.1. Design 
The XML schema contains several language constructs that need to be translated to a relational 
model. Within this section the most important language constructs are discussed: simple type 
declarations, complex type declarations, many to one and many to many relations between XML 
node elements. Furthermore, within the detector description schema references and inline 
descriptions are used interchangeably. This section discusses how these constructs can be migrated 
to an SQL schema. Many of the examples used in this section are taken from the detector 
description schema and generated SQL schema of the migration prototype.  
 
Simple Type Declarations  
 
Simple Type declarations are used to define content models for attributes in the XML schema 
documents. A simple type declaration can be of the form: 
 
 <xsd:simpleType name=”densityT”> 
  <xsd:restriction base=”xsd:string”/>
</xsd:simpleType> 

 
Simple type declarations extend or restrict the built in types provided in the W3C Schema 
language, and can be used to express restrictions on the possible values or to specify patterns or 
range of values. All simple types of the detector description schema are restrictions of strings. 
Within the detector description domain the numbers need a unit. For example: an attribute “angle” 
can have the value 40.3. Within an XML schema a built in float type can describe: angle=”40.3”. 
Within the detector description domain, also the unit needs to be specified: angle=”40.3*degrees”. 
The software in the transient model converts the strings and creates doubles or floats.  Simple types 
of type float or double can be migrated to a relational database in the same way as strings. Simple 
types become fields of string, float or double within a database table. 
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Complex Type Declarations 
 
Complex type declarations allow node elements and attributes to be declared and referred inside the 
type declarations, providing a mechanism to express complex content models. Element nodes can 
also contain arbitrary complex type definitions resulting in a nested and recursive type declaration. 
 
Within XML Schema documents complex and simple type declarations can be defined globally 
(more node elements can use the type). The advantage of global type declaration is a clear and 
partitioned schema document (type declaration, attribute groups and element definition). Such a 
partitioning of the XML schema simplifies migration to a relational schema. Any XML schema can 
be partitioned in type declaration, attribute group and element definition. The partitioning is a way 
to layout the XML schema. At the time of writing this thesis, the migration software needs a 
partitioning of type declaration, attribute groups, and element definition to successfully create a 
relational schema. If a type declaration is defined inside an element declaration the migration 
software does not work. 
 
Complex types are mapped as database relations or tables. Complex types may also contain 
attributes that are in turn modelled as database table columns. Furthermore, complex types may 
also inherit from a base type in which case all the attributes for the base type are considered as 
attributes of the child type and are translated as table columns. The next paragraphs discuss the 
various “types” of complex types. 
  
Complex types can contain references to attribute groups. Attributes are simple types and will 
generate a column in the relational database. Within an XML schema an attribute is either optional 
or required. Within a relational database optional/required translates to NOT NULL/NULL.  
 
The following example shows a complex type with an attributeGroup reference and the associated 
SQL statement that creates the table in the relational database: 
 
 <xsd:element name=”Material” type=”MaterialType”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”MaterialType”> 
 <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”MaterialAttributes”/> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:attributeGroup name=”MaterialAttributes”> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”name” type=”xsd:string” use=”required”/> 

<xsd:attribute name=”symbol” type=”xsd:string”      
               use=”optional”/> 

</xsd:attributeGroup> 
 

This attribute group definition translates to the following SQL statement: 
 
CREATE TABLE Material( 
  MATERIAL_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT
  name string NOT NULL 
  symbol string NULL ) 

 
 
The MATERIAL_ID is not part of the XML schema. Within the XML schema the file name 
concatenated with the name resulted in a unique global identifier for a material description. Within 
the relational database globally unique keys are used. The other examples contain also the 
PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT for the same reason. 
 
Complex types can inherit from a previously defined type. The inheritance concept is similar to the 
inheritance concept of object orientation. The attributes that are inherited from the base element 
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will also generate columns in the table associated with the complex type. The following example 
shows a complex type “ElementaryMaterialType” that inherits from “MaterialType”.  
 
 <xsd:element name=”ElementaryMaterial”  

type=”ElementaryMaterialType”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”ElementaryMaterialType”> 
 <xsd:complexContent> 
  <xsd:extension base=”MaterialType”> 
   <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”ElementaryMaterialAttributes”/> 
  </xsd:extension> 
 </xsd:complexContent> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:attributeGroup name=”ElementaryMaterialAttributes”> 
<xsd:attribute name=”atomicNumber type=”xsd:integer”  
       use=”required”/> 
 <xds:attribute name=”density” type=”densityT use=”required”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”atomicWeight” type=”weight” use=”optional”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”weightUnit type=”weightUnitT use=”optional”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”lengthUnit type=”lengthUnitT use=”optional”/> 
 <xsd:attribute name=”densityUnit” type=”densityUnitT” 
     use=”optional”/> 
</xsd:attributeGroup> 

 
 
This previous XML schema snippet translates to the following SQL statement: 
 
 CREATE TABLE ElementaryMaterial 
( ELEMENTARYMATERIAL ID integer PRIMARY KEY 
AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  atomicNumber string NOT NULL, 
  density string NOT NULL, 
  atomicWeight string NULL, 
  weightUnit string NULL, 
  lengthUnit string NULL, 
  densityUnit string NULL, 
  name string NOT NULL, 
  symbol string NULL ) 

 
 
The previous examples showed complex types and attribute groups. It is possible to describe a 
complex type using references to other element nodes of certain types. These elements are 
represented within the relational schema as tables. The following examples show how complex 
types based on references to element nodes are translated to a relational SQL statement. 
 
Node elements declared in an XML schema file have an associated type. A reference to a node 
element within a complex type definition implies a reference to another type definition (associated 
with the node element). Complex type definitions are associated to elements and are mapped to 
tables within a relational database. Element references within complex type definitions are mapped 
to references between entries in relational tables. 
 
There are three types of relations between entries in a relational database: one to one, many to one 
(one to many) and many to many. The next paragraphs discuss each of these relations.  
 
One-to-one relationships 
   
If the migration software analyses an element definition A of type “complexType B” and finds an 
element reference C within the complex type definition complexType B of “complexType D” of 
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multiplicity 1, it needs to verify if the associated complexType D of this referenced element C does 
not contain references to elements of A with multiplicity greater than one.  If there are only 
references of multiplicity 1 there is a one to one relationship 
 
The following example from the detector description XML schema shows a one to one relationship. 
Within the example there is a reference to an element with name “rSolid”. Within the detector 
description domain rSolid describes references between detector description data. Within the XML 
schema rSolid is just treated as another node element. The semantics of “rSolid” (it is a reference 
within the detector description domain) is only used by software accessing the relational database. 
 
 <xsd:element name=”ReflectionSolid”  

 type=”ReflectionSolidType”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”ReflectionSolidType”>
  <xsd:complexContent> 
    <xsd:extension base=”SolidType”> 
      <xsd:sequence> 
        <xsd:element ref=”rSolid”/> 
      </xsd:sequence> 
    </xsd:extension> 
  </xsd:complexContent> 
</xsd:complexType> 

 
 
The SQL statement corresponding to the above complex type definition will be: 
 
 CREATE TABLE ReflectionSolid( 
  REFLECTIONSOLID_ID integer PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  name varchar(50) NOT NULL %from SolidType definition, 
  rSolid varchar(50) NOT NULL) 

 
 
One-to-Many (Many-to-One) 
 
Within XML schema it is possible to assign a multiplicity to an element within a complex type 
definition. Every element definition within the XML schema corresponds to a table definition 
within the relational database.  Suppose there is an element definition A of type “complexType B”. 
Within this “complexType B” there is a reference to an element definition C of type “complexType 
D” with multiplicity greater than one. Within the “complexType D” there is no reference to element 
A.  Such a reference translates as a one to many relationship. The following example shows the 
element definition SpecPar of type SpecParType that contains a reference to a PartSelector and a 
Parameter (Only the definition of Parameter and its type are displayed). SpecPar and Parameter 
consist of a one to many relationship. 
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 <xsd:element name=”SpecPar” type=”SpecParType”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”SpecParType”> 
  <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element ref=”PartSelector” minOccurs=”0” 
                 maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> 
    <xsd:element ref=”Parameter” minOccurs=”0”  
                 maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 
  <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”SpecParAttributes”/> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:attributeGroup name=”SpecParAttributes”> 
  <xsd:attribute name=”name” type=”xsd:string”     
                 use=”required”/> 
</xsd:attributeGroup> 
 
<xsd:element name=”Parameter” type=”ParameterType”/>
 
<xsd:complexType name=”ParameterType”> 
  <xsd:attributeGroup ref=”ParameterAttributes”/> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:attributeGroup name=”ParameterAttributes”> 
  <xsd:attribute name=”name” type=”xsd:string”  
                 use=”required”/> 
  <xsd:attribute name=”value” type=”xsd:string”    
                 use=”required”/> 
</xsd:attributeGroup> 

 
 

The above XML schema snippet translates to the following SQL statements for the SpecPar and the 
Parameter in which the Parameter table contains a column SpecPar_ID as a foreign key: 
 
CREATE TABLE SpecPar ( 
  SPECPAR_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  name string NOT NULL ) 
 
CREATE TABLE Parameter ( 
  PARAMETER_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  name string NOT NULL, 
  value string NOT NULL, 
  SpecPar_ID string NULL)  

 
It is possible that the above Parameter XML node element is referenced within the complex type 
definition of SpecParType that is associated to XML node element SpecPar but that there is also 
another element Par with the same complexType definition as SpecPar, which implies the creation 
of two tables: one table for storing SpecPar entries and another for storing Par entries. Entries 
within the Parameter table should be able to reference entries in either the table SpecPar or the table 
Par. There are two possibilities to make references between the Parameter table entries and the 
SpecPar and Par table entries: 

 
(1) Allow references to both the SpecPar table and the Par table. The Parameter Table can be 
extended with a column: Par_ID string NULL. When the relational database is populated with data 
conforming to the schema, either the SpecPar_ID will have a value or the Par_ID. The other 
column entry will have a NULL value.  A drawback of extending the table with an extra column is 
that half of the entries of the combined fields of the Par_ID and SpecPar_ID columns will have a 
NULL value. The assumption with an extra column approach for references is that the relational 
database stores only the non-NULL values, which means that adding an extra column does not 
result in extra data. Figure 37 shows an example of references with NULL values. 
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(2) Allow Null values. Figure 38 shows an example. The SpecPar and Par contain an extra 
column ref. The ref column contains a unique ID that is globally unique over the two columns 
SpecPar and Par. The Parameter table contains a column ref that refers to the ref Ids within the 
SpecPar and Par table. 

 
 

 <SpecPar name=”SP1”> 
<Parameter name=”P1” value=”23”/> 
<Parameter name=”P2” value=”24”/> 

</SpecPar> 
<SpecPar name=”SP2”> 

<Parameter name=”Pr1” value=”53”/> 
<Parameter name=”Pr2” value=”74”/> 
<Parameter name=”Pr3” value=”23”/> 

</SpecPar> 
<Par name=”Par1”> 

<Parameter name=”Parm1” value=”23”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parm2” value=”24”/> 

</Par> 
<Par name=”Par2”> 

<Parameter name=”Parms1” value=”59”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parms2” value=”64”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parms3” value=”83”/> 

</Par> 

ID name 
1 SP1 
2 SP2 

SpecPar 

ID name 
1 Par1 
2 Par2 

Par 

ID name value SpecPar_ID Par_ID 
1 P1 23 1 NULL 
2 P2 24 1 NULL 
3 Pr1 53 2 NULL 
4 Pr2 74 2 NULL 
5 Pr3 23 2 NULL 
6 Parm1 23 NULL 1 
7 Parm2 24 NULL 1 
8 Parms1 59 NULL 2 
9 Parms2 64 NULL 2 
10 Parms3 83 NULL 2 
     

Parameter 

 
 

Figure 37 many one-to-many example with NULL values. 
 

 
 <SpecPar name=”SP1”> 

<Parameter name=”P1” value=”23”/> 
<Parameter name=”P2” value=”24”/> 

</SpecPar> 
<SpecPar name=”SP2”> 

<Parameter name=”Pr1” value=”53”/> 
<Parameter name=”Pr2” value=”74”/> 
<Parameter name=”Pr3” value=”23”/> 

</SpecPar> 
<Par name=”Par1”> 

<Parameter name=”Parm1” value=”23”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parm2” value=”24”/> 

</Par> 
<Par name=”Par2”> 

<Parameter name=”Parms1” value=”59”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parms2” value=”64”/> 
<Parameter name=”Parms3” value=”83”/> 

</Par> 
 
 

ID name ref 
1 SP1 1 
2 SP2 2 

SpecPar 

ID name ref 
1 Par1 3 
2 Par2 4 

Par 

ID name value ref 
1 P1 23 1 
2 P2 24 1 
3 Pr1 53 2 
4 Pr2 74 2 
5 Pr3 23 2 
6 Parm1 23 3 
7 Parm2 24 3 
8 Parms1 59 4 
9 Parms2 64 4 
10 Parms3 83 4 
    

Parameter 

 
 

Figure 38. many one-to-many example without NULL values. 
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Many-to-Many Relationships  

 
Within the XML schema definition of the detector description domain there were only one-to-one 
and one-to-many relationships but no many-to-many relationships. Many-to-Many relationships 
occur when a element A of complex type typeA uses a reference to element B of complex type 
typeB and complex typeB uses a reference to element A. The following XML schema snippet 
shows the many-to-many relationship. 

 
 <xsd:element name=”A” type=”typeA”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”typeA”> 
  <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element ref=”B” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 
</xsd:complexType> 
 
<xsd:element name=”B” type=”typeB”/> 
 
<xsd:complexType name=”typeB”> 
  <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element ref=”A” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 
</xsd:complexType> 

 
 

A many to many relationship within XML schema would imply the creation of a table for A, B and 
a table describing the relationship between A and B, which would translate into the following SQL 
statements: 

 
 CREATE TABLE A( 
A_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT) 
 
CREATE TABLE B( 
B_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT) 
 
CREATE TABLE A_AND_B( 
A_AND_B_ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT 
A_ID integer 
B_ID integer) 

 
 

Inline Definitions and References 
 

Within the detector description format it is possible to define data inside a tag or use a reference 
inside this tag to refer to this data. For example: within a logical part it is possible to define a solid 
such as a box, or use a reference to a solid that can be a box, trapezoid etc… using the rSolid tag. 
Within the migration prototype it was decided that software on top of the relational database needs 
to resolve these references. The software that will analyze the XML schema and generate an SQL 
schema will generate a table for rSolid (as for all other reference tag used within the detector 
description). Figure 39 shows the above example and the different tables data are stored in. 
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 <Trapezoid name="Solid1" ALP1="2.3" ALP2="3.4"   
                         Bl1="3.4"  Bl2="4.3"  
                         Dz="4.3" H1="4.3"  

     H2="2.3"Phi="2.3"  
     Thet="4.5" TL1="2.3"  
     TL2="3.4"/> 

 

<LogicalPart name="LogicalPart2"> 
<Box name="Solid4" Dx="5" Dy="2" 

Dz="3"/> 
</LogicalPart> 
<LogicalPart name="LogicalPart3"> 

<rSolid name="Solid1"/> 
</LogicalPart> 

ID name ALP1 ALP2 B11 B12 Dz H1 H2 Phi Thet TL1 TL2 
1 Solid1 2.3 3.4 3.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.4 

Trapezoid 

ID name LogicalPart_ID
1 Solid1 2 
 

rSolid 

ID name 
1 LogicalPart2 
2 LogicalPart3 

LogicalPart 

ID name Dx Dy Dz LogicalPart_ID
1 Solid4 5 2 3 1 

Box 

 
 

Figure 39. Inline definitions and references. 
 

The main reason for not resolving the references such as rSolid is that a goal of the design of the 
migration software is to keep the migration software as generic as possible and not tailored 
specifically to the detector description XML schema. The rSolid tag is a convention used within the 
detector description format and represents a reference to a solid. 

8.5. Related work 
This chapter discussed migration of XML data. A number of products have been developed for 
XML migration and efficient management of XML documents. 
  
Several projects have explored migration to relational databases. There was unfortunately 
insufficient time to test the different XML databases and migration software. Furthermore, the 
detector description schema used a “home made” reference system which meant that any migration 
software needed to be adapted to cope with the references. 
 
The advantage of XML migration to relational databases is the possibility to query XML 
documents using SQL query engines. SQL query engines are still faster in executing and retrieving 
data than the XML query engines at the time of writing of this thesis. 
 
Database vendors such as IBM and ORACLE offer modules to store XML data in a relational 
database. Schmidt et. al. [136] describes how XML documents can be stored in a relational 
database by fragmenting the document into nodes and attributes. Bohannon et. al.  [30] discusses 
another approach to storing XML documents in a relational database. XML documents are also 
fragmented into nodes. But different tables are created for the different nodes (different in name). 
Mani and Lee [115] describe transformations from XML to a relational database based on regular 
tree grammars. Mani and Lee [115] identify several XML schema constructs that are difficult to 
transform into a relational schema. Several techniques are discussed to handle these XML schema 
constructs and to simplify the relational schema. [115] uses a similar approach as [30] but focuses 
also on optimisation of the relational schema. The Wisdom project studied data migration from an 
object database to XML and vice versa [27]. 
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The approaches discussed above are the basis for XML databases. The added value of XML 
databases is that they provide an XML interface on top of the backend that stores the XML files. 
Once XML files are stored in a relational database they can be queried using SQL constructs. XML 
databases would provide an interface on top of a SQL engine that would allow applications and 
users to query and navigate this data using Xpath and XQuery. The difference between the different 
XML database products are (amongst other differences): 
 
• How is the XML stored in the underlying database? 
• What database is used (relational, object-oriented, hierarchical)? 
• Indexing techniques on the XML data. 
• How complete is the XML interface to the XML files? 
 
Numerous XML database products have been developed. Several of these XML database products 
will be discussed in the next paragraphs. Ipido XML Database [83] stores well-formed XML 
documents and provides access to both whole documents and document fragments. The database 
provides access by an object cache, indexes, a query and transformation engine, and a mechanism 
to persist the parsed state of the document.  Documents are organized into collections. Indexes are 
maintained on the collection level, and can be created for specific elements or attributes. Users 
write queries in XPath, which has been extended to allow queries across multiple documents in a 
collection. 
 
Lore [71], [80] is a database designed for storing semi-structured data. Although Lore predates 
XML, it has been migrated for use as an XML database. Lore includes a query language (Lorel), 
multiple indexing techniques, a cost-based query optimiser, multi-user support, logging, and 
recovery, as well as the ability to import external data.  
 
Xindice [161] is a native XML database written in Java that is designed to store large numbers of 
small XML documents. Xindice can index element and attribute values and compresses documents 
to save space. Documents are arranged into a hierarchy of collections and can be queried with 
XPath. (Collection names can be used as part of the XPath query syntax, meaning it is possible to 
perform XPath queries across documents.) 
 
Tamino [145] is a suite of products built in three layers: core services, enabling services, and 
solutions (third-party applications). Core services include a native XML database, an integrated 
relational database, schema services, security, administration tools, and Tamino X-Tension, a 
service that allows users to write extensions that customize server functionality. 

8.6. Conclusions 
Migration of XML data to a relational database can be carried out in several ways: storing the 
complete XML data in a relational database (CRISTAL II or fixed schema approach) or generating 
an SQL schema based on the XML schema (flexible schema approach). The advantage of a fixed 
schema approach is that XML files do not need an XML schema and that it can handle any type of 
XML file without schema evolution. Furthermore, SQL queries on the CRISTAL II XML database 
are verbose. Section 8.3 showed how SQL queries on the CRISTAL II XML database can be 
wrapped such that data are accessible by less verbose queries. At the time of writing this thesis, 
indexing techniques are not deployed within the CRISTAL II XML database, but could speed up 
data retrieval. A flexible schema approach results in a relational database in which tables are based 
on XML complex types and element nodes. The advantage is that data retrieval via SQL queries is 
faster than the fixed schema approach. A drawback is the evolution of the XML schema. This 
requires evolution of the relational schema. A flexible schema approach has been chosen to migrate 
detector description data to a relational database. However a flexible schema approach can be an 
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intermediate solution if the CRISTAL II fixed schema approach improves on query response time 
and wraps the verbose SQL queries to less verbose Xqueries. Several tests between the fixed 
schema approach and flexible schema approach have been carried out and are described in the 
Appendix. At the time of writing this thesis, the response time of the CRISTAL II XML database is 
slower than a relational database schema based on an XML schema.  
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9. Generalization of the Detector Description for 
Interoperability: a Mediator Approach 

 
 
 

The detector description database (see chapter 7), developed at the time of writing this thesis, is a 
data warehouse based on several design sources and does not take into account other CMS data 
sources containing data related to the detector.  However, users would like to combine and correlate 
data from the detector description database with other CMS data sources.  
 
This chapter discusses the design and implementation of such a framework. The purpose of the 
mediator prototype is to hide the semantics of the different data sources, and create uniform views 
on the data independent of the physical location and storage structure of the data. 
   
Within section 3.4 it was stated that it is difficult to impose a single framework for the CMS 
community.  The interoperability framework discussed in this chapter preserves the autonomy of 
the different domain data sources, but requires that the sources export their data through a common 
interface (described in this chapter and chapter 6).  

9.1. Introduction 
Section 7.1 discussed the need for a uniform detector description. Furthermore, chapter 7 described 
that clients of the detector description need to merge detector description data with data from other 
autonomous heterogeneous data sources.  Chapter 4 described the need for a framework for 
integration and interoperability that would allow physicists to focus more on the modeling issues 
(see section 4.6).  
 
The warehouse within the detector description prototype is based on several data sources that are 
used by the clients of the detector description prototype. Within CMS there are more sources that 
contain data for describing the detector such as six construction databases for the separate sub 
detectors, several design databases, and manufacturing databases: 
 
Observation I: data that describes the detector (detector description data) is located in many 
different data sources. The detector description prototype is one such source containing views on 
the detector by means of different configurations. 

 
In order to get a complete and realistic view of the CMS detector it is important to have facilities 
that combine data describing the detector within the detector description prototype, together with 
detector description data in other sources. Integration of the data managed by the detector 
description prototype with other detector description data is not only important for the clients of the 
detector description prototype (simulation, visualization, reconstruction), but also for other domains 
such as construction, and groups involved in calibration: 
 
Observation II: within CMS it is important that different domains and groups have a consistent and 
uniform process and model of accessing and archiving detector description data. 
 
Data sources that contain detector description data can have one or more of the following 
characteristics: 
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• The sources can be large in size; 
• Can contain multiple configurations for detector description data; 
• Can contain time dependent data.;  
• Different sources contain different granularities of detector description data. 

 
A solution to combine detector description data from multiple sources would be the creation of one 
data warehouse containing detector description data. However, at the time of writing this thesis, a 
warehouse is not feasible for the following reasons: 
 
• It is not known what data would be stored in this warehouse, and who would be responsible for 

this data. 
• Different groups have their own solution. At the time of writing this thesis there was no 

intention to migrate to a centralized CMS wide solution within the immediate future. 
 
The next best thing to do would be the design and implementation of software (middleware) that 
uses the detector description data from the different data sources without compromising the 
autonomy of these sources that takes into account the different configurations, granularities and 
time dependencies that are stored within these different sources. 
 
This chapter reports on the design and implementation of the mediator prototype for the integration 
of detector description data from different sources without compromising the autonomy of these 
sources.  

9.2. User Requirements 
User requirements were drawn from the experiences of the detector description prototype (chapter 
7) and use cases as presented by the clients from the detector description software. Several of these 
requirements relate to the requirements discussed in chapter 1 and chapter 4. This section will 
discuss the most important requirements. The requirements reflect the requirements of the clients of 
the DDD (Detector Description Database). At the time of writing this thesis, domains such as 
construction and calibration could not formulate requirements other than what is discussed in this 
section: 
 
• Different applications will need to integrate different data related to the detector. There should 

be a mechanism that allows users to create different configurations of which data they want to 
combine, and how they want to combine this data. 

• Being able to load a complete detector description in memory (if it is not too big), or  only load 
parts of it in memory (cache management). 

• The detector description specifications of the mediator prototype provide views on the detector. 
It should be possible to manage the different views and query the views for information. For 
example: return all specifications that use configuration X of the detector description database. 

• The mediator prototype should be able to access remote heterogeneous sources that contain 
detector description data, using a uniform interface. 

• Already different autonomous, heterogeneous data sources have been created. These sources 
include: design databases, construction databases, and calibration databases.  The mediator 
prototype should not impact the format and tools that are used to create and manage this data 
(e.g. requiring to migrate data to a specific format and model). 

• At the time of writing this thesis, the detector description prototype is being used by the offline 
clients simulation, visualization and reconstruction. Users get exposed and familiar with the 
interface of the detector description prototype. The interface of the mediator prototype should 
therefore resemble the detector description interface. 
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• The mediator prototype and the detector description prototype deal with data and data models 
and are data oriented. Just as with the detector description prototype, the mediator prototype 
should allow for plug in modules that can "act" on the data within the mediator prototype.  

• The performance of the mediator prototype will depend on the performance of the underlying 
sources As such the mediator prototype should perform in the same order of magnitude as the 
least performing source (in terms of data retrieval). 

• The mediator prototype will provide a specification language that allows for a more transparent 
and shorter specification than hard-coded specifications.  

9.3. Architecture 
Figure 40 shows the architecture of the mediator prototype. Users can define or load a specification 
file. A specification file contains information of the data sources, the versions of a detector 
description in different heterogeneous sources, and mappings between different versions of these 
detector descriptions.  
 
The advantage of a specification file containing information about locations and configurations of 
multiple heterogeneous sources is uniform configuration management over multiple heterogeneous 
sources.  
 
The specification files contain information about which services on the detector description data a 
user or application can use when the specification is utilized. A service is an application that acts on 
the data and is described within the specification file. An example of such a service can be the 
materialization of all the data and its relations described in a particular specification.  
 
The data sources and mappings are wrapped and have a common data and mapping interface. This 
interface is based on the commonalities found within the different CMS data sources (see section 
4.3) 
 
The mediator application reads the specification file and initialises the proper data sources, 
mappings and services that provide users and applications with a particular view on the data and the 
relations between the data. The mediator application is a generic component that together with a 
specification file forms a specific mediator. 
 

 Mediator Application  Specification 
Management 

Common 
Service 

Interface 

Common
Mapping
Interface

Common 
Data 

Interface 

Data  
Wrappers

Service 
Wrappers 

Mapping  
Wrappers 

Specification 
Repository 

 
 

Figure 40. Architecture 
 

Chapter 4 described directed acyclic graphs that are the underlying structure of several CMS data 
sources. The different sources will export their data through a graph interface. A graph interface 
uses concepts such as nodes, children, parents, and edges and allows users and applications to 
retrieve and browse data in a uniform manner, regardless of the underlying data source. 
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Data sources and services are distributed within CMS. Different services and data sources are 
developed and managed by different groups. Within this chapter an interface is described for the 
data sources and services. The only requirement for the services and data sources is that they export 
this interface, which allows data sources and services to be autonomous. 

 
Figure 30 in chapter 7 showed the architecture of the detector description prototype. The 
architecture shown in Figure 40 is a generalization of the detector description architecture.  Within 
the detector description there is one data model, and one transient model. Within the architecture of 
Figure 40 the model is generalized into a set of layers for different sources that contain a graph 
interface. Because of the multiple sources, there are mapping drivers for relations between the 
different sources (see chapter 6).  Attached to the transient model of the detector description 
domain, are several algorithms that process and manipulate the detector description data. Within the 
architecture of the generalization (Figure 40), services are staged outside the drivers and can be 
added to different mediators. Because of multiple configurations within the different data sources, 
the generalized architecture contains a specification repository. The specification repository stores 
relations between configurations of data within different data sources.  
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Figure 41. Heterogeneous information system 
 

Within the architecture of Figure 40, part of the transient model of the detector description would 
become a driver, while other functionality would become a service. Figure 41 shows an example of 
how the detector description is embedded in the generalization architecture. Figure 41 relates to 
Figure 12 section 3.5 argued that heterogeneous information systems are not comprised of only 
mediators, distributed databases, or data warehouses, but also combinations of these three types of 
integration strategies. Figure 41 shows a combination of different integration strategies applied to 
the CMS domain: database, warehouse and mediator. 
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9.4. Design  
This section will discuss the design of the architecture in more detail. The design of the mediator 
prototype is divided in several components as depicted in Figure 40: specification files, data model, 
mediator, and services.  

9.4.1. Specification Files  
Specification files allow users to define high-level specifications without writing code. A 
specification file defines data, services and mappings to be used.  Figure 42 shows an XML 
example of the structure of such a specification file.  
 
The <Include> tag allows us to include other configurations. The include relationship between 
configuration files forms a directed acyclic graph: configuration file X can include configuration 
file Y, but not the other way around. The <Include> tag structure is similar to the include class 
structure within Java or C++.  
 
The <Source> tag describes which sources will be used for this mediator and contains a unique 
name relative to the configuration file. Furthermore the <Source> tag contains the type of the 
source. For example, the detector description data source type or the CRISTAL  data source type. 
The type serves to initialise the correct drivers. The specification file describes relations between 
different data that is represented as a graph. Within many sources there are multiple versions of the 
data. Within the detector description domain there is the concept of configuration file. The 
configurationFile attribute specifies which configuration to use from a heterogeneous source. The 
“graphServiceLocation” attribute specifies on which server the driver and source can be found.  
 

 <Configuration creator=”Frank van Lingen”> 
  <Include name="configuration1.xml"/> 
  <Include name="configuration2.xml"/> 
  <Source name="source1"  
          type="DDL"  

  dataAccess="batch"  
  

configurationFileLocation="Data/Source1/configuration1.xml"  
  graphServiceLocation="server1"/>  

  <Source name="source2"  
          type="MyFormatGraphDescriptionFile"  
          dataAccess="batch"                 
          configurationFile="Data/Source2/configuration1.xml"/> 
  <Source name=”source3” 

  type=”CRISTAL” 
   dataAccess=”onCommand” 
    configurationFileLocation=”root1” 
   graphServiceLocation=”server3”/>  
  <Mapping name="map1"  
           from="source1"  
           to="source2"  
           type="MyFormatMappingDescriptionFile"  
           dataAccess="batch"  
           configurationFileLocation="Data/Mapping1/ 
           configuration.xml"  
           mappingServiceLocation="server3"/> 
  <Service name="materialize"  
           serviceLocation="server2"> 
    <actsOn type="MyFormatGraphDescriptionFile"/> 
    <actsOn type="DDL"/> 
  </Service> 
</Configuration> 

 
Figure 42. Configuration example 

 
<Mapping> specifies a mapping by using a “name” attribute, and a source and target specified as 
values of the “from” and “to” attributes. The “configurationFileLocation” is used in similar ways as 
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for the <Source> tag. The “mappingServiceLocation” attribute specifies on which server the driver 
and mapping source can be found. 

 
The <Service> tag specifies which services can be used on the collection of sources. The 
<actsOn> tab specifies which sources the service can be used on. 
 
The collection of values of the configurationFileLocation within a specification file and its include 
configurations uniquely defines a version of a specification file.  
 
A specification management component allows user and applications to retrieve information about 
the specifications by means of queries on the specification files. It is possible to use Xquery on the 
specification files. Within the specification management component several queries will be 
predefined: 
 
• Show all specification files; 
• Show the dependencies for a specific specification file; 
• Show specification files created by a certain person; 
• Show specification files containing a specific mapping, source or service; 
• Combination of the above using AND and OR constructs. 
 
The specification files can be regarded as meta-data for the mediators. Meta-data was discussed in 
section 3.2.4  

9.4.2. Data model 
The data model is the same as described in chapter 6. For every data source that contains detector 
description data, a wrapper is needed to export an interface for the data model. Wrappers for the 
detector description data sources will inherit from the graph interface and implement the methods 
defined by the interface. Two types of graphs are identified: the graph and its data are read into 
memory during initialisation of the mediator (InMemoryGraph) or a graph is persistent 
(PersistentGraph). The InMemoryGraph is only useful if the amount of data that describes the 
graph is small. The detector description is read into memory. However, the CRISTAL II system 
stores graphs related to the ECAL detector. These graphs stored within CRISTAL II typically 
consist of several gigabytes of data. Data of these graphs are loaded in memory on demand and 
require drivers for persistent graphs. The argument of persistent and in memory is also valid for 
mappings. The different types of drivers lead to a hierarchy of classes based on the mapping and 
graph interface as discussed in section 6.6 ( 
Figure 43). 
 

Graph

InMemoryGraphPersistentGraph

DDDGraph NativeFormatGraph

Mapping 

PersistentMapping InMemoryMapping 

CristalGraph
 

 
Figure 43. Interface implementations 
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9.4.3. Mediator 
Mediators are used to combine data of sources that change frequently (see section 3.3.3). Within 
CMS certain data sources are frozen for a long time while others will change frequently. The 
mediator prototype discussed in this chapter will be used to describe relations between data of 
different sources.  
 
The mediator can function as a specification for interoperability and integration. Integration 
because the mediator combines data from multiple sources and can materialize this data. 
Interoperability because directed acyclic graphs are used within multiple sources and can be used to 
exchange and correlate data. The difference between interoperability and integration was discussed 
in section 3.1.  
Figure 44 shows a UML diagram of the mediator. A mediator is a collection of graph interfaces that 
are wrapped around different sources. Furthermore, the mediator contains a collection of mappings 
that relate the data from these different sources. The graphs and mappings contain data. The 
collection of element services and graph services that are part of the mediator represents the 
behaviour that can be attached to a collection of graphs. 

 
 

* 

Mediator 
<list> returnAllElements(string classification,string classificationName, string nameSpace) 
Element<list > queryPath (string path, string nameSpace) 
Element<list> getChildren(Element e, string nameSpace) 
Element<list > getAssociatedElements(Element e, string sourceNameSpace, string 
targetNameSpace) 
Element<list> executeElementService(<Element e, string serviceName, string nameSpace)  
Element<list> executeGraphService (<list> Element e, string serviceName, string namespace) 
 

Graph 
<string> domain 
Elements<list> returnAllElements(string classification, string 
classificationName) 
Element<list> queryPath (string path) 
Element<list> getChildren(Element e) 
Element<list > getParent(Element e) 

Mapping 
<string> mappingName 
Element<list> getMappedElements(string UniqueID, string nameSpace) 

Element 
<string> elementType 
<string> semanticType 
<string> name 
<string> uniqueID 

ElementService 
<string> name 
Element<list>interpret(Element e) 

GraphService 
<string> name 
Element<list> execute(<vector> Element e,string nameSpace) 

* * 

*

* 
2 

 
 

Figure 44. UML diagram of interfaces of the interoperability model 
 

The following is a short description of the most important interfaces of the mediator which are 
based on the graph and mapping interfaces: 
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• Mediator:: returnAllElements(string classification, string classificationName, string 
namespace): returns all elements of a certain classification. A classification is either an 
elementType, semanticType, name or uniqueID. classificationName is the value of the 
classification. nameSpace specifies the graph. 

• Mediator:: queryPath(string path, string nameSpace): specifies a path of node and edge 
elements within the acyclic graph related to the nameSpace variable. The syntax is based on 
the Xpath in which elementType, semanticType, name, and uniqueID are attributes of the 
Element object. The Element object is the only object used within the path specification. The 
following path selects all the child LogicalParts that are used with the definition of the TK 
element in  

• Figure 25: Element[@name= TK and 
@semanticType=logicalPart]/Element[@semanticType=positionPart]/Element[@semanticTyp
e=logicalPart]. Because of a more generic model than the detector description the syntax for 
specifiying this is more verbose. Within the detector description notation it would be: TK/* 

• Mediator:: getChildren(Element e, string nameSpace): returns the children of a certain 
element within a certain nameSpace. 

• Mediator::getAssociatedElements(Element e, string sourceNameSpace, string 
targetNameSpace): given an element and its nameSpace (sourceNameSpace), a specific 
targetNameSpace will return elements associated with this element based on the mapping 
defined between the source and target nameSpace. 

• Mediator::executeService(<vector> Element s, string name, string namespace): executes a 
service specified by the name variable by calling the execute method of this service. 

• Mediator::exectureInterpreter (Element e, string name, string namespace): executes an 
interpreter specified by the name variable by calling the interpret method of this  interpreter. 

9.4.4. Services 
The mediator contains mappings, graphs and services. The graph and element interface describe the 
interoperability model, while the mapping interface provides mappings between different models. 
Services provide operations on the data within the interoperability model. A service either acts on 
one element (ElementService) or on a complete graph (GraphService). For example an 
ElementService can return the weight that is stored within a data element related to a node or edge 
element. A GraphService can calculate the total weight of the machine by adding up all the weights 
found in a collection of elements. The services are specified within the configuration file (see 
section 9.4.1). 
 
• ElementService:: interpret(Element e): is the method to be implemented by objects that 

inherit from ElementService. This method contains the logic to manipulate Element e or 
extract data from it. For example: retrieving the weight or rotation matrix out of the data 
associated with this element 

• GraphService::execute(Element <list> e, string namespace): is the method to be 
implemented by objects that inherit from GraphService. This method contains the logic to 
manipulate a collection of Elements or extract data from it. For example: calculate the total 
weight, or the global position of an element using the concatenation of rotation matrices. 

 
 
Figure 45 shows different examples of services. One service returns a detector description solid 
(based on the format used within the CMS detector description prototype (chapter 7)). Another 
service returns an AGDD service (based on the format used within the ATLAS detector description 
project [15]). 
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Instead of keeping this data transient and located in the different autonomous sources (mediator 
approach), this data can be made persistent through the mediator prototype by introducing a 
persistency service.  
 

 
ElementService

ReturnWeight ReturnDensity

GraphService 

ReturnTotalWeight ReturnAverageDensity

ReturnDDDSolid 

ReturnDDDpolyconeObject 

ReturnAGDDSolid 

ReturnAGDDBoxObject

ReturnSolid 

MakePersistent 

 
 

Figure 45. Services examples 
 

ElementServices and GraphServices are only useful when used in multiple applications otherwise 
this service can be implemented into the dedicated application in which it will be used.  In most 
cases ElementService will be very thin objects (not much code). The concept of services can be 
compared with include libraries or packages within languages such as C++ and Java. 

9.5. Related Work 
The mediator prototype described in this chapter is based on the experiences of the detector 
description prototype [106] and the CRISTAL I project [69]. The bases for these applications are 
directed acyclic graphs. Furthermore, we argued that directed acyclic graphs and mappings between 
directed acyclic graphs are present in many CMS data sources. However the directed acyclic graphs 
used within different domains have different semantics.  The next list shows different semantics for 
the same “concepts” that are used in different domains such as detector description, construction, 
and design: 
 
• LogicalPart, PositionPart; 
• Part type, Part; 
• Detector type, Detector element; 
• Tracker part type, Tracker part; 
• Detector part type, Detector part; 
• Part, Parts (Note this is a very confusing use of semantics). 
 
A key feature of the mediator prototype is an explicit modeling of edges within graphs as objects.  
 
There are not many papers with similar approaches as described in this section. Graham et. al. [73] 
discusses how different taxonomies specified as a graph can be correlated by defining overlapping 
hierarchies. The paper does not focus on assembly hierarchies but uses the same underlying data 
structure of acyclic graphs and mappings to correlate data. 
 
The mediator prototype which consists of the data model discussed in chapter 6 contains the “bare” 
minimum of commonalities that have been identified in the RTAG report [12] across the different 
detector description projects. The mediator prototype takes into account that detector description 
data are not only stored in the detector description database but can reside in different sources as 
well. The RTAG report identifies the calibration database as such a source. However, this thesis 
states that there can be other sources too. Furthermore the mediator prototype decoupled the 
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services from the data model. If a model such as the mediator prototype would be used within other 
experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, LHCb), these experiments could implement their own services. The 
RTAG report identified common services, but also acknowledged that different experiments have 
different services. 

 
A lot of work has been done on data integration and interoperability (see chapter 3 and section 5.4). 
Some of these projects focused on querying over heterogeneous data sources and creation of new 
query constructs for integration of data. Within this chapter the focus was on navigation through 
data, based on graphs that represent a break down structure of a machine, as graphs are the 
underlying structure of several CMS data sources. The different graph structures provide different 
views on the detector. Mappings provide relations between these different views and their different 
semantics. As such graphs related to the break down structure of a machine can be seen as an 
underlying ontology in several CMS data sources, in which different domains used different graphs 
( i.e. break down structure) to describe a detector. The different breakdown structures represent 
different conceptualisations of the detector, while the mappings provide relations between these 
conceptualisations.  Mitro et.al.. [119] discuss the idea of a model for ontology mappings and a tool 
that allows users to define mappings in a graphical manner. 

9.6. Conclusions 
The mediator prototype consists of a data model based on directed acyclic graphs and a collection 
of services that have a graph as input. This approach is similar to the approach of the Gaudi project 
[16]. Within the Gaudi project a distinction is made between data objects and algorithm objects 
(objects that manipulate data). If an algorithm object is used in more than one domain it is moved 
into the Gaudi framework. The algorithm objects are similar to the DataService objects.  
 
The specification files define different integration models on multiple sources, and take into 
account the different version mechanisms of the sources. The <Include> tag allows to create 
composite specifications, which is a similar mechanism used in [113] for composite models. 
Different integration models can include other integration models. The models in [113] were based 
on a query language Xquery while the specification models discussed in this chapter are based on 
versions of different break down structures. 
 
Section 3.1 gave a definition of interoperability: preserving autonomy of sources and describing 
relationships between the sources, outside the sources. The mediator prototype discussed in this 
chapter, complies with this definition: different sources are extended with graph interfaces (a 
driver), while maintaining their autonomy. Specific mappings outside the sources describe relations 
between the different heterogeneous sources. Section 7.6 compared the detector description 
prototype discussed in chapter 7 with the definition concerning integration. 
 
The architecture shown in Figure 40 is similar to the architecture described in Figure 8. Within 
Figure 40 data sources are wrapped by a graph interface, and a collection of mediator specification 
files can instantiate different mediation services. 
 
This chapter discussed an interoperability model based on directed acyclic graphs and the 
assumption of autonomous heterogeneous sources. XML was used to define new configurations 
and mediator specifications.  The next chapter discusses a centralized approach by describing a data 
model for storing all related detector description data. 
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10. Generalization of the Detector Description for 
Integration: a Warehouse Approach 

 
 
 
This chapter continues the discussion of the previous chapter. The previous chapter discussed a 
mediator approach for the problem stated in section 4.6, and 6.7. The previous chapter discussed 
why it was not feasible to implement a warehouse at the time of writing this thesis. This chapter 
discusses a warehouse approach for the problem stated in section 4.6, and 6.7.  

10.1. Introduction 
The autonomous sources that contain detector description data will not be migrated to a central 
database in the near future. However it is expected that this data warehouse requirement will 
become a reality within several years, and that autonomous sources will be forced to move their 
data to a central warehouse. A candidate for this warehouse is the EDMS system [36]. The EDMS 
system, at the time of writing of this thesis, supports one type of granularity without mappings 
between different descriptions of different granularity. The goal of this chapter is to discuss the 
underlying structures of such a warehouse such that the knowledge is available to all at construction 
time. 
 
The detector description prototype (chapter 7) was an XML data warehouse that contained detector 
description for clients such as simulation, visualization and reconstruction. This XML warehouse 
was migrated to a relational database (chapter 8). It was stated that data in the detector description 
warehouse needed to be integrated with other sources, which resulted in the development of a 
generalization of the detector description prototype (chapter 9). This generalization was based on a 
mediator approach. The warehouse prototype discussed in this chapter is a centralized approach. 
One advantage of a centralized approach is maintainability. 

10.2. Requirements 
The requirements for the data warehouse are similar as for the mediator approach with the 
exception of the distributed nature of the sources and the local autonomy, which is not present in a 
centralized warehouse approach. Several new requirements can be formulated: 
 
• The warehouse should be stored in a relational database. Object databases will be phased out in 

CMS within the next year and be replaced by relational databases. 
• At the time of writing this thesis, it was not known what type of data will be stored. Therefore 

the warehouse should be able to store any type of data: data can be floats, doubles, and strings. 
If data are more complex than a string, float or double, XML files can be used to describe this 
structure. These XML files can then be stored in the database. 

• The hierarchies imported from the different sources should be identified by an unique 
namespace. 

• If new data, nodes, or edges are inserted into the warehouse a field should identify the 
responsible user or group for this. 

• Data should have a timestamp.  
• Data will be inserted into the warehouse by different domains. It should be traceable who 

inserted and modified data. 
• Attached to the hierarchical models (directed acyclic graphs) will be data (see 4.3). Event data 

can also be seen as data related to parts, and part types (nodes and edges in a graph). Event data 
will not be stored in the data warehouse because of the size of the event databases. 
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Furthermore, event data are not queried by searching for a particular detector part and its 
associated event data (see [79]). 

10.3. Architecture 
Figure 46 shows the architecture. Description sources will be wrapped and on the wrappers there 
will be a common data interface based on the generic structures found in the description sources 
(see section 4.3 and chapter 6). Data from the description sources will be imported into the 
integration database via this common data interface (this common data interface was described in 
chapter 9).  Mappings between data of the different description sources, and view descriptions on 
data of the different description sources are stored within the integration database. A derived data 
management module between the integration database and the common data interface manages data 
updates from the description sources to the integration database. There are multiple strategies for 
derived data management. At the time of writing of this thesis it was not yet clear which strategy 
would be used for CMS. Below are two possibilities for derived data management: 
 
 All data from the description sources is moved to the integration database. Access and updates 

on description data is done in the integration database. No derived data management is 
needed. 

 The different autonomous groups will be using their own description database. Only part of 
the data of the description databases will be moved to the integration database. Changes will 
be made within the description sources and propagated to the integration database.  
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Figure 46. Architecture for integration database 
 

The centralized architecture is based on a global schema within the integration database.  A 
centralized architecture and global schema can lead to scalability problems when the data size 
increases. Within the EDMS project a relational database is used to store construction data and 
documents from seven experiments and twelve divisions. At the time of writing this thesis, the size 
of the EDMS relational database can be seen as an upper bound for the amount of data CMS wants 
to store. Furthermore, the number of users for the EDMS system is 3500 at the time of writing this 
thesis. The number of people participating within the CMS experiment is 2000. The EDMS 
relational database architecture is centralized. This centralized architecture has proven to be 
scalable for the amount of users and data at the time of writing this thesis. The CMS database will 
have as an upper bound the numbers of the EDMS system (both in size and users). The EDMS 
system uses an Oracle database, which will also be the choice for databases in the CMS 
collaboration. Based on the observations of the EDMS system a centralized approach for the 
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integration database will be scalable. Within this chapter we discuss a prototype schema for the 
integration database. The appendix contains some tests that show that a centralized approach is 
feasible for CMS.  

10.4. Design (Data Model) 
This section discusses the data model of the warehouse (see  
Figure 47). It uses the notation of entity relationship models as described in [65]. Furthermore, the 
model uses ‘*’ to define an unbounded multiplicity and numbers to define a bounded multiplicity in 
relations between entities. The data model is based on the model discussed in chapter 6. The data 
model consists of three components: 
 
• Data component: describing data that can be associated to a set of nodes or edges within a 

graph. 
• Graph and mapping component: describing descriptions of the detector hierarchy and relations 

between these different descriptions.  
• Configuration component: configuration management on the different detector descriptions. 
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Figure 47. Warehouse data model. 
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Data 
 
The data component contains a Data entity. This Data entity contains the following attributes: 
 
• responsible: the user that inserted this data. 
• name: name of the data. 
• startDate: start date of the time interval in which the data are valid, specified as yy/mm/dd . 
• endDate: end date of the time interval in which the data are valid, specified as yy/mm/dd. The 

endDate value is always greater or equal than the start date. 
• startTime: start time related to the time interval in which the data are valid. This specifies the 

time at a finer granularity than startDate. startTime has a maximum value of 86400 (the 
number of seconds in a day). 

• endTime: end time related to the time interval in which the data are valid. endTime is also 
specified in seconds with a maximum of 86400 (the number of seconds in a day). endTime is 
always greater or equal to startTime. 

 
The Data entity can relate to multiple Node and Edge entities and represents data associated to 
parts and part types within a detector description. Within the detector description prototype (chapter 
7) this data entity is represented by objects such as rotation matrix, geometry shapes and specPar 
objects. 

 
Both the FlatData entity and the XMLData entity inherit from the Data entity. The FlatData entity 
enables users to associate data as strings, float, double, or integer. The FlatData contains the 
following additional attributes:  

 
• dataType: specifies the type and can be either float, double, integer or string. 
• string: contains a string value if dataType=string.  If dataType has another value it is NULL. 
• float: contains a float value if dataType=float. If dataType has another value it is NULL. 
• integer: contains a integer value if dataType=integer. If dataType has another value it is 

NULL. 
• double: contains a double value if dataType=double. If dataType has another value it is NULL. 
 
Translated to a table the FlatData entity will contain many NULL values. The assumption is that 
relational databases do not store NULL values. To prevent NULL values a separate entity for 
string, float, integer and double would have been needed. 
 
The XMLData entity represents an XML document. An XML document contains a structure 
represented by the tag names, hierarchy, and the attribute names. Furthermore, an XML document 
contains data values. The structure is represented by the XMLStructure entity. The XMLStructure 
entity has an elementType attribute which has either the value ‘tag’ or ‘attribute’ and an attribute 
elementName containing the name of the element. The XMLValues entity contains a similar 
structure of attributes as was discussed with the FlatData entity. The XMLValues containing the 
data values of the XML document are related to XMLStructure entities. The XMLValues and 
XMLStructure entity have a similar structure as the clob_data and outcome_template table 
discussed in Figure 35.  
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Graph and Mapping 

 
This component consistsing of the Node, Edge and Mapping entities is based on the data model 
discussed in chapter 6. The Node and Edge entities describe the hierarchical structure of the 
detector description (directed acyclic graphs). The Node entity describes a node in a graph and the 
Edge entity describes an edge in a graph. As such an Edge entity has a relation with two Node 
entities, while a Node entity can have a relation with multiple Edge entities. Both Node and Edge 
entities can be associated with multiple Data entities. Node and Edge entities have the following 
attributes: 
 
• name: name of the Node or Edge entity 
• version: the version number of the entity (represented as an integer) 
• semanticType: the underlying structure of several CMS data sources are directed acyclic graphs 

(see section 4.3) however different domains use different semantics for the nodes and edges. 
This is represented by the semanticType attribute. For example within the detector description 
domain the node and edges are called LogicalPart and PosPart. Within this data model this 
would result in semanticType=LogicalPart or semanticType=PosPart.  

• nameSpace: different domains will describe the detector with different node and edge entities 
in the warehouse a nameSpace distinguishes between these different domains. Example of 
name spaces are: DDD, ECALConstruction, HCALConstruction, ECALDesign, etc… 

• responsible. the user responsible for entering this data in the warehouse.  
 
The Edge entity has an additional attribute called copyNumber. copyNumber describes the 
multiplicity of the edge described by the Edge entity relative to the nodes described by the 
associated Node entity.  
 
Different detector descriptions (different in granularity) are described by collections of Node and 
Edge entities. A collection of Node and Edge entities is a called configuration (represented by the 
Configuration entity). Relations between these different detector descriptions are described by the 
Mapping entity. The Mapping entity is based on the mapping concept discussed in chapter 6. A 
Mapping entity describes mappings between two collections of Node and Edge entities. A 
collection of Node and Edge entities is a configuration.  A Node or an Edge entity can be involved 
in multiple mappings. 
 
Configuration 

 
The configuration component contains entities that describe configurations. Two types of 
configurations are considered: 

 
• A standard configuration: a collection of Node and Edge entities that comprise one description 

of the detector. 
• A multi configuration: a collection of collection of Node and Edge entities that comprise 

multiple descriptions of the detector together with mapping entities describing the relations 
between these different detector descriptions. 

 
A standard configuration has a configuration owner, which is described by the ConfigurationOwner 
entity and has an attribute responsible. The configuration owner can be responsible for multiple 
configurations. A configuration is described by the Configuration entity. The Configuration entity 
has an attribute configurationName. The Configuration entity is related to multiple Node and Edge 
entities described by elementType (Node or Edge) and elementID. A Node or Edge entity can be 
part of multiple configurations (described by a Configuration entity). 
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The multi configuration has a multi configuration owner, described by the 
MultiConfigurationOwner entity, which has an attribute responsible. A multi configuration owner 
can be the owner of many multi configurations. Multi configurations are presented by the 
MultiConfiguration entity with an attribute multiConfigurationName representing the name of the 
multi configuration. A multi configuration contains a collection of collections of Node and Edge 
entities. A collection of Node and Edge entities is represented by a configuration. A multi 
configuration contains multiple configurations and mappings. Furthermore configurations and 
mappings can be used in multiple multi configurations. Multi configurations can be compared with 
the specification files of chapter 9. A specification file is also a collection of configurations of 
different detector descriptions.  
 
The appendix contains details about the implementation and tests. Tests performed on an 
implementation of this data model suggest that the structure which would represent the CMS 
detector can be stored in a centralized warehouse without compromising the data retrieval rate. 

10.5. Conclusions 
This chapter discussed a data model for a data warehouse for storing detector description data. The 
centralized data warehouse approach is based on the figures about data and users available for the 
EDMS system ([36] and section 10.3). The model is based on directed acyclic graphs and mappings 
between these graphs. Data are stored either as simple flat data (string, float, double, or integer) or 
as XML data as no assumption could be made about the data, and how they are related to the 
detector descriptions stored in the warehouse. The data model discussed in this chapter is the basis 
for a warehouse, which needs to be constructed in the near future to store CMS data related to 
construction, design, calibration and other heterogeneous sources. The basic data model structures 
(versioning, configurations and directed acyclic graphs) of this data model are also available in 
database systems such as CRISTAL I [69],[70] and the EDMS system. However both systems do 
not have the possibility to define mappings between different granularities of detector descriptions. 
Within the near future EDMS might be a suitable candidate for a warehouse. However, it would be 
needed to extend the EDMS data model with mapping capability and the possibility to store and 
query XML files. The Appendix contains several tests that show that a centralized approach is 
feasible with respect to the number of parts of the CMS detector. 
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11. Discussions and Conclusions 
 
 
 

This chapter discusses the design methodology chosen for this designers Ph.D. project, and reviews 
the project results in a wider context. 

11.1. Exploring new Standards and Applying Classic Data Structures 
In a normal Ph.D. project the focus is on scientific results and the main output of the Ph.D. project 
is new scientific knowledge. In a designers Ph.D. project the focus is on applying scientific 
knowledge to satisfy the real needs and criteria of some user community [24], instead of 
necessararily creating scientific knowledge. Applying scientific knowledge can be done on several 
levels:  
 
• Creating a fully functional piece of software based on clear requirements. 
• Building several prototypes based on scientific knowledge, in order to gain experience into the 

problem area, and to build up knowledge within the organization in which the Ph.D. project 
takes place.   

 
The latter has as goal to create a fully functional piece of software in the future, but with a better 
understanding of the risks and requirements. Prototyping enables organizations to gain experience 
and to get a better feeling for the risks involved. Creating a fully functional piece of software from 
scratch without prototyping is difficult [29].  Furthermore, the CMS software process is such an 
uncommon one that building a fully functional piece of software would be difficult. Creating a fully 
functional piece of software without (much) prototyping means that the project is either 
requirements driven, or user driven: requirements are clear or users know what they want.  Within 
this Ph.D. project there were no clear requirements. Furthermore, it was not clear who could supply 
requirements.  
 
The aim was to focus more on the creation of a fully functional piece of software.  However, during 
this process it became clear that (potential) users could not be clearly identified. Data integration 
and interoperability deals with data sources.  Within CMS there are (or will be) at least 24 
databases (see section 4.6), and numerous other data sources.  It was not clear at all how these 
sources relate to each other.  Most information related to CMS data sources is poorly documented 
or only known to specific persons, which in itself is a huge risk: within an organization where 
knowledge is the most valuable asset, knowledge management is poorly applied.  Therefore, one of 
the goals of this designers’ Ph.D. project was accumulating knowledge in the area of data 
integration and interoperability within CMS, which lead to the conclusion that a generic structure 
can be identified within several CMS data sources (section 4.3 and section 4.6). Since XML and 
related technologies emerged in the area of data integration, another goal was to explore the use of 
these technologies within the CMS problem area. 
 
The detector description prototype as discussed in chapter 7 displayed lack of knowledge 
management within CERN. The RTAG report [12] showed that there were at least 3 to 4 projects 
solving the same problem related to detector description. At the start of the development of the 
CMS detector description prototype it was difficult to identify what work had been done, either 
because the project team had no knowledge of the persons responsible for other detector description 
projects or no documents were available at that time of the work that had been done. If CERN 
would have a project database, and activities within the groups in CERN were formalized into 
projects and followed a formalized project approach that produced documents describing the 
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activities and end products of projects, it would have been more likely that we would have 
identified commonalities between the CMS approach and other detector description approaches in 
the early phase of prototype development. Instead the RTAG identified the commonalities after 
most of the work had been done11. A valuable lesson can be learned here. 

 
The designers Ph.D. is focused on flexibility within data integration and interoperability by 
analysing commonalities within the different data sources (see section 4.3) and by analysing the use 
of XML for interoperability and data exchange. Within this designers PhD. integration and 
interoperability were investigated by means of several (sub) cycles:  
 
• Analysis and exploration cycle; 

 Familiarity with the CMS environment and the problem area of data integration and 
interoperability, which was summarized in [111]; 

 Implementation of a small prototype and exploring XML [112],[113]; 
• Prototyping cycle; 

 Design and implementation of the detector description prototype; [106],[109],[110] and a 
generalization of this model for data integration and interoperability; 

 Migration of the XML detector description data to a relational database (chapter 8); 
 Generalization of the detector description prototype (chapter 9 and chapter 10). 

 
It would have been possible to identify these cycles at the start of the PhD. project. However, at the 
start of the PhD. project there were more than these cycles to "choose" from and this option was not 
chosen, since it would have made the designer's PhD. project less flexible in synchronising with the 
dynamic CMS environment. As part of his work in an earlier designer's PhD. project at CERN [8], 
Erco Argante concluded from experience that, when performing a research-like project with no 
strictly defined up-front requirements, an evolutionary (cyclic) approach is more appropriate than a 
"waterfall" approach that starts with an attempt to define complete, detailed requirements. 

11.2. Contributions of this Ph.D. project 
It is important to know that the designers Ph.D. project was performed in the context of a larger 
project: the CMS software and computing project. This section reviews the CMS computing project 
and tries to place the Ph.D. project into a context.  Furthermore, this section reviews the problem of 
data integration within CMS. 

11.2.1. CMS software 
The CMS software and computing project is a large-scale (in time and manpower) software project 
to construct software for physics analysis. Furthermore, the participants are geographically 
dispersed and many participants in the project only contribute for a short time.  Therefore CMS 
pursues the use of the WWW and videoconferencing tools to compensate for this increased scale 
and complexity.   
 
The CMS computing project relies heavily on the use of commercial software components.  The 
main reason is that there is not enough manpower to build all components in-house. Therefore this 
Ph.D. thesis also focused on the use of technologies and standards that will be supported for a long 
period of time.  A long time span was one of the reasons to look at XML.  XML is supported by 
W3C.  Furthermore, a lot of research related to data integration is based on or related to XML. 
Therefore, it is likely that within the near future there will be tools that support data integration 
based on XML interfaces.  Another more practical reason is that within CMS there are a lot of data 
sources in ASCII.  At the time of writing this thesis, possibilities are being examined to transform 
data to XML format or to use XML as an exchange format, within different groups. 

                                                           
11 This is however, always better as not identifying commonalities at all with each following his own direction. 
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The CMS computing and CMS core software are part of the responsibility of the CMS computing 
group (CMC) group, which is to some extent misleading because there are numerous other groups 
within CMS which produce software too. Most of the software development in other groups is very 
domain specific.  It is the responsibility of the CMC group to "fit" these special algorithms into a 
more general framework for physics analysis.  The focus of this integration has been on algorithms.  
However, all these different groups also create their own data sources.  Part of this data will be 
important for physics analysis.  At the time of writing of this thesis data integration and data 
sharing were not fully addressed, which is to some extent understandable: if you don't have the 
framework and its algorithms, how can you use the data?  Furthermore, the problem of data 
integration is not only related to the CMS software and computing project.  Within every domain in 
CMS, data integration problems can be identified (see chapter 4). It is therefore difficult to place a 
project about data integration into the organization of CMS at the time of writing this thesis, 
because the subject affects every group, which makes it difficult to get people involved in thinking 
about generic components and models that can be used for data integration.  Most people work in 
one group, and are only aware of integration problems within their own small problem domain 
(islands of information).  Within their own domain it is usually much simpler to come up with an 
ad hoc solution.  However, the overhead in time and manpower within all these different groups is 
possibly more than the manpower needed for generic data integration components.  
 
The problem discussed in the previous paragraph is probably not unique for CMS but can be 
identified in many large organizations.  However, within CMS the different groups work 
autonomously and are largely based on "voluntary" contributions of institutes and member states, 
which makes it very difficult to have a clear direction for certain problems.  Within CMS (and 
CERN) decisions are largely based on consensus rather than a strong management that enforces 
certain strategies, which is a difference with respect to large commercial companies: political issues 
are an important aspect within the CMS project and are to some extent a logical consequence of 
how CMS is organized: a collaboration of member states and institutes based on memoranda of 
understanding. 
 
Another (historical) issue is the background of the people working at CERN. These are usually 
physicists. Although CERN is a high energy physics laboratory, software is becoming more and 
more important. Furthermore, the collaborations of the experiments are getting larger. Within this 
transition, we see that the role of physics is getting more and more related to (data) modeling and 
algorithmic design (operations on models). Issues such as: (user) interfaces, data management, data 
movement, reusable components, are the domain of the computer scientist and IT professional.  
 
It is important to realize that at the time of writing this thesis, CERN is in a "starting up" phase for 
the next generation of experiments. Start up at CERN means: putting the infrastructure into place 
(hardware AND software)12. Once the software and hardware are in place and the experiments start 
CMS, (and CERN) will probably need to rebalance again: the focus will be on analysing data using 
the existing infrastructure. This rebalancing would generate a need for more physicists instead of 
computer scientists (provided the software infrastructure works). Thus within CMS (and LHC in 
general) we can roughly identify two "phases": 

                                                           
12 with software infrastructure I do not mean the service provided by the IT department, but specific problems that 
are solved by the experiments 
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• Start up:  
 Building the detector; 
 Putting the physics (data) models and algorithms in place; 
 Providing a software infrastructure (interfaces, data management/movement). 

• Running:  
 Analysing data;  
 Maintenance (adapting models, algorithms, and software infrastructure). 

 
Although CERN is a physics research laboratory, the research part will be found mainly in the 
"analysing data" section, which means that other parts can use well established (management) 
strategies and standards used within the (software) industry. Using standards has already been 
applied at the "hardware" side. Several ISO standards are used in constructing the machine. 
However, I argue that standards can be applied also for software development. At the time of 
writing of this thesis efforts are being undertaken in this direction. It is important that these 
software standards and processes are broadly supported and enforced on a management level. 

11.2.2. CMS Data Integration and Interoperability 
It is important to be aware of the structure described in the previous section, which affected the 
solution for the problem of data integration: it is difficult to have a centralized repository in which 
all CMS data will reside.  Instead there is the situation of autonomous groups with their own data 
sources.  The best one can do is to support a generic interface (wrapper) to all these sources, and to 
identify generic components that can be used in transforming data from one source to another.  
Furthermore, the data integration problem (if identified as a problem) is largely related to the CMS 
context described in the previous section. To some extent one can say that the integration problem 
is not only a technical problem but also an organisational problem: data sources and the persons 
responsible for these sources need to be identified. A mandate needs to be given to developers for 
building the necessary integration infrastructure. Within this thesis we only looked at the technical 
aspects of the problem. 
 
The main contributions of this thesis are the: 
 
• Analysis of data integration problems and solutions within CMS (chapter4); 
• Application of XML technology in the area of the detector description domain (chapter 7 and 

9); 
• Construction and proposal of a generic model for interoperability (chapter 9 and chapter 10); 
• Migration of XML to a relational model (chapter 8); 
• Generalization of data integration and data interoperability based on directed acyclic graphs 

(chapter 6). 
 
This thesis did not focus on performance of data integration. Within the field of XML, and data 
retrieval using XML a lot of research is being conducted. Part of his research is already focused on 
performance. It is therefore wiser to focus on integration in general and to apply the results about 
performance into later prototypes, which is compliant with the goal of a designers Ph.D. project. 
 
The choice of XML was not only related to the standardization of its format, but was also related to 
the requirements from the user community. Other standards could have been used too. For example 
relational databases and ODBC interfaces to the data (see chapter 8). However, it was felt that 
developments in the area of XML were leading to more usable software products for data 
integration for the initial detector description prototype discussed in chapter 7.  
 
As argued before in this thesis, XML is not a new "technology" (see section 5.3).  With respect to 
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persistency, it is a different way of storing data instead of plain ASCII files, object oriented 
databases, or relational databases. But models used in either of these storage strategies can be used 
within XML and vice versa. The advantage lies in the broad acceptance of XML for data exchange, 
and the development of numerous tools, which has nothing to do with technology, but more with 
the acceptance of standards.  
 
XML shows what can be done if there is an acceptance on standards and interfaces within computer 
science. A common standard caters for the development of standard software that can be reused in 
many problem domains.  However, XML as a standard is not the solution, within the designers 
Ph.D. context, but merely an enabling ”technology”. Still different groups can use different 
schemas to store the same data. What is needed are application independent models to describe 
relations between different data sets. Within section 4.3 one such a model is described that served 
as the basis for the detector description prototype (chapter 7) and its generalization (chapter 9 and 
chapter 10).  
 
The result of a standard, and standard tools for data (exchange), will be a shift to a model driven 
development [91], instead of a focus on converters for different persistency technologies.  
 
Thus after choosing XML as a technology for persistency and data exchange, the focus turned more 
to models in XML, transformation between these models using XML related technology and 
finding the right abstraction level for the models, which meant that domain experts needed to be 
included within the development process. The "computer science" within the development process 
lies in making the correct mapping from a model to XML or relational database and looking at 
solutions that enable model and transformation management. From a designers PhD. perspective 
utilisation of the available XML support tools on to a specific integration problem is also important. 

11.3. Software artefacts created in this project 
Within this designers Ph.D. several software artefacts were created:  
 
• Chapter 7 discussed the detector description prototype. This prototype delivered several 

software artefacts. An XML-schema has been developed. Based on this schema, several 
geometry sources where transformed into this schema by means of XML wrappers. A XML 
parser transformed the XML into C++ objects within an acyclic directed multi graph. Another 
layer allowed navigation on this graph. The navigation is a generalization of the Xpath 
navigation within XML files. The detector description team consisted of 3 core developers, 
who were responsible for implementation, documentation and testing. The manpower effort 
needed for this prototype turned out to be higher than expected. The higher manpower effort is 
due to the fact that requirements were not clear from the beginning. During the first iteration 
cycles of the detector description prototype users wanted to change parts of the functionality. 
Furthermore, the team members needed to get experience with the development tools used 
within CMC. 

• Chapter 8 describes how XML detector description data can be migrated to a relational 
database for faster access and managing larger amounts of data. 

• Chapter 9 discussed an extension of the detector description prototype for integration and 
interoperability. The underlying structure of directed acyclic graphs was exploited to construct 
a framework for data integration and interoperability. The team consisted of 2 core developers 
who where responsible for implementation, documentation and testing. 

• Chapter 10 discussed a warehouse approach for the integration and interoperability problem, 
based on the model discussed in chapter 6. 

 
Within the software artefacts, directed acyclic graphs could be identified. The data model of the 
detector description prototype in chapter 7 was a directed acyclic multi graph. Chapter 9 exported 
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the graph interface as a common interface for multiple heterogeneous sources. Chapter 10 
described a data model based on directed acyclic graphs.  
 
As discussed in section 3.5 the basic function of software is transformation and parsing of data. 
Xerces and Xalan are basic components for transformation and parsing of XML within this Ph.D. 
project. 

11.4. Future Work 
This thesis described four prototypes (chapter 7,8,9, and 10).  The detector description prototype is 
based on an XML format for describing the detector. However, different experiments use different 
formats for their detector description. If CMS detector description data can be transformed from the 
CMS detector description format, in a sufficient, coherent manner to other formats, it will be 
possible to use applications that support these other formats. A transformation from the detector 
description XML to HTML has been constructed. Protégé [152] has a powerful constraint language. 
This constraint language could be used to formulate constraints that cannot be expressed in the 
constraint language used within the CMS detector description at the time of writing this thesis. 
Furthermore, browsers provide a convenient interface to present the data. Different transformers 
can translate XML to different HTML representations. An example of a transformation, was 
discussed in chapter 8. The migration prototype transformed data stored in XML file to a relational 
database. 
 
Within the near future development of the detector description prototype needs to be merged into 
newer versions of either the mediator prototype, or warehouse prototype: the mediator prototype 
and the warehouse prototype are both a generalization of the detector description prototype. 
 
The mediator prototype and the warehouse prototype both solve the problem of heterogeneous 
CMS data sources in a different manner (autonomous versus centralized).  The CMS collaboration 
needs to decide which strategy will be followed (autonomous or centralized). 

 
The mediator prototype supports only navigation and queries on the graph structure and does not 
support queries on the data attached to the nodes. Some sources will have their own query 
language, which makes it straightforward to extend the drivers with query functionality on data. For 
other sources, a query engine needs to be installed or constructed. 
 
Within the mediator prototype, mappings are specified by an explicit identification of the unique 
ids of the different nodes and edges in the graphs. However, if the number of nodes within a graph 
is large, it is desirable to have a high level language to define these mappings.  

 
At the time of writing this thesis, order preserving transformations as discussed in section 6.5 are 
not yet part of the mediator prototype. The order preserving transformation is a mechanism to 
define views on a directed acyclic graph by creating a mapping using a composition of elementary 
order preserving transformations. 
 
Not every source contains a graph structure as identified in multiple CMS sources (see section 4.3). 
However, other sources contain data that is related to detector parts, by a unique ID local to a 
domain. Mappings are needed between this unique ID identification and unique ID identification in 
other domains. 
 
Within the warehouse prototype the data model does not contain constructs to define a state or state 
transitions of a node or an edge within a graph. States and state transitions are called workflow 
within an engineering context. Within the CRISTAL I project [69][70] and EDMS [36] it is 
possible to define workflows associated to parts. 
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Data within the data model of the warehouse prototype is stored either as XML format or as in a 
FlatData file. These tables are verbose for storing data and require more complex queries, which 
could have a longer response time. Instead new data tables can be added with dedicated fields.  
 
At the time of writing this thesis, the configuration concept within the warehouse prototype is 
restricted to defining a collection of Node and Edge entities. All data associated to this collection is 
part of the configuration. The configuration concept can be extended by also defining collections of 
Node, Edge and Data entities as configurations. 
 
Regardless of the strategy for integration or interoperability between heterogeneous CMS data 
sources, future work can be summarized by the following shortlist that needs to be addressed by the 
developers of software for a homogeneous view on CMS data sources: 
 
• Drivers (for an autonomous approach) or transformers (for a centralized approach) of the CMS 

data sources; 
• Configuration management on top of configuration management of the different heterogeneous 

sources; 
• High level description language for describing relations between different detector 

descriptions; 
• View management. 
• If a centralized warehouse will be built, derived data management becomes important. 

11.5. Evaluation of the design process 

11.5.1. Project results versus the project proposal 
The designers’ Ph.D. project has certain differences with the initial project proposal [108]. The 
initial proposal focused on the construction of a meta-model, which would act as a "road map" for 
users and was inspired from the technologies used within the CRISTAL I project [47]. Such an 
interoperability prototype would focus on the integration of GEANT data and data from the 
CRISTAL I database. Several aspects made the development of a common meta-model difficult. 

 
The size of the collaboration is roughly 2,000 persons. Such a model would need to satisfy the 
requirements of a large number of them. Experience within CMS shows that it is already difficult to 
reach agreement on a smaller scale with respect to computer models. Furthermore, most users are 
first interested in their own domain, and at this time did not see how their domain would benefit 
from a common high-level model. Literature also shows that these common models are difficult to 
maintain. For these reasons focus shifted more to interoperability between certain domains using 
standardized tools such as query languages and transformers extended with HEP specific 
constructs, which was put into practice within the detector description prototype. GEANT was a 
client, and design/calibration data sources were accessed to serve the client. The detector 
description prototype identified a common model that is used in construction, design, calibration, 
and HEP applications. Within the generalization of the detector description in chapter 9 the 
structure of directed acyclic graphs can be seen as a meta-model. 

 
The end results differ conceptually not much from what is described in the designer’s Ph.D. project 
proposal: using a meta-model to exchange/integrate data. The models used within the prototypes 
discussed in this thesis are all based on a generic bill-of-material, which can be viewed as a meta-
model but on a more local level than was initially intended within the designers’ Ph.D project 
proposal. A crucial aspect when developing the prototypes was the involvement of domain experts.  
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11.5.2. Software engineering approach 
A cyclic approach was taken as a software methodology. A cyclic approach means that the goals 
are determined before every cycle instead of the beginning of the project, which keeps the process 
flexible and adaptable within the dynamic environment of CMS. This strategy proved to be fruitful 
in keeping the Ph.D. project in sync with efforts of other participants in the CMS software and 
computing project of which this designer's Ph.D. project was part. Two main cycles can be 
identified within this designer's Ph.D.  Each of these cycles consists of smaller cycles. 
 
The first cycle started with a literature study and domain exploration, which can be viewed as an 
analysis and requirements cycle within a software engineering context. After that came an 
evaluation of XML tools and technology, which resulted in a small prototype (see [113]).  
 
The second cycle consisted of the development of the detector description prototype (chapter 7), 
mediator prototype (chapter 9) and warehouse prototype (chapter 10). With respect to the previous 
cycle, the second cycle focused on particular domains.  
 
The detector description prototype was based on XML. Furthermore, a description was given of the 
underlying model used within the detector description domain: directed acyclic graphs. This 
structure is also used within the ATLAS detector description activities. However, it is not identified 
as such. Describing the underlying model gives a more transparent view on the problem and 
solution, which is reflected in software that will be more maintainable and extendable.  
 
The mediator prototype and the warehouse prototype were based on experiences from the detector 
description prototype. Its goal was to provide integration and interoperability facilities for data 
sources that have directed acyclic graphs as their basic structure. 
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Figure 48. Shell structure 
 
The organizational structure within a software project is just as important as analysis, design and 
implementation. Who is involved, on what level and with what knowledge? For the detector 
description prototype project there were two shells of persons (Figure 48). The inner shell 
contained 3 developers with their knowledge areas. These developers were the core persons 
involved. The outer shell contained the domain experts that were involved in discussions. For the 
mediator prototype project the inner shell consisted of two persons with knowledge about graphs, 
XML, and databases. The outer shell of the mediator prototype project consisted of domain experts.  

11.6. Conclusions 
This thesis reported on a designer’s Ph.D. project called: “XML for modeling, integration and 
interoperability”: a CMS perspective. The project has been carried out at CERN, the European 
laboratory for particle physics, in collaboration with the Eindhoven University of Technology and 
the University of the West of England. The work was done in a larger context of CMS computing 
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and CMS in general. Within CMS there are many different data sources, and in the near future 
different data sources will exchange data. Furthermore, interoperability between sources is needed. 
This designer’s Ph.D. examined the underlying data model that can be used for this interoperability. 
This model was used within the detector description prototype. The designer’s Ph.D. used a cyclic 
prototyping approach. The main contributions of this project are the identification of an underlying 
interoperability model, design and implementation of parts of the detector description project and 
analysis of how XML can be used within a CMS environment. 
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Summary 
 
 
 

This thesis reports on a designer’s Ph.D. project called “XML and Graphs for Modeling, Integration 
and Interoperability: a CMS perspective”. The project has been performed at CERN, the European 
laboratory for particle physics, in collaboration with the Eindhoven University of Technology and 
the University of the West of England in Bristol.  
 
CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) is a next-generation high energy physics experiment at CERN, 
which will start running in 2007. The complexity of such a detector used in the experiment and the 
autonomous groups that are part of the CMS experiment, result in disparate data sources (different 
in format, type and structure). Users need to access and exchange data located in multiple 
heterogeneous sources in a domain-specific manner and may want to access a simple unit of 
information without having to understand details of the underlying schema. Users want to access 
the same information from several different heterogeneous sources. It is neither desirable nor 
feasible to require users to have knowledge of these schemas and different storage formats. Instead 
it would be advantageous if a user could query or exchange data using his/her own domain models 
and abstractions of the data in a predefined data format.  
 
This thesis identifies the different integration problems and approaches within CERN and CMS. 
The thesis discusses a generic structure of directed acyclic graphs that can be found in many CMS 
and CERN databases. This generic structure is the basis of the detector description project 
described in this thesis, and is used to describe a generic architecture for specification of mediators 
for CMS data sources.  
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Samenvatting  
 

Dit proefschrift documenteert een proefontwerp project genaamd "XML and Graphs for Modeling, 
Integration and Interoperability: a CMS perspective". Dit proefontwerp werd uitgevoerd bij CERN, 
het Europese laboratorium voor elementaire deeltjes fysica, in samenwerking met de Technische 
Universiteit Eindhoven en de University of the West of England in Bristol. 
 
CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) is een hoge-energie fysica experiment van de volgende generatie 
op CERN, dat opstart in 2007. De complexiteit van de detector die gebruikt wordt in het CMS 
experiment en de autonome groepen die participeren aan het CMS experiment, resulteren in 
verschillende heterogene data bronnen (verschillend in formaat, type en structuur). Gebruikers van 
verschillende domeinen, hebben toegang nodig tot deze data die opgeslagen is in verscheidene 
heterogene data bronnen, zonder kennis te hebben van alle verschilende schemas die de 
verschillende heterogene bronnen beschrijven. Gebruikers hebben ook toegang nodig tot "dezelfde" 
informatie die opgeslagen is in verschillende heterogene data bronnen. Het is moeilijk en niet 
wenselijk om van gebruikers te verwachten dat ze kennis hebben van al deze verschillende data 
structuren en opslag formaten. In plaats zou het de gebruiker helpen als hij of zij queries kan doen 
op de heterogene data, gebruikmakend van zijn of haar eigen domein model en abstracties over de 
data. 
 
Dit proefschrift identificeert verschillende data integratie problemen en oplossingen binnen CERN 
en CMS. Het proefschrift beschrijft een generieke structuur van directe acyclische grafen die 
gevonden kan worden in verscheidene data bronnen van CMS en CERN. Deze generieke structuur 
is de basis van het "dectector description" project dat is beschreven in dit proefschrift. Deze 
generieke structuur wordt ook toegepast bij een ontwerp voor de specificatie van domein specifieke 
mediators die toegang geven tot heterogene data bronnen via een homogene interface. 
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Glossary 
 

AD Analog Digital 
ACID Atomic Consistent Isolated Durable 
AGDD Atlas Generic Detector Description 
AI Artificial Intelligence 
ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment 
API Application Program Interface 
ASCII The American Standard Code for Information  

Interchange 
ATHENA Atlas physics analysis and persistency framework 
ATLAS A Toriodal LHC ApparatuS 
B2B Business to Business 
BOM Bill Of Materials 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CCQL Common Command and Query Language 
CEDAR CERN EDMS project 
CERN Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire or: 

European Organisation for Nuclear Research 
CIF Constraint Interchange Format 
CMC CMS Computing 
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid 
CRISTAL Cooperating Repositories and Information System for 

Tracking Assembly Lifecycles 
DB Database 
DOM Document Object Model 
DD Detector Description 
DDD Detector Description Database 
DDL Detector Description Language or Data Definition 

Language 
DBMS DataBase Management System 
DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid 
DTD Document Type Definition 
DVD Digital Versatile Disc 
ECAL Electromagnetic CALorimeter 
EDD Extended Detector Description 
EDMS Engineering Data Management System 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
FLUKA Detector Simulation Program 
GAUDI Transient store framework for LHCb 
GEANT Simulation package for particle collisions 
GriPhyN GRID Physics Network 
HCAL Hadronic Calorimeter  
HEP High Energy Physics 
HERMES HEterogeneous Reasoning and MEdiator System 
HO SQL Heterogeneous Object SQL 
HTML Hyper Text Markup Language 
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
IBM International Business Machines 
ISO International Organisation for Standardisation 
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Appendix 
 
 
 

This appendix contains implementation details of the different prototypes discussed in chapters 7, 
8, 9, and 10. 

1. Detector Description Prototype 
This section discusses the implementation based on the design that was described in chapter 8. The 
detector description prototype development followed a prototyping cycle using SCRAM [155] for 
version and release management. At the time of writing this thesis, implementation description is 
based on version 1.2. Prototypes serve to get feedback from the user community and support a 
cyclic and iterative development of the software, which is useful for software that is complex, and 
for which requirements are unclear. 

 
The detector description prototype development has been subdivided into several "self contained" 
packages. Figure gives an overview of these packages. XML instances refer to the detector 
description data stored in XML files that conform to the DD XML schema. External Physics Data 
Sources refers to merging detector description data with data from these sources. The arrows 
indicate dependencies between packages. A thick arrow indicates a strong dependency. A thin 
arrow indicates a weak dependency. The initial goal is to have a detector description prototype with 
limited functionality to show the proof of concept. Development will therefore focus on the 
packages that have a strong dependency: Wrappers, Transformers, XML Instances, XML schema, 
Transient Model, Client Views. Transformers I package relates to the initial transformations that 
are needed to migrate detector description data to the new format. Transformers II package relates 
to transformations to other formats such as RDF, HTML, and AGDD. Transformers can be 
specified in XSL or can be compiled source code. 
 

Meta Data

Client Views

Constraint Language

Transformers  I

Transient Model

XML Schema

External Physics
Data Sources

Wrappers

Numbering Scheme

XML InstancesTransformers II

 
 

Figure 49. Dependencies 

1.1. Wrappers 
At the time of writing this thesis, two types of wrappers have been constructed. The first type was 
based on XSL and the second wrapper was coded in Java. The wrappers transformed several types 
of TZ files (files containing ASCII descriptions of a detector description) into the detector 
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description format. The wrappers consisted of two phases: the first phase consisted of adding XML 
tags in the TZ files. The second phase consisted of parsing the XMLized TZ files and using either 
XSL rules or coded rules to transform the TZ file. It was possible to use XSL to describe 
transformations from TZ to the detector description format, but it proved to be more 
straightforward to describe transformations by programming.  

1.2. Detector Description Format 
The following sections discuss several packages of the detector description format in more detail. It 
is outside the scope of this thesis to discuss all packages in detail. The detector description format is 
still in its prototype status. As such the schema and format is still subject to change. However, the 
main structure discussed in this thesis will not change.  The main changes are in semantics and 
notation of the format. The examples are based on data that have been put in the detector 
description format 

1.2.1. DDLReference.xsd 
This schema package describes references between data in the same, and in different XML files. 
Instances of the XML schema specified within the DDL can consist of multiple XML documents. 
At the time of writing this thesis, five types of references have been identified that point to the 
following tags: <Solid>, <Material>, <LogicalPart>, <Parameter>, <Rotation>. The general 
name convention for reference tags is: <r(tagname)>, which results in the following reference tags: 
<rSolid>, <rMaterial>, <rLogicalPart>, <rParameter>, <rRotation>. The reference tags have 
an attribute “name” ( a unique identifier of a certain tag) and an attribute “URL” (which is 
optional). The URL describes the location of the data that is being referenced, if it is a reference 
within another XML file. Within one XML file, identifiers of a certain tag have to be unique, but in 
multiple XML files it is possible to have the same “unique” identifiers since within the detector 
description a globally unique identifier of a tag is defined by its name and the URL of the 
associated XML file. It would have been possible to use Xlink [164] or Xpointer [168] to reference 
within other XML files. Xlink is a very verbose way of describing links. Another mechanism 
would be the use of keys and keyrefs as described in the specification of XML schema [167].  But 
keys and keyrefs were confined to one XML file during implementation of the detector description, 
and cannot be used over multiple XML files.  
 
The following example shows how references are used.  A reference is given to a solid with 
identifier “Solid2” in an XML file “cms1.xml”, and a reference to material with identifier “Lead” 
within XML file “cms1.xml” 
 

 <rSolid name=”Solid2” url=”http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml/”> 
<rMaterial name=”Lead” url=”http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml/”> 

 
 
Another reference mechanism is <PartSelector> tag.  This tag is not used to reference specific 
XML tags within the detector description files but is used to reference parts (logical parts, position 
parts and physical parts) within the conceptual tree of the detector, described within the XML files.  
A <PartSelector> has an attribute path that specifies a part within the conceptual tree of parts. A 
conceptual tree is the tree described by the compact view or exploded view. The other optional 
attribute is sub trees which is of type Boolean.  If sub trees = true the <PartSelector> references 
the node and its sub trees. The attribute path is a string, which is a simple version of the Xpath 
specification, which is used to select nodes in XML trees (It is used here to select parts in the 
conceptual tree described by XML).  The following grammar describes this path: 

 
PATH          == (ELEMENT)* 
ELEMENT       == PhysicalPartID | LogicalPartID | NavElement 
LogicPartID   == //string 
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PhysicalPartID== PosPartLabel (copynumber) ^(0,1) 
NavElement    == /("*" | "..") 
PosPartLabel  == /string 
copynumber    == [ integer (, integer)* ] 
 
A path in the conceptual tree is a combination of physical part IDs (selecting a specific part), 
logical part ID's (selecting a collection of parts), and navigational elements ("*" means every child 
part, ".." means go to parent part. A physical part is described in the DDL by position parts and a 
copy number (if the position part is parameterised). Figure 50 and Figure 51 show an example of 
such a tree in its compact form and exploded form. The number 2 in the compact view next to the 
edges should be viewed as parameterisations that are unfolded in the exploded view. The position 
parts in the exploded view can be mapped one to one to physical parts. 
 

 PositionPart5 

LogicalPart1 

PositionPart4 PositionPart3 

PositionPart1 PositionPart2 

LogicalPart5 LogicalPart4 

LogicalPart3 LogicalPart2 

2 

 
 

Figure 50. Compact view 
 

 
The following are examples of part selectors: 
 

 //LogicalPart1//LogicalPart4/* 
 

 
‘Select all the position parts based on "LogicalPart4", that are children of position parts based on 
"LogicalPart1", which results in selecting all PositionPart2 and PositionPart1.’ 
 

//LogicalPart1/PositionPart4[1]/PositionPart1[1] 
 

 
‘Select the first "PositionPart1" that is a child of the first "PositionPart4" that is part of a part based 
on the logical part LogicalPart1.’ 
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 PositionPart5 

PositionPart4 PositionPart3 

PositionPart1 PositionPart2 

PositionPart4 

PositionPart1 PositionPart2 
 

 
Figure 51. Exploded view 

 

1.2.2. DDLSolid.xsd 
DDLSolid.xsd describes different solids that can be used to describe logical parts.  At the time of 
writing this thesis, these descriptions are based on the GEANT3 solid description.  All the solid 
descriptions inherit from <Solid>. The following shows several examples of solid descriptions for a 
trapezoid, box and polycone. 
 
 <example> 
  <Trapezoid name="Solid1" ALP1="2.3" ALP2="3.4" Bl1="3.4" 
                         Bl2="4.3" Dz="4.3" H1="4.3" H2="2.3"

       Phi="2.3" Thet="4.5" TL1="2.3"  
       TL2="3.4"/> 

 
  <Box name="Solid2" Dx="1" Dy="2" Dz="3"/> 
 
  <Polycone name="Solid3" Phi1="3.4" DPHI="2.3"> 
    <Z-section z="0.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="4.3"/> 
    <Z-section z="2.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="4.3"/> 
    <Z-section z="5.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="3.3"/> 
  </Polycone> 
</example>  

Solids are referenced within logical part descriptions, or are defined in-line within logical part 
descriptions. 

1.2.3. DDLLogicalPart.xsd 
<LogicalPart> describes a part type of the detector.  A part type does not know its position.  A 
<LogicalPart> aggregates information concerning the solid and material and can be defined in line 
(inside the <LogicalPart> tags), or is described by a reference.  The following are examples of 
these possibilities. 
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 <example> 
  <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart1"> 
    <rSolid name="Solid2"  
            url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/>     
    <rMaterial name="Lead"  
       url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/> 
  </LogicalPart> 
 
  <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart2"> 
    <Box name="Solid4" Dx="5" Dy="2" Dz="3"/>          
    <ElementaryMaterial name="Lead" symbol="Pb"  
              atomicNumber="34" 
                        density="4.5"  

atomicWeight="34"/> 
  </LogicalPart> 
 
  <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart3"> 
    <rSolid name="Solid1"/> 
    <ElementaryMaterial name="Lead" symbol="Pb"  
              atomicNumber="34" 
     density="4.5" 

atomicWeight="34"/> 
  </LogicalPart> 
</example> 

 

1.2.4. DDLPositionPart.xsd 
A <PosPart> describes position parts and is used to describe the position and rotation of parts 
inside a part type described by <LogicalPart>.  Each positioned part is itself described by its 
<LogicalPart> and forms the link between two logical parts, by referencing a mother logical part 
and a positioned daughter logical part. 
 
The rotation can be defined within <PosPart>, or can be referenced. Instead of a rotation and 
translation a positioned part can be position via a parameterisation, which is a piece of code within 
the transient model.  The following shows an example of a positioned part, being positioned using a 
rotation and translation. 
 
 <PosPart label="PositionPart2"> 
  <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart4" 
parent="true"/> 
  <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart3"/> 
  <rRotation name="Rot1"  
          url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/>
  <Translation x="1" y="2" z="3"/> 
</PosPart> 

 
 
The first example shows a reference to a rotation. Furthermore, the positioned part definition 
contains a reference to a logical part that is called the parent (parent ="true").  This is a logical part 
in which the positioned part will be placed.  The reference to the other logical part describes the 
"type" of the positioned part (or is a description of the logical part).  The next example shows how 
a positioned part is placed within a logical part by means of a parameterisation. 
 
 <PosPart label="PosPart4"> 
  <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart1" parent="true"/>
  <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart2"/> 
  <CALL functionName="elmrot" copies="10"> 
    <Parameter name="x1" value="2"/> 
    <Parameter name="x2" value="2"/> 
    <Parameter name="y1" value="4"/> 
    <Parameter name="y2" value="7"/> 
  </CALL> 
</PosPart> 
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Instead of a rotation and translation the positioned part definition contains a <CALL> tag. The 
<CALL> tag contains an attribute functionName, which is defined as a string within the schema. 
Furthermore the attribute “copies” determines the number of copies of the positioned part. The 
function can have certain input variables that are specified with the tag <Parameter>. Within the 
transient model this function call will return a set of rotation matrices and translations in the 
exploded view. Different parameterisations can have a different number of attributes and values. 
 
The logical part descriptions are the vertices of a directed acyclic multi-graph describing the ideal 
compact detector.  Descriptions of the positioned parts define the edges between these vertices. 
 
A physical part describes a volume in the fully expanded detector.  There is no tag that describes a 
physical part within the XML DDL.  Because XML DDL requires describing the detector in a 
compact view by means of logical parts and positioned parts, it is important to realize that a single 
positioned part specification in XML DDL can represent several instances of a physical part in the 
expanded view, even if the positioned part specification is not parameterised. 

1.2.5. DDLSections.xsd 
Sections group together, semantically the same data. Furthermore, sections allow users to group 
related data together into one XML file by inserting multiple sections. The advantage is a modular 
structure for describing the detector. Seven sections have been identified: <LogicalPartSection>, 
<PosPartSection>, <RotationSection>, <MaterialSection>, <SpecParSection>, 
<ConstraintSection>, and <SolidSection>. These sections inherit from <Section> and coincide 
with the different sub schemas: DDL<name>.xsd relates to <<name>Section>. The example in 
1.2.6 shows how the sections are used. The example is based on the previous examples from this 
chapter and incorporates these examples into sections. Sometimes a URL is used within a reference 
within the example in Appendix A. However, in the example in 1.2.6 it is not necessary since there 
is only one file and merely shows the possibility of using a URL reference. 

1.2.6. DDL example 
The following XML snippet is an XML file containing part of an detector description. The previous 
examples are part of this XML file. 
 
 
 
 
<DDDefinition> 
   <SolidSection> 
      <Trapezoid name="Solid1" ALP1="2.3" ALP2="3.4" Bl1="3.4" 
                               Bl2="4.3" Dz="4.3" H1="4.3" 
H2="2.3" 
                               Phi="2.3" Thet="4.5" TL1="2.3" 
TL2="3.4"/> 
      <Box name="Solid2" Dx="1" Dy="2" Dz="3"/>  
      <Polycone name="Solid3" Phi1="3.4" DPHI="2.3"> 
         <Z-section z="0.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="4.3"/> 
         <Z-section z="2.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="4.3"/> 
         <Z-section z="5.3" RMIN="3.4" RMAX="3.3"/> 
      </Polycone> 
   </SolidSection> 
 
   <MaterialSection> 
      <ElementaryMaterial name="Lead" symbol="Pb" 
atomicNumber="34" 
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                          density="4.5" atomicWeight="1.5"/> 
      <ElementaryMaterial name="Oxygen" symbol="O" 
atomicNumber="45" 
                          density="4.5" atomicWeight="1.3"/> 
      <CompositeMaterial name="OxyLead" symbol="OL" 
method="mixture by weight" 
                          density="6.5"> 
         <MaterialFraction fraction="0.3"> 
            <rMaterial name="Oxygen"/> 
         </MaterialFraction> 
         <MaterialFraction fraction="0.7"> 
            <rMaterial name="Lead"/> 
         </MaterialFraction> 
      </CompositeMaterial> 
   </MaterialSection> 
 
   <RotationSection> 
       <Rotation name="Rot1" theta1="2.3" phi1="3.4" 
                             theta2="1.2" phi2="4.2" 
                             theta3="4.3" phi3="2.3"/> 
    </RotationSection> 
 
   <LogicalPartSection> 
      <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart1"> 
         <rSolid name="Solid2" 
url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/> 
         <rMaterial name="Lead" 
url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/> 
      </LogicalPart> 
      <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart2"> 
         <Box name="Solid4" Dx="5" Dy="2" Dz="3"/> 
         <ElementaryMaterial name="MyLead" symbol="Pb" 
atomicNumber="24" 
                             density="4.5" atomicWeight="44"/> 
      </LogicalPart> 
      <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart3"> 
         <rSolid name="Solid1"/> 
         <rMaterial name="OxyLead"/> 
      </LogicalPart> 
      <LogicalPart name="LogicalPart4"> 
         <rSolid name="Solid2"/> 
         <rMaterial name="Lead"/> 
      </LogicalPart> 
   </LogicalPartSection> 
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   <PosPartSection> 
       <PosPart label="PositionPart2"> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart4" parent="true"/> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart3"/> 
          <rRotation name="Rot1" 
url="http://www.cern.ch/cms/cms1.xml"/> 
          <Translation x="1" y="2" z="3"/> 
       </PosPart> 
       <PosPart label="PositionPart1"> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart4" parent="true"/> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart2"/> 
          <CALL functionName="crazyrot(4,5,6,7,8)"/> 
       </PosPart> 
       <PosPart label="PositionPart4"> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart1" parent="true"/> 
          <rLogicalPart name="LogicalPart4"/> 
          <CALL functionName="elmrot(1,2,4,5)"/> 
       </PosPart> 
    </PosPartSection> 
</DDDefinition> 

 
Figure 52 detector description example 

1.3. Transient Model 
Figure 34 showed the different components of the transient model. This section discusses these 
components in more detail.  

1.3.1. Parser 
At the time of writing this thesis, the format for the detector description is XML. The parser 
consists of the Xerces C++ SAX parser [5]. The difference with the DOM parser is that the SAX 
parser parses the elements in an XML tree only once in a predefined order, while a DOM builds an 
XML tree in memory. The advantage of a SAX parser is that it is memory efficient. The SAX 
parser is therefore event driven: a SAX parser is configured by implementing handlers that inherit 
from the SAX handler and perform a certain action when a specific tag is encountered during 
parsing. The detector description (DD) prototype uses two formats for its XML files: a format to 
describe configurations and a format to store the Detector Description data. As such the detector 
description prototype has two handles: DDLSAX2ConfigHandler for configuration files and 
DDLSAX2FileHandler for detector description  files. 

 
The parser is initialised with a configuration file and the DDLSAX2ConfigHandler will analyse the 
DD files that are specified in the configuration file and extract the file names. After that, the parser 
is re-initialised with the DDLSAX2FileHandler and the extracted file names. Two methods are 
implemented from the inherited SAXHandler: startElement() and endElement().  
 
Within the startElement() the registry is checked if the parsed tag is part of the DDL. Based on this 
check startElement() will return the corresponding DDL object. For a polycone this will be the 
object DDLPolycone, for a box this will be the object DDLBox. The DDL object will load and 
store the attributes that are part of this object. Before the end element is encountered several other 
elements will be processed in a similar fashion depending on the name of the element. For example 
the XML fragment in section 0 shows that a Box element has no element children, but a Polycone 
element has. 
 
When the endElement() of the associated element is called the necessary data of this associated 
element is now in the registry. Every DDL object has a method “processElement”, which contains 
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actions to process the data from the registry and creates a DD implementation object via the DD 
interface object.  
 
Within the detector description there is a one to one correspondence between the following 
collections of objects/elements:  
 
• DDL elements constitutes the persistent description of the DD. At the time of writing this 

thesis, this description is XML. 
• DDL objects contain the logic of translating the DDL elements into DD objects. 
• DD object implementations. Transient model implementation of the DDL elements. 
• DD object interface. An interface of the DD objects that are exposed to the clients and 

internal modules. 

1.3.2. Graphs 
The parsed data will be stored in a generic directed acyclic multi-graph, in which edges are related 
to DDPositionPart objects and nodes refer to DDLogicalPart objects.  The graph is constructed 
from the DD objects that are generated by the parser. These objects contain references that were not 
resolved during parsing. The graph component resolves the references and builds the graph. The 
graph structure is implemented regardless of the type of objects it represents and as such is 
independent of the DD domain. Furthermore there is a navigation object graphWalker to navigate 
through the graph.  

1.3.3. DD Domain Semantics 
The graph contains a compact view of the detector that is represented by a DDCompactViewImpl 
object and an associated DDCompactView interface object. Applications can use this interface 
object to access the compact view of the detector. Based on the compact view is the expanded view 
(see section 7.4.1), which is represented by the DDExpandedView object. The expanded view 
object gives users an expanded view of the DD but does not compute the complete expanded view 
as this would consume too much memory. It computes the expanded view on request of users. 
There are several ways to navigate through the expanded view (a tree) of the DD: 

 
• DDNavigator allows applications to select child and parent of a particular node in the 

expanded view tree. 
• DDPartSelector enables users and applications to specify certain paths in the tree (see section 

0). 
• DDFilter allows user and applications to select nodes based on certain criteria. 
• DDQuery: a collection of DDFilters. 

1.4. Client Views 
At the time of writing this thesis, only the predefined numbering scheme of the DD is supported. 
Client views are constructed by using the DD library that contains the interface objects of: 
DDCompactView, DDExpandedView, DDNavigator, DDPartSelector, DDFilter and DDQuery. 
These objects are used to navigate through the detector description and select the logical and 
position parts. At the time of writing this thesis, most views are based on the configuration that is 
selected before the detector description data are read into the transient model. 

 

2. Migration Prototype 
First the results of the CRISTAL II database are discussed. Second the results of the migration 
prototype are discussed. 
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2.1 CRISTAL II 
The CRISTAL II project does not store the construction hierarchy of the detector in the XML 
database but in a relational database.  Contrary to the CRISTAL II project, the detector description 
prototype does store the hierarchy of the detector in XML files. Detector description files can be 
stored in the CRISTAL II XML database and queried using the hierarchy described in the XML 
files. Some steps were required for importing detector description data into CRISTAL II. Prior to 
importing data, into the schema should be inserted into the schema table. In CRISTAL II each 
schema has a type and a version. Hence a type and a version attributes should be added to the 
<xsd:schema> tag within the detector description XML schema. The schema is then imported 
using a slightly modified version of the test program provided by the C2k_outcome package of 
CRISTAL II. C2k_outcome package is a program to insert XML data into the CRISTAL II XML 
database.  From the command line the package takes three parameters: 

 
java com.c2kernel.persistency.outcome.Test DDLSchema.xsd 1 1 
 
• DDLSchema.xsd: file to store.  
• 1: dissasemble or not. 1 means do not desassemble. In CRISTAL II the XML schema should 

not be dissasembled and is stored as a whole. 
• 1: does this file represent a schema. 1 means it is a schema.  
 
After inserting the schema, each DDL XML file is modified: the correct version and type attributes 
must be inserted into <DDDefinition> tag. Then the XML data files are stored in CRISTAL II:  
 
java com.c2kernel.persistency.outcome.Test calo.xml 0 0 
 
It is possible to execute SQL queries related to XML file structure (The queries were executed on a 
Pentium 4 1.6 Ghz, 256 MB internal memory, linux machine). For example: retrieve all LogicalPart 
names where material data materials.MaterialSection contains materials:air : 
 
 SELECT cdx2.value  
FROM outcome_template ot, clob_data cd, 
outcome_template otx, outcome_template otxx,  
outcome_template otxxx, outcome_template otxxxc, 
clob_data cdx, 
outcome_template ot2, clob_data cd2, 
outcome_template otx2, 
outcome_template otxx2, outcome_template otcx2, 
clob_data cdx2 
 
WHERE ot.template_id=cd.document_template  
AND cd.value='materials:Air'  
AND ot.name='name' 
AND otx.template_id = ot.parent_id 
AND otxx.template_id = otx.parent_id  
AND otxxx.template_id = otxx.parent_id  
AND otxxxc.parent_id=otxxx.template_id 
AND otxxxc.name='name' 
AND cdx.document_template=otxxxc.template_id 
 
AND ot2.template_id=cd2.document_template  
AND cd2.value=CONCAT('materials:', cdx.value) 
AND ot2.name='name' 
AND otx2.template_id = ot2.parent_id 
AND otxx2.template_id = otx2.parent_id 
AND otcx2.parent_id = otxx2.template_id  
AND otcx2.name='name' 
AND cdx2.document_template=otcx2.template_id 

 
 
This query is equivalent to a XPath query implemented in the mediator prototype (see chapter 9) of 
the EDD.Navigator application: 
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select from ddlsource where 
//rMaterial[@name='materials:Air']

 
and gives the same output: 
 
 Calorimeter                
HadronCalorimeter          
HadronCalorimeterCrack     
ElectromagneticCalorimeter 
CMS                        
ECalBarrel                 
... 
ECalBarrelPhiWallSep_3 
ECalBarrelAlveola_3 

 
 
The above SQL query took 5 minutes to get executed and returns 733 rows. Another example query 
selects a parent of a given child (child is part mb:MP7L) with a specific copy number (copynumber 
is 24): 
 
 SELECT cd3.*  
FROM outcome_template ot, clob_data cd,  
outcome_template otx,  
outcome_template otxx,  
outcome_template ot2, clob_data cd2,  
outcome_template ot3,  
outcome_template ot4,  
clob_data cd3  
WHERE ot.template_id=cd.document_template  
AND cd.value='mb:MP7L'  
AND ot.name='name'  
AND otx.template_id = ot.parent_id  
AND otxx.template_id = otx.parent_id  
AND ot2.template_id=cd2.document_template  
AND cd2.value='24'  
AND ot2.name='copyNumber'  
AND ot2.parent_id=otxx.template_id  
AND ot3.parent_id = otxx.template_id  
AND ot3.name='rParent'  
AND ot4.parent_id=ot3.template_id  
AND ot4.name='name'  
AND cd3.document template = ot4.template id  

 
This query takes 0.39 sec: value=mb:MB7Y.  
 
The total data size of the detector description files is 4.7Mb. When all XML data files are stored 
and disassembled in CRISTAL II, the database is 32Mb is size. A reason for the large database size 
for CRISTAL II is that CRISTAL II disassembles the XML file, but also stores the complete XML 
file. Furthermore analysis of the CRISTAL II schema showed that the schema itself is large in size. 
Certain table definitions were 10 MB. Subtracting the overhead of the schema storing detector 
description XML files results in a data size of roughly 10 MB. A drawback of the CRISTAL II 
system is the long query response time for relative small amounts of data. The long query response 
time is due to the fact that the CRISTAL II XML database is not yet optimised for queries at the 
time of writing this thesis. 

2.2 Flexible schema approach 
Implementation of the SQL schema generator for XML schema was done using the IBM Schema 
Infoset Model [136]. There are several parsers and tools that use schemas to validate or analyse 
XML documents. Tools that allow querying and advanced manipulation of schema documents 
themselves are not widely available at the time of writing of this thesis. The Schema Infoset Model 
(The IBM Java Library for Schema Components) [136] provides a rich API library that models 
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schemas, both their concrete representations (a schema.xsd file) and the abstract concepts in a 
schema as defined by the W3C specification [167].  
 
The following paragraphs give a short description of the different classes used within the 
implementation. The implementation was carried out in Java. The implementation consists of two 
packages: the mapper package and the reader package. The mapper package analyses the XML 
schema and creates the tables in the relational database. The reader packages analyses the XML 
instance documents of this XML schema, extracts the data of the XML instance document and 
inserts it into the relational database. 
 
The mapper package contains three classes each represented as one object instance in the main 
class: AttributeGroupAnalyser, ComplexTypeAnalyser, SimpleTypeAnalyser.  The mapper main 
class scans the XML schema elements definition. Based on the type of the element, methods in the 
analyser objects are invoked to create the necessary SQL statements accompanying the 
attributeGroup, complexType or simpleType within the XML schema. Furthermore, the main class 
keeps tracks of the relations between different elements and their type definitions (see section 
8.4.1) such as one to many, one to one, and many to many relationships between elements. A 
TableBuilder class contains the SQL statements for creating a table in the relational database. The 
main class contains a list of TableBuilder objects. Once the XML schema analysis is completed 
(and the SQL statements in the TabelBuilder objects are complete) the SQL statements are 
executed to create the relational schema. 
 
The reader package has access to the SQL schema statements, and to the relations between the 
different element definitions from the mapper package. Information about the SQL statements and 
relations are used to populate the tables in the relational database. 
 
The migration software was tested using the detector description schema and related instance 
documents. Part of the detector description XML schema was described in section 5.2.1. The part in 
section 5.2.1 described a Polycone. Polycone is part of a one-to-many relationship with Zsection 
(see Figure 20). Furthermore, Polyhedra as a one-to-many relationship with the Zsection. Within 
the relational database schema three tables were created for these three objects (Figure 53) by using 
the migration software. 

 
1 

*

1

*

 PolyconeType 

POLYCONE-
_ID 
angleUnit 
deltaPhi 
name 

PolyhedraType

POLYHEDRA_ID
name 
angleUnit 
numSide 

ZSectionType 

ZSECTIONTYPE_ID
lengthUnit 
PolyconeType_ID 
PolyhedraType_ID 
……………….  

 
Figure 53. Two one to many realationships in the detector description relational schema. 

 
The following tests were performed on a PC with a Pentium 4 1.6 GHz. processor running windows 
2000 and 256 MB. internal memory. Detector description XML files were migrated to a MySQL 
and MS Access database.  Both the database client and the database server were located on this 
computer. Creating the relational schema for the detector description in a MS Access database took 
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roughly 11 seconds. Populating the MS Access database using the data in the detector description 
XML files took 4 minutes for 4.2 MB. For the MySQL database these numbers are 13 seconds and 
110 seconds. 

 
Table 3 shows the size of the XML files and the size of the corresponding relational database. The 
size of the database was measured by looking at the files the database system generated to store the 
data.  

 
Storage type: Size: 
XML files 520 KB 1 MB 2 MB 4.2 MB 
MS Access 
2000 

1.28 MB 1.84 MB 3.32 MB 6.47 MB 

MySQL 695 KB 1.02 MB 1.80 MB  3.50 MB 
 

Table 3. Data sizes for different storage types 
 

After the relational schema was created and the relational database was populated with the detector 
description XML instances queries were constructed to test the response time of the MySQL 
database: For the relational model an Intel Pentium4 1.6 GHz, 256 MB memory machine was used  
to execute queries on a locally installed MySql server version 3.23 where as  XML queries were 
executed on a Intel Pentium IV 1.8 GHz, 256 MB memory machine using local installation of X-
Hive  [160] a native XML database. It is important to note that the performance metrics are very 
specific to the database and XQuery engines used for the purpose. The queries reflect typical 
queries that users from the detector description database would use. 
 
 

 
Engine Query Syntax Query Execution time 
SQL select * from LogicalPartType 220 ms 

XQuery let $docs := collection('/Data') 
for $doc in $docs 
   return $doc//LogicalPart 

355 ms 

 
 

Engine Query Syntax Query Execution time 
SQL Select copyNumber from 

LogicalPartType 
280 ms 

XQuery let $docs := collection('/Data') 
for $doc in $docs 
   return $doc//PosPart/@copyNumber 

 

658 ms 

 
 

Engine Query Syntax Query Execution 
time 

SQL Select * from CompositeMaterialType 80 ms 
XQuery let $docs := collection('/Data') 

for $doc in $docs 
  return doc//CompositeMaterial 

 

330 ms 
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Engine Query Syntax Query 
Execution 

time 
SQL Select rchild, copynumber from posparttpe 

where rparent=’mb:MB7Y’ and 
copynumber <10 

80 ms 

XQuery let $docs := collection(‘/Data’) 
for $doc in $docs 
  for $pos in $doc//PosPart 
      where $pos/@copyNumber <10 AND  
                 
$pos//rParent/@name=”mb:MB7Y” 
 return  
<result> 
<child> { $pos/rChild/@name/string() } 
</child> 
<copyno> { $pos/@copyNumber/string() } 
</copyno> 
</result> 

 

580 ms 

  
Engine Query Syntax Query 

Execution 
time 

SQL select t.x ,t.y ,t.z  from translationtype as t , 
posparttype as p        
where t.translation_id=p.translation and 
p.rparent='mb:MB7Y' and 
p.copynumber=48; 

 

50 ms 

XQuery let $docs := collection('/Data') 
for $doc in $docs 
 return  
$doc//PosPart[ rParent/@name = 
"mb:MB7Y" and @copyNumber = "3" 
]/Translation 

 

500 ms 

 
 

Engine Query Syntax Query 
Execu
tion 
time 

SQL select c.name ,mf.rmaterial,mf.fraction 
from  
compositematerialtype as c,  
materialfractiontype as mf 
where  
c.name=mf.compositematerialtype_id 
and c.name='materials:water' 

50 ms 
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XQuery let $docs := collection('/Data') 
for $doc in $docs 
for $mat in $doc//CompositeMaterial 
[@name=”Water” or ends-
with(@name,”Water”)]   return 
    
<result> 
 { 
 for $m in $mat/MaterialFraction 
     return 
        <Component> { 
        ($m/@fraction/string() ,      
          $m//@name/string() ) 

           } </Component> 
     } 
      </result> 

 

350 
ms 

 

 
Because the relational schema matches the detector description XML schema, SQL queries are less 
verbose and easier to formulate than the XQuery counterpart. The difference in response time is 
partly due to the “small” amounts of data that have been queries (5-10 MB) and the high “start up 
cost” of the XQuery engine 

3. Mediator Prototype 
Most of the implementation of the mediator prototype has been done in Java using XML. The 
reason for development in Java is that much XML software is available in Java but not always (or 
incomplete) in C++. Implementation was done in several stages: 

 
• Development of a simple format and data instances for test purposes; 
• Implementation of the graph interface and mapping interface classes; 
• Implementation of a driver for the test format based on the graph interface; 
• Implementation of the generic mediator component; 
• Implementation of a driver for the detector description format; 
• Implementation of three specification files, and development for specification management 

application. 
 
The java package (which represents the mediator prototype) is divided in two parts: abstract 
interface classes and driver classes. Interface classes provide graph core functions and abstract 
methods for further implementation by specific drivers. The following driver classes are used: 

 
• Graph driver: parses data and generates a generic directed acyclic multi-graph. 
• Mapping driver: reads from a mapping file (or any data source which contains mapping 

information) and creates a mapping between the source and the target (one to one, many to one 
or many to many). 

• Graph data driver: object that contains data related to an edge or a node. 
 

The graph driver retrieves data from the data source (batch or on-demand mode), optionally parses 
this data and represents the graph or a graph part in the memory. On top, the EDD is implemented 
which contains a collection of interfaces that are wrapped around different sources. Furthermore, 
the EDD has a collection of mappings that join the graphs from different sources. The following is 
an organisation of the Extended Detector Description (EDD) packages: 
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• EDD.Graph: contains driver and driver-related classes:  

 BatchDataElement: data class required by MyFormatGraph. Holds data MyFormatGraph 
node related data; 
 DDLDataElement: data class required by DDLDataGraph. Contains data for each node of 

DDLDataGrpah;  
 DDLDataGraph: driver for reading DDL XML source file; 
 MyFomatGraph: driver for reading example data. 

• EDD.GraphInterface: contains abstract classes for graph driver implementation: 
 DataElement: generic data representation class; 
 EdgeElement: generic edge representation class; 
 Element: a general purpose graph element (could be a node, an edge or a data) 
 Graph: abstract graph; 
 NodeElement: node representation class; 
 Reference: reference between two graph's elements. 

• EDD.Mapping: contains mapping drivers: 
 BatchMapping: a simple mapping driver. 

• EDD.MappingInterface: contains abstract classes for mapping driver implementation: 
 Mapping: generic mapping. 

• EDD.Mediator: the EDD: 
 Mediator: contains several graph and mapping drivers.. 

• EDD.Misc:  
 Node2String, StringTupple. 

The detector description driver (DDLDataGraph) provides an implementation example: The 
DDLDataGraph constructor parses each XML data file specified within an XML configuration file. 
Each file consists of three parts: SolidSection, LogicalPartSection and PosPartSection which 
correspond to data, nodes and edges respectively. It is the task of a driver to resolve (or find) 
references from the file and fill reference arrays. A constructReferences() function should be called 
on these arrays to construct a global graph reference map. Additionally graph specific functions 
could be provided by the driver in order to simplify graph-related operations (e.g. a query engine). 
 
At the early stage of development, a test driver was written (MyFormatGraph) for reading example 
data from simplified detector description XML files.  
 
The following snippets show two EDD configuration files that were constructed. The first snippet 
is being included in the second snippet using the <Include> tag. The two configuration files 
describe relations between three sources using two mappings.  The files are accessible via a HTTP 
server. 

 
 <Configuration> 
  <Source name="ddlsource"  
          type="DDLGraphDescriptionFile"  
          dataAccess="batch"                                      
          configurationFile="http://pccms155.cern.ch:8080/ 
                             Data/ddlsource/configuration.xml"/> 
  <Mapping name="map1"  
           from="ddlsource"  
           to="source1"  
           type="MyFormatMappingDescriptionFile"   
           dataAccess="batch"   
           configurationFile="http://pccms155.cern.ch:8080/ 
           Data/mappings/configuration2.xml"/> 
</Configuration> 
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 <Configuration> 
  <Include name="Data/configurations/ 
           include/includeConfig1.xml"/> 
  <Source name="source1"  
          type="MyFormatGraphDescriptionFile"  
          dataAccess="batch"   
          configurationFile="Data/source1/ 
          configuration1.xml"/>  
  <Source name="source2"  
          type="MyFormatGraphDescriptionFile"  
          dataAccess="batch"  
          configurationFile="Data/source2/ 
          configuration1.xml"/>  
  <Mapping name="map2"  
           from="source2"  
           to="source1"  
           type="MyFormatMappingDescriptionFile"              
           dataAccess="batch"  
           configurationFile="http://pccms155.cern.ch:8080/ 
                              Data/mappings/configuration1.xml"/> 
</Configuration> 

 
A user interface has been implemented using a simple console based navigational program. The 
user can explore graphs, retrieve as element's data, execute XPath queries on graphs and view 
mappings between a graph's elements. To run the navigation program a specification file needs to 
be specified. The specification file can reside locally or on a remote web site: 

 
 java EDD.Navigator http://pccms155.cern.ch:8080/Data/configuration/ 

  configuration.xml  
 

The application will try to read all graphs and mappings specified in the EDD specification file. For 
each graph or mapping a driver should be provided. After the Navigator has initialised the drivers 
and read data into memory (if the driver is a batch driver) it is possible to execute commands on 
detected graphs and mappings. Section 3.1 of the appendix shows several commands that a user can 
invoke on the graphs and mappings. 

 
The graph and mapping drivers hide the heterogeneity of the data sources for the users. A user 
interface represents the data as a product breakdown structure to the users based on the 
configuration files of the different sources that were specified in the configuration file of the EDD. 
The type of data source, location, and structure to store the data are hidden for the user. 

3.1. Mediator Prototype Example 
The italic shows the return of the commands 
 
java DDD.Navigator Data/configurations/configuration.xml  
 
Detected graphs:  
         ddlsource 
         source1 
         source2 
Detected mappings:  
         map1: ddlsource --> source1 
         map2: source2 --> source1 
 
Select a graph: 
 
> select graph ddlsource 
 
ddlsource:> 
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Select graph's element: 
 
ddlsource:> select element calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> 
 
Retrieve element's data. calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter is referenced by two data elements: 
calo.SolidSection.Calorimeter and materials.MaterialSection.Air: 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> data 
 
calo.SolidSection.Calorimeter data: 
     <data> 
        <Polycone name="Calorimeter"/> 
        <deltaPhi value="360*deg"/> 
        <startPhi value="0*deg"/> 
        <ZSection rMax="2.4*m" rMin="20.2*cm" z="-14.3*m" /> 
        <ZSection rMax="2.4*m" rMin="20.2*cm" z="-14.274*m" /> 
        <ZSection rMax="2.4*m" rMin="14.2*cm" z="-14.05*m" /> 
    ... 
        <ZSection rMax="2.4*m" rMin="20.2*cm" z="14.274*m" /> 
        <ZSection rMax="2.4*m" rMin="20.2*cm" z="14.3*m" /> 
     </data> 
materials.MaterialSection.Air data: 
 
     <data> 
        <CompositeMaterial name="Air"/> 
        <density value="1.214*mg/cm3"/> 
        <method value="mixture by weight"/> 
        <symbol value=" "/> 
        <MaterialFraction fraction="0.7494" /> 
                <rMaterial name="materials:Nitrogen"/> 
        <MaterialFraction fraction="0.2369" /> 
                <rMaterial name="materials:Oxygen"/> 
        <MaterialFraction fraction="0.0129" /> 
                <rMaterial name="materials:Argon"/> 
        <MaterialFraction fraction="0.0008" /> 
                <rMaterial name="materials:Hydrogen"/> 
    </data> 
 
View mappings between graphs:  
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> mappings 
 
Detected mappings:  
        map1: ddlsource --> source1 
        map2: source2 --> source1 
        map3: source1 --> ddlsource 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> select map map1 
 
(map1: ddlsource --> source1)  
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> view mapping 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter is mapped to:  
                source1:B 
 
Browse through graph structure: 
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ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> ls 
 
Parents:  
        cms.PosPartSection.CMS.Calorimeter.1 
 
Children:  
        calo.PosPartSection.Calorimeter.HadronCalorimeter.1 
             
calo.PosPartSection.Calorimeter.ElectromagneticCalorimeter.1 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> select element  
                         
calo.PosPartSection.Calorimeter.HadronCalorimeter.1 
 
ddlsource:calo.PosPartSection.Calorimeter.HadronCalorimeter.1> ls 
 
Parents:  
        calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter 
 
Children:  
        calo.LogicalPartSection.HadronCalorimeter 
 
ddlsource:calo.PosPartSection.Calorimeter.HadronCalorimeter.1> 
 
Execute XPath queries on element's data. For example: retrieve all elements from current graph 
where element's material data contains Argon : 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> select from 
ddlsource where //rMaterial[@name='materials:Argon'] 
 
        ecalbarrel.LogicalPartSection.ECalBarrel 
        ... 
        ecalbarrel.LogicalPartSection.ECalBarrelPhiWallSep_3 
        ecalbarrel.LogicalPartSection.ECalBarrelAlveola_3 
        calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter 
        calo.LogicalPartSection.HadronCalorimeter 
        calo.LogicalPartSection.HadronCalorimeterCrack 
        calo.LogicalPartSection.ElectromagneticCalorimeter 
        cms.LogicalPartSection.CMS 
 
ddlsource:calo.LogicalPartSection.Calorimeter> 

4. Warehouse Prototype 
The first implementation of the warehouse prototype has been done using Microsoft Access using 
standard SQL statements for creating the tables. Oracle and other database products also support 
these SQL statements. One to one, many to one (and one to many) relationships were implemented 
using a foreign key, in one of the tables that represented an entity. 

 
For example the entities XMLData and XMLStructure and the one to one “has” relationship and 
one to many “parent” relationship was implemented using two tables: 
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 CREATE TABLE XMLData( 
ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
startDate string NOT NULL, 
endDate date NOT NULL, 
startTime date NOT NULL, 
endTime float NOT NULL, 
rootID integer NOT NULL, 
responsible string NOT NULL 
) 

 
 

 CREATE TABLE XMLStructure( 
   ID integer PRIMARY KEY 
AUTO_INCREMENT 
   elementType string NOT NULL 
   elementName string NOT NULL 
   parentID integer NOT NULL 
   ) 

 
 
rootID is the foreign key that relates an XMLData entry with the root of the XML document, which 
is represented by an XMLStructure entry. The rootID describes the “has” relationship within the 
entity relationship model. The parentID is the foreign key that relates XMLStructure entities with 
other XMLStructure entities (their parents). This foreign key is used to describe the hierarchy in an 
XML document. The parentID describes the “parent” relationship in the entity relationship model. 
 
Many to many relationships were implemented by introducing an additional table to describe the 
relationship. For example the many to many relationship “relates to” between the Data entity and 
the Node and Edge entities. The following table was created to describe these relationships: 
 
 CREATE TABLE DataReferences ( 
ID integer PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
dataType string NOT NULL, 
dataID integer NOT NULL, 
elementType string NOT NULL, 
elementID integer NOT NULL, 
copyNumber integer NOT NULL, 
responsible string NOT NULL 
) 

 
 
Within the dataReferences table the dataType specifies the type of data. The type of data are either 
flat or XML (flatdata or xmldata). The dataType value is used to distinguish between the two tables 
that were implemented for respectively the FlatData and XMLData entity. The dataID is a foreign 
key, which designates, which  entry in either the FlatData table or XMLData table the reference is 
related to. elementType specifies which element the data reference is related to. The elementType 
has either value Node or Edge. The elementID is a foreign key, that designates, which entry in 
either the Node table or Edge table the reference is related to. 
 
The database was filled with detector description data: 
 
• An expanded view that described a construction view of the detector; 
• A compact view description consisting of two versions; 
• A mapping between the expanded detector description and a compact view; 
• Two configurations; 
• One multi configuration. 
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The data size of the above data are approximately 200 KB. Additional to this data an expanded tree 
with approximately 4,000,000 nodes and 4,000,000-1 edges was stored. The physical detector has 
approximately 15,000,000 parts (which would be represented by 15,000,000 nodes). The data size 
of the additional data are roughly 450 MB and resulted in a 650 MB increase in the size of the 
database. Further indexing structures were added to speed up the query response, which resulted in 
an additional 200 MB. As discussed in section 4.3, queries on data bases within CMS are based on 
selections of nodes ( i.e. parts) of the tree or directed acyclic graph and the selections of child nodes 
of a node in the graph. Once the desired nodes are found, the associated data are queried. Several 
queries were constructed to see the response time of the Access database on a Pentium 3, 600 Mhz., 
128 MB., and windows 2000 system. The queries were constructed such that the entries of the 
database they returned were scattered throughout the database tables. 
 
Select data of type float that is associated to node1000000 (execution time 1 second): 
 
 SELECT [FlatData].[name],[FlatData].[doubleData],[Node].[name], 
 [Node].[version], [Node].[nameSpace] 
FROM    Node, DataReferences, FlatData 
WHERE  [Node].[name])="node1000000"       And    
       [Node].[ID])=[DataReferences].[elementID]   And   
       [DataReferences].[elementType]="Node"     And   
       [DataReferences].[dataType])="flat"    And   
 [DataReferences].[dataID])=[FlatData].[ID]  And  
 [FlatData].[dataType])="float"; 

  
Select nodes with version 2 (execution time 1 seconds)  
 
SELECT [Node].[name], [Node].[version], [Node].[nameSpace] 
FROM Node 
WHERE [Node].[version]=2; 

 
Select the data of type float associated with the child nodes of node1000000 (2 seconds): 
 
 SELECT [FlatData].[name], [FlatData].[doubleData],  
        cN.name, cN.version, cN.nameSpace 
FROM Node AS pN, Node AS cN, Edge AS e, 
DataReferences, FlatData 
WHERE pN.name="node1000000"                       And  
      e.parentNode=pN.ID                          And  
      e.childNode=cN.ID                           And  
      cN.ID=[DataReferences].[elementID]          And  
      [DataReferences].[elementType]="Node"       And  
      [DataReferences].[dataType]="flat"          And  
      [DataReferences].[dataID]=[FlatData].[ID]   And  
      [FlatData].[dataType]="float"; 

 
Several other types of queries were constructed to test if the model was sufficiently expressive: 
 
Retrieve XML data that is valid between 1/1/2001 and 1/1/2006: 
 SELECT [XMLData].[startDate],[XMLData].[endDate] 
FROM XMLData 
WHERE [XMLData].[startDate]>#1/1/2001# And    
      [XMLData].[endDate]  <#1/1/2006#; 

 
 

Select the data (names and values) of type double attached to nodes in the construction or DDD 
namespace: 
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 SELECT DISTINCT [FlatData].[name],[FlatData].[doubleData],      
                [FlatData].[startDate], [FlatData].[endDate],  
                [Node].[name],[Node].[version],[Node].[nameSpace] 
FROM Node, DataReferences, FlatData 
WHERE ([Node].[nameSpace]="construction" Or [Node].[nameSpace]="DDD") 
   And [Node].[ID]=[DataReferences].[elementID] And   
       [DataReferences].[elementType]="Node"    And  
       [DataReferences].[dataType]="flat"       And  
       [DataReferences].[dataID]=[FlatData].[ID] And  
       [FlatData].[dataType]="double"; 

 
Select the following data (specified as Xpath) from an XML file stored in the database: 
/Data[@label="cms.xml"]/Tubs/@dz 
 SELECT DISTINCT Vp2.integer 
FROM XMLStructure AS Sp1, XMLStructure AS Sp2, XMLValues AS Vp1,  
     XMLStructure AS Sp3, XMLStructure AS Sp4, XMLValues AS Vp2 
WHERE Sp1.parentID=0 And Sp1.elementType="Node"    And  
      Sp1.elementName="Data" And Sp2.elementType="Attribute" And  
      Sp2.elementName="label" And Sp2.parentID=Sp1.ID   And  
      Vp1.xmlStructureID=Sp2.ID And Vp1.string="cms.xml"   And  
      Sp3.elementType="Node" And Sp3.elementName="Tubs"    And  
      Sp3.parentID=Sp1.ID And Sp4.elementType="Attribute"    And  
      Sp4.elementName="dz" And Sp4.parentID=Sp3.ID    And  

   Vp2.xmlStructureID=Sp4.ID; 
 

 
The query response of the database is less than 1 second for most queries on a 4+4 million nodes 
and edges using a simple database system (Access) and outdated hardware. It shows that a 
centralized data warehouse approach for a common database is feasible. 
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Well I dont know if I’m ready 

To be the man I have to be 

I'll take a breath, take her by my side 

We stand in awe, we've created life 

With arms wide open 

Under the sunlight 

Welcome to this place 

I'll show you everything 

With arms wide open 

Now everything has changed 

I'll show you love 

I'll show you everything 

With arms wide open 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creed  “Human Clay”  
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